
This thesis reports on four years of research with the aim to contribute to the implementation of low-
energy office buildings with high quality of indoor environment and good total economy. The objective is 
to enable the energy expert of the building design team to generate a useful input to the overall building 
design process prior to any actual form giving of the building. A workflow operationalised in a building si-
mulation tool was proposed, tested and developed in an iterative manner involving 135 students at DTU. 
The tool was furthermore used in the early stages of three real building design projects.

The end result is a method and tool which enables the energy expert proactively to generate a useful 
input to the overall building design process.
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Foreword 

“We can't solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them.” 

Albert Einstein 

 

Various approaches to the design of buildings throughout human history have led to numerous 

different solutions for fulfilling our need for a functional, comfortable and aesthetic shelter against 

the outdoor environment. However, a majority of these building designs has also front leaded new 

problems: the energy use of buildings is in general unnecessary high. Energy use in buildings 

contributes significantly to the rapid exhaustion of world fossil fuel reserves which again lead to 

rising energy prices and maybe even a negative impact on global climate. Furthermore, there are 

too often problems with the quality of the indoor environment which affect human health, comfort 

and productivity. This is not a sustainable development. Instead we need to start designing 

buildings with a good indoor environment and an energy need which can be covered by 

sustainable renewable energy sources. In order to do so, changing the way of thinking when 

designing buildings – or at least supplementing or adjusting it - seems necessary. The research 

reported in this thesis investigates a suggestion for a methodology which can be regarded as a 

change, supplement or adjustment of the way of thinking in the building design process. I hope 

the reader finds it inspiring and useful. 

 

This thesis is submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Danish PhD degree. 

 

 

Copenhagen, 31st of March 2011 
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Abstract 

This thesis reports on four years of research with the aim to contribute to the implementation of 

low-energy office buildings with high quality of indoor environment and good total economy. 

Focus has been on the design decisions made in the early stages of the building design process. 

The objective is to contribute to a development where simulations of building energy performance 

and indoor environment is used for generating an input to the overall building design process 

prior to any actual form giving of the building. This input should be considered as one of several 

similar inputs from other building design disciplines (structural, fire, architecture etc.) to the 

integrated building design process. The research therefore revolves around the hypothesis that 

parametric analyses on the energy performance, indoor environment and total economy of rooms 

with respect to geometry and characteristics of building elements and services can be used to 

generate a useful input to the early stage of an integrated building design process.  

 To pursue a corroboration of this hypothesis, a method for making informed decisions when 

establishing the input to the overall building design process is proposed. The method relies on the 

use of building simulation to illustrate how design parameters will affect the energy performance 

and the quality of the indoor environment prior to any actual design decision. The method is made 

operational in a simple building simulation tool capable of performing integrated performance 

predictions of energy consumption, thermal indoor environment, indoor air quality, and daylight 

levels. The tool has been tested extensively throughout the four year period of this project. The 

feedback from these tests has been used to develop the operability and usability of the tool. The 

end result is a tool which, with minor reservations, has proved to be operational and useful in the 

design of low-energy office buildings with good indoor environment. 

 The conducted research is reported in the main body of this thesis and in three papers for 

scientific journals. An abstract of these is given in the following. 

 

Article I The early stages of building design include a number of decisions which have a strong 

influence on the performance of the building throughout the rest of the process. It is therefore 

important that designers are aware of the consequences of these design decisions. This paper 

presents a method for making informed decisions in the early stages of building design to fulfil 

performance requirements with regard to energy consumption and indoor environment. The 

method is operationalised in a program that utilises a simple simulation program to make 

performance predictions of user-defined parameter variations. The program then presents the 

output in a way that enables designers to make informed decisions. The method and the 

program reduce the need for design iterations, reducing time consumption and construction 
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costs, to obtain the intended energy performance and indoor environment. Paper published in 

Energy and Buildings 42 (7) (2010), 1113-1119. doi:10.1016/j.enbuild.2010.02.002 

 

Article II A method for simulating predictive control of building systems operation in the design 

stage is presented. The predictive control method uses building simulation based on weather 

forecasts to predict whether there is a future heating or cooling requirement. This information 

enables the thermal control systems of the building to respond proactively to keep the 

operational temperature within the thermal comfort range with the minimum use of energy. 

The method is assuming perfect weather prediction and building modelling because of the 

design situation. The method is implemented in an existing building simulation tool. A test case 

featuring an office located in Copenhagen, Denmark, shows that the suggested method 

reduces the energy required for heating and ventilation compared to more conventional control 

systems, while improving thermal comfort for building occupants. The method furthermore 

automates the configuration of buildings systems operation. This eliminates time consuming 

manual configuration of building systems operation when using building simulation for 

parametric analyses in the design phase. Applied Energy 88 (2011) 4597–4606. 

doi:10.1016/j.apenergy.2011.05.053 

 

Article III Increasing requirements for energy performance in new buildings mean the cost of 

incorporating energy-saving in buildings is also increasing. Building designers thus need to be 

aware of the long-term cost-effectiveness of potential energy-conserving measures. This paper 

presents a simplified and transparent economic optimisation method to find an initial design 

proposal near the economical optimum. The aim is to provide an expedient starting point for 

the building design process and more detailed economic optimisation. The method uses the 

energy frame concept to express the constraints of the optimisation problem, which is then 

solved by minimising the costs of conserving energy in all the individual energy-saving 

measures. A case example illustrates how the method enables designers to establish a 

qualified estimate of an economically optimal solution. Such an estimate gives a good starting 

point for the iterative design process and a more detailed economic optimisation. Furthermore, 

the method explicitly illustrates the economic efficiency of the individual building elements and 

services enabling the identification of potentials for further product development. Paper 

published in Renewable Energy 38(1) (2012) 173-180. doi:10.1016/j.renene.2011.07.019 

 

Report 1 A reoccurring issue in relation to building simulation is the desire to be able to evaluate 

the performance of complex fenestration systems (CFS). This report describes a method for 

predicting the daylight performance of CFS such as daylight redirecting devices, novel solar 

blinds and advanced glazing materials. 
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Resumé 
(Abstract in Danish) 

Denne afhandling er en afrapportering af fire års forskningsarbejde med det formål at bidrage til 

implementeringen af lavenergi kontorbygninger med høj kvalitet af indeklima og god 

totaløkonomi. Fokus har været på designbeslutninger i designprocessens tidlige faser. Det 

konkrete mål er at bidrage til en udvikling, hvor simuleringer af bygningens energiperformance og 

indeklima bruges til at generere et input til den overordnede designproces – før nogen egentlig 

bygningsform er etableret. Dette input skal betragtes som et af evt. flere lignende input fra andre 

designdiscipliner (bærende konstruktioner, brand, arkitektur osv.) til den integrerede 

designproces. Projektets hypotese er derfor, at parametrisk analyse af rums energiperformance, 

indeklima og totaløkonomi med hensyn til geometri og energitekniske egenskaber for 

bygningsdele og installationer kan bruges til at generere et nyttigt input til den tidlige fase af en 

integreret bygningsdesign proces. 

 For at undersøge denne hypotese, er der først formuleret et forslag til en metode til at træffe 

informerede designbeslutninger i forbindelse med generering af førnævnte input. Metoden bygger 

på anvendelsen af bygningssimulering til at illustrere hvordan en ændring af en designparameter 

vil påvirke energiperformance og kvaliteten af indeklimaet forud for en egentlig designbeslutning. 

Metoden er gjort operationel i et simpelt bygningssimuleringsværktøj, der kan udføre en 

integreret beregning af energiforbrug, termisk indeklima, rummets luftkvalitet, og dagslys. 

Værktøjet er blevet testet af flere omgange i den fireårige periode for dette projekt. 

Tilbagemeldingerne fra disse tests er blevet brugt til at udvikle værktøjets funktionalitet og 

brugervenlighed. Slutresultatet er et værktøj der, med mindre forbehold, har vist sig at være 

operationelt og nyttigt i forbindelse med udformningen af lavenergi kontorhuse med et godt 

indeklima. 

 Forskningen er afrapporteret i hoveddelen af denne afhandling, og i tre artikler til 

videnskabelige tidsskrifter. Et uddrag af disse er anført i det følgende. 

 

Artikel I Designbeslutninger foretaget i de tidlige faser af bygningsdesign har stor betydning for 

det endelige bygningsdesign. Det er derfor vigtigt, at designere er klar over konsekvenserne af 

disse beslutninger. Denne artikel præsenterer en metode til at træffe informerede beslutninger 

i de tidlige stadier af bygningsdesign, således at krav til energiforbrug og indeklima kan 

overholdes. Metoden er operationaliseret i et simuleringsprogram, der kan bruges til at udføre 

bruger-definerede parametervariationer. Programmet præsenterer derefter resultatet på en 

måde, der gør det muligt for designere at træffe informerede beslutninger. Metoden og 
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programmet sikrer, at det tilsigtede energiforbrug og indeklima opnås samtidig med at behovet 

for designiterationer, tidsforbrug og byggeomkostninger reduceres. Artiklen er publiceret i 

tidsskriftet Energy and Buildings 42 (7) (2010), 1113-1119. 

doi:10.1016/j.enbuild.2010.02.002 

 

Artikel II En metode til at simulere effekten af en vejrudsigts-baseret styring af bygningens 

klimatiseringssystemer præsenteres. Styringen bruger vejrudsigter som input til 

bygningssimuleringer for at forudsige, om der er et fremtidigt opvarmnings- eller kølebehov. 

Denne oplysning gør det muligt for bygningens klimatiseringssystemer at reagere proaktivt i 

forhold til at holde en komfortabel indetemperatur med et minimum forbrug af energi. Metoden 

er implementeret i et eksisterende simuleringsprogram. Et eksempel viser, at denne form for 

styring kan mindske den energi, der kræves til opvarmning og ventilation i forhold til mere 

traditionelle kontrolsystemer, samtidig med at der opretholdes et tilfredsstillende termisk 

indeklima. Desuden eliminerer metoden den tidskrævende manuelle konfiguration af 

byggesystemer i simuleringsprogrammet, hvilket er en fordel når programmet benyttes til 

parametrisk analyse i designfasen. Artiklen er publiceret i tidsskriftet Applied Energy 88 (2011) 

4597–4606. doi:10.1016/j.apenergy.2011.05.053 

 

Artikel III Stigende krav til nye bygningers energiforbrug øger udgifterne til energibesparende 

tiltag. Bygningsdesignere bør derfor være bekendt med totaløkonomien for potentielle 

energibesparende tiltag forud for en egentlig designbeslutning. Denne artikel præsenterer en 

forenklet og gennemsigtig økonomisk optimeringsmetode til at finde et hensigtsmæssigt 

udgangspunkt for designprocessen og detaljeret økonomisk optimering. Metoden benytter det 

velkendte energirammebegreb som grænseværdi for optimeringsproblemet, som derefter løses 

ved at minimere omkostningerne ved at spare på energien. Et eksempel illustrerer, hvordan 

metoden kan hjælpe designere med at etablere et kvalificeret bud på en økonomisk optimal 

løsning. Et sådant bud er et godt udgangspunkt for den iterative designproces en mere 

detaljeret økonomisk optimering. Endvidere kan metoden bruges til at illustrere den 

økonomiske effektivitet af de enkelte bygningsdele og installationer, hvilket gør det muligt, at 

identificere potentialer for produktudvikling. Artiklen er publiceret i tidsskriftet Renewable 

Energy 38(1) (2012) 173-180. doi:10.1016/j.renene.2011.07.019 

 

Rapport 1 Der er et stigende behov for at kunne evaluere dagslysindfaldet gennem komplekse 

facadesystemer (KF). Denne rapport beskriver en metode til simulering af dagslys gennem KF, 

såsom redirigerende lameller, innovative solafskærmninger og avancerede rudematerialer. 
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parametrisk analyse i designfasen. Artiklen er publiceret i tidsskriftet Applied Energy 88 (2011) 

4597–4606. doi:10.1016/j.apenergy.2011.05.053 

 

Artikel III Stigende krav til nye bygningers energiforbrug øger udgifterne til energibesparende 

tiltag. Bygningsdesignere bør derfor være bekendt med totaløkonomien for potentielle 

energibesparende tiltag forud for en egentlig designbeslutning. Denne artikel præsenterer en 

forenklet og gennemsigtig økonomisk optimeringsmetode til at finde et hensigtsmæssigt 

udgangspunkt for designprocessen og detaljeret økonomisk optimering. Metoden benytter det 

velkendte energirammebegreb som grænseværdi for optimeringsproblemet, som derefter løses 

ved at minimere omkostningerne ved at spare på energien. Et eksempel illustrerer, hvordan 
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identificere potentialer for produktudvikling. Artiklen er publiceret i tidsskriftet Renewable 

Energy 38(1) (2012) 173-180. doi:10.1016/j.renene.2011.07.019 

 

Rapport 1 Der er et stigende behov for at kunne evaluere dagslysindfaldet gennem komplekse 

facadesystemer (KF). Denne rapport beskriver en metode til simulering af dagslys gennem KF, 

såsom redirigerende lameller, innovative solafskærmninger og avancerede rudematerialer. 
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1 Introduction 

The increasing strains on fossil energy resources and the need to look after the environment are 

issues of major concern. These are also the main reasons for the European Union’s (EU) 

commitment to the targets of the Kyoto Protocol [1]: to maintain the global temperature rise 

below 2 °C, and to reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20 % below 1990 levels 

by 2020. Furthermore, EU has also offered to reduce emissions by 30% in the event of an 

international agreement being reached [2]. In the EU, buildings are responsible for about 40% of 

the total energy consumption. Buildings are thus a main contributor to greenhouse gas emissions 

(GHG): about 36% of the EU’s total CO2 emissions and about half of the CO2 emissions which are 

not covered by the EU Emission Trading System [3]. There is therefore a significant potential in 

reducing the energy consumption in buildings to accommodate the Kyoto protocol and more far-

reaching targets. As a consequence, the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) [4] 

was introduced in 2002 as a regulatory initiative to improve the energy performance of buildings. 

The EPBD is a paradigm shift in regulations from individual component and system requirements 

to a framework for the total energy performance of the building. The minimum total energy 

performance requirement is set by the individual EU member states at a cost-optimal level using 

a certain comparative methodology framework. This national requirement has to be revised every 

five years, at minimum, in order to reflect technical progress in the building sector. The deadline 

for transposing the EPBD into national law in the member states was 4 January 2006. 

 Besides the demand for energy efficient buildings there are certain occupant expectations with 

regard to the quality of the indoor environment. Actually, the need for a healthy, productive and 

comfortable indoor environment is the very reason for any energy use in the first place. The EPBD 

acknowledges this by stating that the extent of energy savings shall take account of general 

indoor climate conditions to avoid possible negative effects. So, the fact is that the quality of the 

indoor environment and energy use (emission of GHG) are two opposite but inseparable aspects 

in the aspiration for a sustainable development. An energy declaration without a declaration 

related to the indoor environment therefore makes no sense. Such a declaration can be found in 

the standard EN 15251 [5]. The standard specifies criteria for the indoor environment for design, 

energy calculations, and performance evaluation of the building. The criteria are boundary 

conditions for the extent of energy savings and render possible the integral evaluation of energy 

use and the quality indoor environment. 

 The long term solution to eliminate the problems related to the emission of GHG is a 

combination of energy efficiency and use of renewable energy. This is also reflected in the recent 

recast of EPBD from 19 May 2010 which states that all new buildings constructed after 2020 

should consume "near zero energy" [6]. The recast defines near-zero-energy buildings as 

constructions that have "a very high energy performance" with any energy they use coming "to a 

very large extent" from renewable sources generated "either on-site or nearby". This leads to an 
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increasing pressure on the building industry to produce low energy buildings while fulfilling user 

expectations with regard to the quality of the indoor environment. Creating an overview of 

possible design options and their performance prior to any actual design decisions is thus a task 

of critical importance. This would help building designers to integrate the task of fulfilling strict 

energy and indoor environment performance requirements in all design decisions related to form, 

constructions and systems from the early design stages. That is why the main theme of this thesis 

is how to enable building designers to create an overview over possible conflicts between the 

requirements of EPBD, comfort requirements and performance of people in the building in the 

early building design stages. A more detailed explanation of the aim and objective as well as the 

research methodology is given in the following sections of the introduction. 

1.1 Aim and objective 

This thesis reports on four years of research with the aim to contribute to the implementation of 

low-energy office buildings with high quality of indoor environment and good total economy. 

Focus has been on the design decisions made in the early stages of the building design process. 

 The objective is to contribute to a development where simulations of building energy 

performance and indoor environment are used for generating an input to the overall building 

design process prior to any actual form giving of the building. This input should be considered as 

one of several similar inputs from other building design disciplines (structural, fire, architecture 

etc.) to the integrated building design process. The objective of this research project, however, 

has to be defined in more specific and operational terms so it can be pursued in a scientific 

manner. The specific formulation depends on which description of scientific method one wishes to 

follow. A widely accepted and commonly used scientific method is the hypothetico-deductive 

method. In this method, scientific inquiry starts with the formulation of a hypothesis that could 

conceivably be falsified by a test on observable data. The fact that the hypothesis should be 

formulated so it may be shown false is crucial according to Popper [7]: one cannot regard a 

proposition (or theory) as scientific if it does not admit the possibility of being shown false. The 

criterion of falsifiability may have been rejected or supplemented by other philosophers of science 

but it is still a prevailing paradigm in scientific investigations. The test of a falsifiable hypothesis 

based on the aforementioned objective would therefore be a scientifically solid approach for 

pursuing the aim of the research. To pursue the above described aim and objective, the following 

hypothesis is thus drawn up: 

 

 Parametric analyses on the energy performance, indoor environment and total economy of 

rooms with respect to geometry and characteristics of building elements and services can be used 

to generate a useful input to the early stage of an integrated building design process. 

 

According to the hypothetico-deductive method, the hypothesis above is currently just a 

provisional idea whose merit requires evaluation through tests. There are two possible outcomes 

of such tests: 1) they may run contrary to predictions of the hypothesis thus falsifying the 
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hypothesis or 2) not run contrary to the hypothesis thus corroborating the hypothesis. If a 

hypothesis is corroborated by an appropriate number of tests, the next step could be to compare 

its explanatory value to competing hypotheses by testing how stringently they are corroborated 

by their predictions.  

 This research project is limited to the task of testing the hypothesis above. There will be no 

attempts to compare a potential corroborated hypothesis with competing hypotheses within the 

research area. The next step is therefore to describe the adopted research methodology to test 

the hypothesis, see section 1.2. 

1.2 Research methodology 

The hypothesis in section 1.1 is in its formulation directly testable. The test, however, seems like 

an overwhelming task since the hypothesis gives rise to a number of questions1: 

 

Question 1: Is it possible to establish an operational tool for parametric analyses on the 

energy performance, indoor environment and total economy which can be used for generating 

input to the building design process? 

 

In question 1, the term ‘operational’ is crucial. According to Nielsen [8], usability (or operability) 

of e.g. a piece of software is a part of ‘usefulness’ and is composed of five issues, ‘learnability’, 

‘efficiency’, ‘memorability’, ‘errors’ and ‘satisfaction’. The definitions of the first two issues are 

especially interesting in relation to this research project: 1) the learnability of the tool, i.e. how 

easy it is for users to accomplish a task the first time they encounter the tool, and 2) the 

efficiency of the tool, i.e. whether the users find the tool ‘easy to use’ once they have learned to 

use it. 

 

Question 2: Is the output from the parametric analyses useful in the overall building design 

process? 

 

The above questions indicate a possibility to divide the test of the hypothesis in two, namely 

whether it is possible to use parametric analyses to generate a certain input to the building design 

process (question 1) and whether this input is useful in the overall design process (question 2). In 

relation to these two questions, a third question seems relevant if question 1 and/or 2 is 

answered with a ‘no’:  

 

Question 3: What are the main barriers for an efficient application of parametric analysis? 

 

                                              
1 ‘Questions’ are formulated instead of the formulation of ‘predictions’ which would be more scientifically 
correct. ‘Questions’ and ‘predictions’ are, however, related since they are both products of reasoning over the 
hypothesis. ‘Questions’ are used here because this form is found more communicative. 
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Question 1 gives rise to the notion that the task of establishing ‘an operational tool for parametric 

analyses of the energy performance, indoor environment and total economy’ could be divided in 

two. Building energy performance and indoor environment are an inseparable matter but total 

economy can be regarded as a separate matter. It can therefore be argued that these two 

matters could be investigated separately to further facilitate the research work needed to test the 

main hypothesis. It is therefore decided that total economy initially is left out. Total economy 

could be included when the tool is considered to be fairly operational for parametric analyses of 

the energy performance and indoor environment alone. The following predictions, or sub 

hypotheses, can now be formulated: 

 

Sub hypothesis I: It is possible to establish an operational tool for parametric analyses on 

the energy performance and indoor environment which can be used for generating input to 

the building design process. 

 

Sub hypothesis II: The output from the parametric analyses is useful in the overall building 

design process. 

 

Sub hypothesis I and II are henceforth called ‘SH I’ and ‘SH II’, respectively. These two sub 

hypotheses are the initial test subjects in this research project. The outcomes of these tests are 

then used to make a qualified assessment of the main hypothesis so that a set of conclusions in 

relation to whether the hypothesis is falsified or corroborated can be drawn up.  

 So, basically the overall research methodology to test the hypothesis is that the test of two sub 

hypotheses provides the basis for a test of the main hypothesis. Performing a solid test of the sub 

hypotheses demands appropriate test environments and careful planning of their execution. These 

elements are described in the following. 

1.2.1 Overall project framework  

Appropriate test environments accommodating the demands described above were found within 

the overall framework conditions of the research project. The research was planned to be 

undertaken over a period of four years. A typical week or month within this period was divided in 

¾ of research activities at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and ¼ of professional 

building consultancy in the company ALECTIA A/S. The field of work in the consultancy was 

energy performance and indoor environment in buildings, and the assignments were often the 

role as consultant in competitions and conceptual design tasks. This mix of research and 

professional consultancy was immediately a unique constellation in terms of establishing 

appropriate test environments for execution of the tests of SH I and SH II.  

1.2.2 Sub hypothesis I: Test environment and execution of tests 

Initially, a proposal for a method and tool for generating simulation-based design support is 

established (see chapter 3 and Paper I in appendix A). The tool is the ‘tool for parametric analysis’ 

mentioned in SH I and the method is an attempt to make the tool ‘operational’, i.e. an attempt to 
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facilitate the generation of ‘a useful input to the design process’. Whether the use of the method 

and tool indeed corroborates SH I relies on an analysis of the outcome from design projects where 

the proposed method and tool has been applied. 

 

The test environment for SH I would benefit from involving a large number of potential users of 

the, still alleged, operational tool for parametric analyses for generating input to the building 

design process. One could argue that the more potential user testing the tool, the more solid the 

evidence for any conclusions in relation to SH I (and consequently the main hypothesis) is. 

Furthermore, it is the intention to stimulate an iterative, user-driven development of the tool. The 

reason is that the needs for enhancements of the tool are most likely experienced by users 

working with the tool rather than by the tool designers. This point of view is promoted e.g. by 

Fischer in ref. [9]. Fischer has also formulated the ‘seeding, evolutionary growth, and reseeding’ 

model (SER) [10] which postulates that systems that evolve over a sustained time span must 

continually alternate between activities of unplanned evolution and periods of deliberate 

(re)structuring and enhancement. The SER model can be summarised in the following high-level 

guidelines: 

 

• Software systems must evolve; they cannot be completely designed prior to use. Software 

users and designers will not be able to fully determine a system’s desired functionality 

until that system is put to use. 

• Software systems must evolve at the hands of the users. Users (not developers) 

experience a system’s deficiencies. They therefore have to play an important role in 

driving its evolution. 

• Software systems must be designed for evolution. Experience has shown that the time 

(costs) saved in the initial development of a system by ignoring evolution will be spent 

several times over during the use of a system.  

 

It is the intention to follow the guidelines of the SER model when testing SH I. This makes certain 

demands on the test environment. 

 The test environment chosen for SH I was a course at DTU called ‘Building energy and 

technical services - Integrated design’ [11] running each fall semester (Sept.-Dec.). Here, a total 

of 67 student groups or approx. 140 students (apportioned over the four year period of the 

project) have used a tool for parametric analyses developed specifically for this research project 

(see Paper I in appendix A) to generate input to an artificial building design project. This test 

environment was ideal for applying the SER model described above. The user feedback from the 

course and direct observations of the students working with the tool were used to test SH I and to 

identify possible improvements to the tool with the aim to further corroborate SH I. The 

opportunity to test SH I once a year for four years enabled an iterative research process where 

issues which hindered corroboration of SH I were identified (question 3) and accommodated 

before the tool was tested once again. A flow diagram of the execution of the test of SH I is 

shown in Figure 1 (a).  
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Figure 1. A flow diagram of the research methodology for the project: (a) execution of the test of 
SH I, (b) execution of the test of SH II, and (c) overall conclusions and remarks based on the 
outcome from (a) and (b). 
 

The disadvantage of a test environment within a university course was that it was not the same 

users performing the test each year. As a consequence, any improvements to accommodate 

barriers for efficient application of the tool were not tested by the same set of users who provided 

the basis for the suggested improvements. This disadvantage, however, only seems to apply for 

the test of the implementation of concrete suggestions
2
 for improvements provided directly by a 

specific set of students. Testing the implementation of possible improvements to accommodate 

more general issues identified by the students, e.g. the notion of excessive use of time, on a 

different set of students may be easier to justify. In such a case the students rarely provided any 

reasons or concrete suggestions for improvement. Instead, improvements have to be suggested 

based on the tool developer’s (i.e. the author of this thesis) overt participant observations of the 

students working with the tool. Three of such suggested improvements are described in paper II, 

paper III and Report I in appendix A. Paper II is aimed at facilitating the set-up of the control of 

building systems operation, paper III is aimed at reducing the amount of design iterations by 

establishing an energy-economic efficient starting point for the parametric analysis, and Report I 

sketches a method to predict the performance of complex fenestration systems in the early design 

stage (see section 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, respectively). 

 An alternative, or possibly parallel, test environment would have been to introduce the tool to 

engineers at ALECTIA A/S and ask them to use it in their daily work while observing them. This 

more practical environment may have provided a better qualitative basis for the test of SH I but 

                                              
2
 An example of a relatively frequent user suggestion is suggestions on how to improve the user interface. 
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would never give access to the same quantity of test persons as in the student course. Observing 

only one or a few projects was also regarded to be an inefficient use of the time and resources of 

the project since any issues that might be experienced in one project may not be experienced in 

another thus making it difficult to justify any improvements to the tool. Furthermore, it was 

expected to be difficult to arrange the iterative process of the SER model within this test 

environment. Finally, the limited time and resources of the project necessitated a prioritisation. 

Therefore, the qualitative test environment within ALECTIA A/S was deliberately deselected in 

favour of the quantitative test environment provided by the student course. 

1.2.3 Sub hypothesis II: Test environment and execution of tests 

The characteristics of test environment needed for the test of SH II is more obvious than for SH I. 

The test environment has to be a professional setting where interdisciplinary design teams are 

working on a real building design project in their everyday context and within real constraints. 

This is the only setting where it would be possible to perform a realistic test of whether the output 

from the parametric analyses is useful in the overall building design process.  

 The fact that the research project was partially anchored in a professional consultancy enabled 

the author to be a part of the design group of three real building design projects. These three 

projects were providing the ideal conditions for tests of SH II. In all projects, output from the tool 

was presented to the design group at an early stage of the process as an input to the integrated 

building design process. The data basis for a test of SH II was then generated by observing how 

the design group was using this input and through interviews with the participants of the design 

groups.  

 A flow diagram of the execution of the test of SH II is shown in Figure 1 (b). Here it is 

illustrated that the projects were given equal status in relation to identifying any barriers for an 

efficient application of parametric analysis. The reason was that the framework conditions for real 

building design projects often are very different from project to project, e.g. in relation to the 

type of the project (e.g. dwelling, office, school or a mixed function), number and type of people 

involved and the time frame available for conceptual design. Consequently, any issues that might 

be experienced using the output from the tool in one project may not be experienced in another. 

Therefore, it might be difficult to justify any improvements to the tool based on the experiences 

from a single design project. One could even argue that the data gathered in the three projects 

are not sufficient to establish a pattern that may justify any improvements. The three projects, 

however, may constitute the start of a pattern in terms of identifying potential improvements and 

they may give some indications in relation to whether SH II is corroborated or not. 

 

Furthermore, the tool was used in two master projects where the aim was to design a low-energy 

office building with high indoor environment quality. In master project 1, the project was not a 

real building design project and the students were not a part of an interdisciplinary design team. 

But maybe because of this, combined with their lack of experience in building design, they could 

provide new dimensions in terms of SH II (i.e. the usability of the design support) as they were 

not bound to follow any traditional notions and conventions regarding the building design process. 
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Instead, they where free to apply the generated design support to the building design process in 

any way they wanted. In master project 2, the students were fortunate to have the opportunity to 

be involved in a real building design project. The students therefore had, in contrast to master 

project 1, the opportunity to gather data and experience regarding how the alleged useful design 

input generated with the tool was perceived and maybe used in a real, multidisciplinary practice 

setting. 

1.2.4 Assessment of main hypothesis 

The final part of the research is to make an assessment of the main hypothesis based on the 

conclusions made in relation to the test of sub hypothesis I and II. Finally, overall conclusions and 

remarks are provided. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (c). 
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2  Building design process and Building 
simulation 

This section describes state of the art in two topics, namely 1) building design process and 2) 

building simulation. These topics are highly relevant to the research reported in this thesis as they 

are basic elements in the objective as well as the hypothesis.  

 Designing a building often happens through series of activities and procedures which as a 

whole is referred to as a building design process. It is not an objective of this thesis to make a 

new suggestion for a building design process but merely to inform that process in a constructive 

manner. Being aware of the different notions of the building design process, their background, 

and the current prevailing trends is therefore important to ensure that the outcome of the 

research becomes relevant for building designers working in practice. 

 A core issue in the research reported in this thesis is how to use building simulation 

prescriptively rather than evaluative. In is relation, it is desirable to ‘stands on the shoulder of 

giants’3 to a widest extent possible and to be aware of the current directions in the development 

of building simulation. 

 Finally, building design process and building simulation is ‘crossed’. Current attempts to 

integrate building simulation in the early stages of building design are described and analysed, 

and serves as further rationale for the direction of research reported in this thesis. 

2.1 The building design process 

Design of buildings has long moved away from what Lawson [12] calls the craft-based approach, 

where buildings are the result of generations of evolution with an end product that is a totally 

integrated response to a limited number of problems (e.g. the local climatic conditions). The 

reason is that the craft-based evolution became too slow to adapt to the relatively sudden and 

rapid changes in user demand, regulatory requirements and technology found e.g. in western 

countries. According to Alexander [13], the consequence for the building design process has been 

a transformation from an unselfconscious tradition-based approach to a self-conscious 

professionalised process.  

 In other words, design has become a complex task. Stricter and sometimes opposing user 

demands and regulatory requirements together with an increasing amount design options due to 

the rapid development of technology are the immediate obvious reasons. Furthermore, Alexander 

                                              
3 The modern interpretation of this statement was made famous by Sir Isaac Newton and means that one 
should develop future intellectual pursuits by understanding the research and works created by notable 
thinkers of the past. 
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(ibid.) states that the cognitive burden in self-conscious cultures is in itself inducing a higher 

degree of complexity. The increased complexity is the main reason that design has become a 

subject of research. A review of the historical developments in design research is given in sections 

2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, and in section 2.1.4 the development is related to one of the latest trends 

in building design processes. The purpose is to gain insight into the fundamental notions of the 

modern design process in order to establish a platform for suggesting constructive initiatives for 

the facilitation of the building design process. 

2.1.1 Design as a scientific process 

The earliest efforts to define the design process were focused on approaching design using the 

classic scientific methodology in an attempt to justify design as an academic, scientific discipline. 

These so-called first generation design methods were formulated in the 1960s by early pioneers 

like Archer [14] and Asimov [15]. The methods were constructed with a focus on optimisation 

using the term ‘method’ in its classic scientific meaning where a ‘method’ is considered to be a 

systematic, rational and logical way of approaching a problem – in this case design problems. A 

leading mantra in the quest of such methods is the notion ‘Form Follows Function’ formulated by 

Sullivan [16], which means that a form must facilitate a given set of functional needs. Design 

methods rooted in this mantra are therefore trying to find the causal relationship between form 

and function, typically through one of the two fundamental paradigms ‘problem-solving’ or 

‘puzzle-making’, where problem-solving is the search for a form which facilitates a desired 

function and puzzle-making is the adaptation of a form until it reaches some desired functional 

qualities [17]. 

2.1.2 Design problems are ‘wicked’ 

The so-called second generation of design methods emerged in the late 1960s/early 1970s. 

Researchers wanted to abandon the problem solving approach of the first generation of design 

methods which they criticised for being too narrow and functional contingent definition of 

rationality not fit for design problems. Instead, supporters of the second generation argued that 

design problems, especially architectural design problems, are ‘wicked’ problems full of intuitive 

leaps, fundamentally irreconcilable with the techniques of science and engineering, which dealt 

with ‘tame’ problems [18] [19]. Because design problems are perceived as wicked problems they 

are fundamentally indefinable which means that it is impossible to determine when a design 

problem is solved: it can always be improved. Thus no ultimate, optimal solution exists [18] [20] 

[21]. The second generation researchers argued that the design process is argumentative and 

based on empirical knowledge, rather than rational knowledge as in the first generation design 

methods, beginning with an incubation, an introspective phase, followed by iterative refinement of 

both form and function until some harmonious coexistence emerges [22], a so-called satisfactory 

solution [23]. 
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2.1.3 Designerly ways of knowing 

A notion emerging in the 1980s, based on the second generation design methods, is that there is 

a ‘designerly’ way of knowing, e.g. Schön [24] and Cross [25]. Where science and art (or 

humanities) are two well-established cultures of knowing, designerly ways of knowing is 

considered to be a ‘third culture’. The notion in the third culture is that there are forms of 

knowledge special to the awareness and ability of a designer, independent of the different 

professional domains of design practice [26]. The research in this third culture is based on the 

reflective practice of design, and therefore considers design as a discipline rather than a science. 

Therefore the research in designerly ways of knowing often relies on studies of design activities 

with the purpose of mapping what is called ‘the creative cognition in design’. 

2.1.4 Design as an interdisciplinary, collaborative process 

The development described in section 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 is mainly concerning the design 

ability of the individual designer. Today, designers relying on first generation approaches 

(systematic and rational) are mainly found in engineering and industrial design whereas designers 

relying on second generation approaches (argumentative and empirical) are mainly found in 

architecture and planning [28]. ‘Designerly’ ways of knowing is an attempt to make design an 

independent culture but is still concerning the ability of the individual designer. 

 In the building design process, design ability is of course important. However, a mix of abilities 

is often required to solve today’s design problems. For example, the aesthetic aspect of a design 

project might gain from an argumentative approach whereas the structural aspect might gain 

from a more systematic and rational approach. Common is that these design aspects, as well as 

many other aspects, often require expert knowledge and years of training. It is therefore hard to 

believe that the individual designer alone possesses all the abilities to solve today’s design 

problems. As a consequence, current frameworks for the building design process rely on a high 

degree of interdisciplinary collaboration. Such frameworks are often referred to as ‘integrated 

design process’ (IDP), for example in IEA Task 23 [29] and BC green building roundtable [30]. In 

IDP the term ‘design team’ is often used instead of ‘the designer’. The design team is a group of 

individuals with different, specialised design abilities. In IDP the design team is the designer. The 

idea is that a multidisciplinary collaborating design team is more likely to succeed in solving the 

complex building design task. In this context, the structure of the design team is of importance to 

ensure that the team is competent to transact decisions. The above cited references elaborate on 

this and on other issues relevant to the interdisciplinary, collaborative design process. 

2.2 Building simulation  

As stated in section 2.1, the modern building design process is complex due to strict and 

sometimes opposing user demands and regulatory requirements as well as an increasing amount 

design options due to the rapid development of technology. Establishing an overview of which 

combinations of design options that may prompt the desirable performance can be difficult for 

building designers because it often requires the management of a large amount of data on 
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geometry and detailed physical properties of building elements and systems. As if this were not 

enough, this data needs to be processed before anything can be said about performance (e.g. 

energy need and indoor environment quality). Computer-based building simulation tools are, 

however, ideal for both data management and for processing data in a way so it may provide the 

designer with useful information on the performance of building design proposals. The principle of 

computer-based building simulation can be divided in four issues: 1) physical modelling, 2) the 

development of a mathematical model, 3) computation, and 4) representation of results. Physical 

modelling is an attempt to represent the behaviour of a real building by description it as a set of 

internal and external variables with distinct boundaries. The equations that describe the relations 

between the variables of the physical model are the mathematical model. When input to the 

variables of the physical model is given, the equations that make up the mathematical model can 

be solved (computation). Finally, the results can be displayed numerically and/or graphically. 

 

The historical evolution of building simulation tools for predicting energy performance and indoor 

environment of buildings is well-described by Clarke [31] and is used in many studies, e.g. by 

Morbitzer [32] and Prazeres [33]. From these descriptions it is clear that the so-called 3
rd
 

generation of tools, which are based on numerical techniques and capable of integrated 

modelling
4
, are the backbone in today’s development. Clarke [ibid.] also indicates a 4

th
 generation 

of simulation tools where focus among other things is on the development of user interfaces, 

application of quality control and user training due to the growing uptake by practitioners. 

 The underlying simulation method of the 3
rd
 generation tools may differ. In general, the 

methods can be categorised in four types: stand-alone, interoperable, run-time coupled and 

integrated. The characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, and examples of implementations 

of the different methods are summarised in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Overview of simulation methods (from Citherlet [34]). 

Method Characteristics Advantages Disadvantages Examples 

Stand-alone  Several unrelated 
applications are 
used separately.  

- Problem 
specific. 

- No data 
exchange. 

- New model per 
application. 

- Several 
interfaces. 

- DOE-2 [35] 
- RADIANCE [36] 

Interoperable Applications can 
share or 
exchange parts of 
or the whole 
building model, 
but not during the 
simulation 
process itself. 

- Data and 
model 
consistency. 

- No dynamic 
data exchange. 

- Maintenance of 
the data 
transaction 
feature. 

- Several 
interfaces. 

- IES-VE [37] 
- SEMPER-II [38] 
- ECOTECT [39] 

                                              
4
 Integrated modelling is thermal, visual and acoustic aspects of performance considered together. 
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4 Integrated modelling is thermal, visual and acoustic aspects of performance considered together. 
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Run-time 
coupling 

The connection 
(or linking) of 
applications at 
run-time. 
Information is 
exchanged in a 
co-operative way 

- Dynamic data 
exchange. 

- Data and 
model 
consistency. 

- Single user 
interface. 

- Maintenance of 
the data 
transaction 
feature. 

- Thermal and lighting 
[40] (ESP-r [41] and 
RADIANCE [36])  

- Heat flow and CFD 
[42] 

Integrated Applications 
merged at 
algorithmic level. 

- Dynamic data 
exchange. 

- Data and 
model 
consistency. 

- Single user 
interface. 

- Application 
maintenance. 

- Requires 
knowledge of 
the involved 
domains. 

- Thermal and lighting 
[43] (BuildingCalc [44] 
and LightCalc [45]) 

- EnergyPlus [46]  
(DOE-2 [35] and 
BLAST [47]) 

2.3 Integrating building simulation in the early stages of 

building design 

A study by Crawley et al. [48] describes twenty of the leading sophisticated building simulation 

programs based on the 3rd generation approach. Many of these tools were originally developed by 

researchers, for research purposes. This original purpose makes them difficult to integrate in the 

early stages of the building design process. The problem is according to Radfort and Gero [49] 

that the information provided by simulation tools often is evaluative rather than prescriptive which 

makes them inefficient for exploration of the solution space. This point of view was formulated in 

1980. About 16 years later, in 1996, the same reason is given by Mahdavi et al. [50] who finds 

that attempts to develop tools to support the design process has resulted in a program 

functionality which reflects the traditional notion of the design process where formal and aesthetic 

decision-making and the fulfilment of building performance requirements are considered as 

discrete and sequential rather than being concurrent activities. In short, the development of tools 

is still focused on performance verification rather than design support. Mahdavi et al. [ibid.] 

therefore call for a critical review of the traditional design process as well as a re-examination of 

tools to enable designers to make simulation-based design decisions. The integration issue is still 

relevant seven year later in 2003, where Morbitzer [32] states that the development of new 

simulation functionalities and capabilities also has to consider how they can be integrated in the 

building design process. Hand [51], Augenbroe [52], de Wilde [53] and Donn [54] are among 

others who in their recent research stress the importance of the process dimension along with 

tools developments to realise the integration of building simulation tools in the design process. 

2.3.1 Performance verification versus design support 

The problem in using simulation tools for performance verification and not for design support is 

that the number of flexible design parameters decreases as the design process moves forward. 

The development in the cost of project changes is opposite, see Figure 2. As simulation-based 
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performance verification is applied late in the design process, the resolving of any problems 

identified by simulations are forced to rely on expensive sub-optimisations. 

 

  
Figure 2. Relation between life of building and design decisions’ impact on performance  
and cost (from IEA task 23 [29]). 
 

A current movement in research is aimed at enhancing the use of building simulation tools in the 

early stages of building design. The notion is that the use of simulation tools at an early design 

stage could provide designers with insights at a time when it would have a potential impact on 

design decisions. As stated earlier, it is broadly acknowledged that the development of simulation 

tools for early stages of design need to have a design process dimension. Consequently, new and 

existing tools with facilitating interfaces and support for exploration of performance data are often 

presented together with proposals for procedures and methodologies to integrate their use in the 

building design process, e.g. Soebarto and Williamson [55], Morbitzer [32], Augenbroe et al. [56], 

Ochoa and Capeluto [57], Petersen and Svendsen (Paper I in appendix A) to cite a few. There are, 

however, still some issues and barriers which have to be addressed to fully integrate the use of 

simulation tools in the early stages of the building design process. 

2.3.2 Barriers for integration of simulation-based design support 

Early attempts to integrate building simulation in the building design process have revealed a 

number of barriers. A detailed overview of these attempts is given by de Wilde [53], who 

summarises the barriers as: 

 

• Unavailability of appropriate computational tools or models. The limited scope and 

facilities of tools. Lack of tool interoperability, run-time coupling or integration. 
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• Lack of trust in computational results. Distinct among other than simulation experts and 

tool developers. A notion of a lack of usefulness and clarity of results in a design context. 

• A high level of expert knowledge needed for full use of simulation tools. 

• High costs. There is a significant use of time (and thereby money) connected with 

simulation efforts. 

• Information gap. Problems related to data exchange between ‘design’ and ‘simulation’. 

Inputs for simulation in a certain tool are missing or are unavailable. 

 

All of the above barriers are bottlenecks contributing to a loss of momentum in the early stages of 

design. This momentum may be considered more important than simulation results. If so, there is 

a risk that the potential design option undergoing a simulation has been abandoned for other 

reasons before the simulation is finished.  

 Even though these barriers often are addressed in current research and development, they 

tend to re-emerge due to the rapid and sudden changes in user demand, regulatory requirements 

and technology. The barriers therefore have to be addressed continuously in the development of 

new methods and tools for simulation-based design support. The barriers are often 

accommodated by focusing on the following tool-related issues: 

 

• Ease of data entry. Provide better understanding of the input data without contributing to 

information overload and facilitation to close the information gap. 

• Ease of output interpretation. Adding interpretive sophistication for processing the 

simulation output data. 

• Development of the simulation ‘engine’. A continuous improvement of program 

interoperability, run-time coupling or integration is necessary to gain full and accurate 

overview of building performance. Development of new features also has to consider the 

process dimension. 

 

The tool-related issues are considered to be general: increased facilitation of building simulation is 

of interest regardless of the expertise level of the building simulationists. However, there is a risk 

that a focus on facilitation ends up being the implementation of ‘engine’ simplifications. Donn [54] 

states that the simplification of rigorous performance prediction equation (or set of equations) 

trivialises the issues. The reason is that in an effort to encourage the use of a tool, there is a risk 

that the simplified model becomes so remote from the complexity of reality that the tool is 

perceived as irrelevant.  

 There seem to be a thin line between the desired facilitation and unwanted simplification in the 

effort to make tools for simulation-based design decisions in the early stages of design. To avoid 

crossing this line, proposals for facilitation might be found when investigating more design 

process-related issues. Proposals related to design process-related issues are, however, more 

complex and sometimes controversial. Especially because the early design stages traditionally are 

considered the domain of architects who are focussing on formal and aesthetic issues, which is 

claimed only solvable through intuitive approaches due to the ‘wicked’ nature of building design, 
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see section 2.1.2. Ward [58] presents a radical viewpoint on this by suggesting that this is an 

intentional attempt to mystify a process as a means to gain power in the decision-making 

process. This illustrates that even though research findings are presented as arguments the 

discussions regarding the design process tend to become opinion-based and emotional. Despite 

the risk of being involved in such discussions, it is the notion of the author that certain process-

related issues have to be addressed if the integration of simulation-based design decisions is to 

succeed. 

2.3.3 Towards design process integration 

Let us assume that building design, especially its initial stage, is a ‘wicked’ problem where 

‘intuitive leaps’ in the mind of the designer (often an architect) rule the direction of the design. If 

the leaps themselves are considered to be indisputable design decisions no integration of 

simulation-based design decisions will ever take place. A precondition to the integration is that 

the designer allows the simulation of the consequence of these leaps before making an actual 

design decision. A potential barrier in this scenario is therefore the mindset of ‘the designer’
5
. 

 One way of addressing this barrier is to develop simulation tools that are adapted to the design 

process and not vice versa. This integration approach is characterised by attempts to make 

architects (non-simulation experts) adopt the use of simulation tools in the early stages of design 

by providing facilitating input interfaces to sophisticated simulation tools and make intuitive 

output data presentations. Simulation experts are consulted in the later, detailed design stages if 

necessary. An example of this is Morbitzer [32] who manage to get good feedback from architects 

on the use of so-called ODS-interfaces (Outline Design Stage) that facilitates the creation of 

detailed simulation models and Integrated Performance Views (IPV) for better interpretation of 

results. 

 Another approach is based on the notion of the building design process has to rely on a high 

degree of interdisciplinary collaboration, e.g. as in the integrated design process (IDP), see 

section 2.1.4. This means that ‘the designer’ is substituted with a cooperating ‘design team’; a 

group of experts relevant to the scope of the project. A precondition for the IDP is that the 

mindset of the members of the ‘design team’ is focused on interdisciplinary collaboration. The 

mental barrier caused by the desire for architectural unilateralism of ‘the designer’ therefore has 

no livelihood. A project structure around a ‘design team’ is therefore ideal for the integration of 

simulation-based design decisions in the early stages of design: it is obvious to include simulation 

experts and their tools in the design team. This is a well-known way of attempting to integrate 

the use of simulation tools in the design process. McElroy [59] suggest that instead of using 

simulation specialists as a service which is separate or detached from the design process, see 

Figure 4., specialists should work from within the design team. This way a two-way flow of 

information occurs: simulation know-how is passed directly to practitioners, and simulation 

specialists face real design issues, see Figure 6.. The experiences of McElroy [ibid.] are that this 

form of simulation-based design, quote: “…undoubtedly yield results, quicker, cheaper and better 

                                              
5
 It is noted that the mental barrier of the designer may be caused by the tool-related issues listed earlier in 

this section. 
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5 It is noted that the mental barrier of the designer may be caused by the tool-related issues listed earlier in 
this section. 
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than conventional methods... This has resulted in enhanced design quality, and (more 

importantly) increased business for participating companies.” (p. 309-310). 

 

 

Figure 3. The tool box approach (according 
to Maccallum referenced by Clarke [31] 
page 4). Simulations are detached from the 
design environment. 

 

 

Figure 4. The integrated approach (after 
McElroy [59]). Simulations (support 
environment) are fully integrated into the 
design environment. 

 

Another research outcome following the notion of interdisciplinary collaboration is produced by de 

Wilde [53], who in the development of the so-called DAI-prototype (Design Analysis Integration) 

assumes an expert consultant as user who contributes to a design team effort. 

 As described in section 1.1 and 1.2, the research reported in this thesis is on the development 

an operational tool for simulation-based input to the integrated design process. The research 
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3 A method and tool for generating 
simulation-based design support 

“With the emergence of these high-tech slide rules we are getting back to the dynamic process. 

What a relief.” 

Jan Søndergaard 

 

“It is the question about the hen or the egg...” 

Thomas Herzog 

 

An often used argument for the necessity of an integrated design process, i.e. a design process 

relying on a high degree of interdisciplinary collaboration from day 1, is that design decisions 

made in the early stage tend to commit the environmental performance throughout the remaining 

design process [29] [60]. A similar argument is that designers uninformed of the consequences of 

design decisions risk specifying “environmentally friendly” measures that jeopardise the overall 

performance of a building depending on the overall context they are put into [61]. With this and 

the main hypothesis of this project in mind, the initial aim was therefore to propose a method and 

tool for generating simulation-based design support which helps designers to integrate the 

fulfilment of certain energy performance and indoor environment requirements in their earliest 

design decisions. It is the intention to generate this design support prior to the actual form giving 

of the building. The use of building simulation this early in the design process rules out the 

traditional, evaluative use of building simulation since there is no building design to evaluate. 

Instead, basic information on the spatial needs for different functions of the building and the use 

of building simulation for parametric analyses on the energy performance and indoor environment 

is used to generate proposals for room designs which can be used for design support in the 

overall building design process.  

 This chapter is based on Paper I: Method and simulation program informed decisions in the 

early stages of building design (see appendix A). The overall message of this paper is that the use 

of a certain method operationalised in a building simulation tool might be an expedient way to 

generate useful input to the building design process. This chapter gives a more detailed 

background for and further rationale for the proposed method and tool for generating simulation-

based design support. 
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3.1 Background 

The task of performing a building simulation traditionally requires a building geometry and 

knowledge of the physical properties of building elements and systems. This is a high level of 

detailed information which rarely is present in the early stages of the design process. 

Furthermore, the early stages of the design process is characterised by a high level of activity in 

relation to the more architectural aspects of building design which means that the overall building 

geometry is reconfigured and changed many times before a satisfying architectural solution is 

found. Consequently, there is a risk that the building geometry has changed many times over 

before the building simulationist has finished even modelling the first geometry suggestion. In this 

case building simulation becomes irrelevant to the other design activities the early stages of the 

design process, and is far away from generating proactive design support.  

 It is in the light of the above risks that it is suggested to concentrate a substantial amount of 

the building simulation efforts in the early of the design process on the performance predictions of 

rooms rather than the whole building. The main practical reasons are that performance simulation 

on room level compared to simulations on building level requires a lower level of information, and 

less modelling effort and simulation time. Therefore, all other things being equal, performance 

predictions on room level may be easier to at least keep up to date with the other activities in a 

dynamic design process. With some effort performance predictions on room level may even have 

the potential to be a platform for proactive generation of design advice in the form of a range of 

room designs which fulfils pre-established performance requirements. However, the cardinal 

argument for making performance predictions and generate design advise through room level 

simulations is that it makes no sense to discuss the quality of the indoor environment on building 

level as indoor environment is very much dependent on the function and other characteristics of 

the room. The quality of indoor environment must be discussed on room level. Besides providing 

insights on the quality of the indoor environment, building simulation can also provides the energy 

consumption of the room. Energy performance like indoor environment varies from room to room 

depending on the function and e.g. solar gain (heating and cooling need) and daylight access 

(need for electrical lighting). The simulation of energy performance on room level may therefore 

provide useful insights in relation to the overall energy need of the total building design.  

 The drawback in relation to providing design support as analyses on room level is that it could 

be argue that assessment of energy and indoor environment performance should also account for 

heat transfer between adjacent rooms, overall system losses, and other issues which occurs on 

building level. However, this might be a level of detail which is difficult to include in the early 

stage of building design – especially because information is scarce. It is therefore claimed that 

design support based on performance simulations on room level (leaving out issues which occurs 

on building level) is sufficient in terms of addressing issues regarding energy performance and 

quality of indoor environment in the early building design stage. However, after an overall 

building design is established (e.g. by using the proposed room designs along with a range of 

other inputs as design support), the energy engineer of the design team may (or should) include 
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any issues occurring on building level that may affect energy and indoor environment 

performance. 

3.2 The method 

The suggested method for generating proposals for room designs, which should be regarded as 

design support, is based on the ‘performance-based design’ paradigm as it is formulated by Kalay 

[62]. According to Kalay, building design is an iterative process of exploration, in which 

alternative shapes for fulfilling certain functional traits are suggested and evaluated in a given 

context. Making an actual design decision relies on the designer’s ability to explicitly represent, 

and then reflect upon, the desirability of the performance of a certain constellation of form, 

function and context. A major advantage of the performance-based design paradigm is that it is 

easy to formalise as a practical workflow, see Figure 6. In this workflow it is obvious to let 

building simulation tools take care of performance prediction in relation to energy performance 

and indoor environment. With minor adjustments to the workflow, building simulation tools could 

also become an active driver in the development of the building design. As explained in the last 

part of section 2.3.3, the aim is to provide simulation-based design advice along with design 

implications. The design advice gives the designer the opportunity to make informed design 

decisions and thereby minimises time-consuming trial-and-error iterations. Therefore, a new 

subtask called ‘parameter variation’ is added. This subtask goes in the design iteration loop right 

after a potential rejection of a design proposal, see Figure 7.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The workflow and subtasks 
in performance-based design. 

 Figure 7. The proposed expansion of the workflow of 
performance-based design. 
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The workflow of Figure 7. works as follows: 

• Performance requirements – The first task is to establish the performance requirements. 

The explicit definition of quantifiable performance requirements is the backbone of the 

performance-based design paradigm. 

• Design proposal – The building designer generates an initial design proposal with focusing 

the spatial performance requirements. 

• Performance prediction – The performance of the initial design proposal is predicted using 

the appropriate tool(s). 

• Performance evaluation – The predicted performance of the initial design proposal is 

evaluated with respect to the performance requirements. 

• Parameter variation – If the initial design proposal is not fulfilling the performance 

requirements, the proposal is used as a reference in the variations of performance-

decisive parameters such as room and window geometry, component properties, etc.  

• Informed design proposal – The parameter variations provide the designer with an 

overview of the consequences of adjusting a performance-decisive parameter prior to any 

actual design decision. With design decisions based on this overview, the new design 

proposal is more likely to fulfil the performance requirements in the following performance 

prediction and evaluation. 

 

The workflow is repeated until a satisfying performance is reached. The workflow is 

operationalised in the iDbuild simulation program. 

 

Adding the task of systematic parameter variations and using those as basis for design decisions 

may not be entirely novel to the design research community. But while this may be familiar to 

engineering and industrial design (e.g. Vincenti’s Variation-Selection Model [63] and the Taguchi 

method [64]), the approach seems rarely used in relation to building design. The reason might be 

that its rational traits is not aligned with the prevailing notion of how buildings are (or should be) 

designed. Building design – or architecture – has been argued to follow a separate branch within 

the design discipline since the late 1960’s, the so-called ‘second generation’ methods [28], which 

rejected the use of systematic and rational approaches in relation to architectural design (see 

section 2.1.2 for details). Even though research in architectural methods might develop in other 

directions today, one could suspect that the limited prevalence of more rational methods, such as 

‘performance-based design’, is because the development of second generation methods have 

inherited certain scepticism towards rationality in architecture. 

 Bringing matters to a head, this could give rise to conflicts between the artistic architects and 

the rational engineers working on a common building project. However, it is not the intention of 

this research project to argue whether a building should be designed using a certain rational or 

artistic method but to stimulate a building design process which relies on a high degree of 

interdisciplinary collaboration (see section 2.1.4 for details). In this process different experts may 

make use different methods to generate their constructive input to the integrated design process. 
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It is in this relation that it is suggested that the engineer make use of the ‘performance-based 

design’ paradigm as it is illustrated in Figure 7. 

3.3 The tool  

The simulation tool iDbuild
7
 is developed to operationalise the workflow described in section 3.3. 

The first immediate issue was to identify an appropriate simulation ‘engine’. The simulation tool 

BuildingCalc/LightCalc (BC/LC) [65] was chosen because it fulfils the following criteria:  

 

1. Few inputs and simple interface – relatively few inputs and a simple interface facilitate the 

process of performing annual hourly-based simulations. 

2. Integrated energy and daylight performance predictions – because daylight is important 

to energy performance as well as the quality of indoor environment.  

3. Rapid simulations – a relative short simulation time for an hourly calculation (including 

hourly calculations of daylight levels) is important to the momentum of the initial design 

stages. 

 

The major drawback of choosing BC/LC is its simplified algorithms. However, the validations of 

the tools suggest that their precision is sufficient for the initial stages of design. The precision of 

the thermal engine BuildingCalc is validated by Nielsen [65] by comparing heating and cooling 

demand with output from the sophisticated tool BSim [66]. The deviations are below 5% for all 

orientations. The precision of daylight engine LightCalc is validated by Hviid et al. [65] by 

comparing output with RADIANCE [36]. The deviations are below 6% for a clear glazing, below 

8% for a lowered screen, and up to 35% for venetian blinds. The latter deviation is, however, on 

the conservative side: LightCalc calculates up to 35% lower illuminances than RADIANCE. This is 

due to the use of uni-directional light transmittances which could be remedied by using a more 

accurate characterization of the properties of complex shading devices. This issue is discussed 

further in section 6.3. 

 An alternative to the use of BuildingCalc/LightCalc was a tool based on more sophisticated 

algorithms, e.g. ESP-r [41] or EnergyPlus [46] coupled with RADIANCE [36]. However, this would 

have required a preliminary effort to condense input data, revise (or even make) interfaces and 

reduce simulation time before the three criteria above are fulfilled. By choosing BC/LC the 

research effort could be concentrated on assessing operability in relation to efficient application of 

parametric analysis and the usability of its output in real design projects (i.e. testing sub 

hypothesis 1 and 2, see section 1.2).  

3.3.1 User interface 

The user interface of BC/LC is developed to facilitate the suggested workflow in Figure 7., 
especially the parameter variation and informed design decisions tasks. This section is about the 
user interface. 

                                              
7
 iDbuild (or iDEEbuild) is an abbreviation for integrated/idealised/informed design of energy efficient 

buildings. 
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Table 2 is a list of the input data needed for a BC/LC simulation. The inputs are given as 

numerical values with the exception of glazing components which are chosen from a data base.  

 
Table 2: Input parameters for iDbuild. These are also the performance-decisive parameters which 
can be included in parameter variations. 

Geometry Constructions 

• Room depth 
• Room width 
• Room height 
• Overhang 
• Window width and height 
• Height of frame construction 
• Window orientation 
• Window position in façade 

• U-value of opaque constructions 
• Thermal capacity of constructions 
• Thermal capacity of interior 
• Thermal, solar and visual properties of glazing 
• Thermal properties of frame construction 

Systems and services Energy supply 

• Internal loads 
• Lighting 
• Ventilation: 

- Mechanical  
- Natural  
- Infiltration  

• Thermal set points, cooling season 
• Thermal set points, heating season 

• Thermal efficiency of heating system 
• COP cooling system 
• Solar water heating 
• Photovoltaic 
• Specific Fan Power for ventilation 
• Energy for services 
• Hot water consumption 

 

 In iDbuild, a parameter variation can be defined as the variation of one single parameter or a 

bundle of multiple parameters. The definition of a single parameter variation is an input value 

from the initial design proposal (‘Design proposal’ in Figure 7.) and two user-defined variations. 

Performing a single parameter variation will show how the alteration of a single parameter affects 

the performance of the design. For some parameters, like window height and U-value of façade, it 

is recommended users set up a lower value and a higher value compared to the input value from 

the initial design proposal so that the output of the variation constitutes a tendency line giving the 

designer a wide solution space for an informed design decision. Figure 8 is an example of the 

input for a ‘higher/lower’ parameter variation. Other parameters, like glazing components, are 

characterised by a number of interdependent properties which make their performance behave 

discontinuously. The output of such a variation can only be given as single, independent values. 

Figure 9 is an example of the input for an ‘interdependent’ parameter variation. 
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Figure 8: Setting up a ‘higher/lower’ 
parameter variation in iDbuild. The 
example shows that the window height is 
varied with +/- 0.5 m. 

 Figure 9: Setting up a ‘interdependent’ 
parameter variation in iDbuild. The example 
shows the variation of glazing component. 
 

  

 In some cases, it might be necessary to combine multiple input parameters to define a 

measure fully. An example is the introduction of night ventilation combined with increased 

thermal capacity as a mean to reduce energy for cooling. The combination of parameters can be 

bundled and treated as one single parameter variation. A bundled parameter variation will show 

how the bundle of input parameters as a combination affects the performance of the design. 

iDbuild will always perform three simulations if the bundled variation option is activated. For 

example, if the two parameters in Figure 8 and Figure 9 were bundled iDbuild would perform 

three simulations as in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Example of how the input from Figure 8 and Figure 9 would be combined in a bundled 
parameter variation.  

Parameter Window height Glazing 

Simulation 1 (Reference values) 1.5 m  4-15Ar-SN4 

Simulation 2 (Var. 1 values) 1 m  4SN-12Ar-4-12Ar-SN4 

Simulation 3 (Var. 2 values) 2 m  Dblskin 10-500Air-4-12Ar-SN4 

  

3.3.2 Exploration, analysis and presentation of results 

In relation to the suggested method, it is important that the simulation output from the 

parameter variations is easy to interpret. Prazeres [33] starts his detailed study on data 

perceptualisation techniques by identifying a number of issues which ought to be supported in the 

pre-processing of simulation output data: 

 

• Exploration of performance data in a fully intuitive and interactive manner. 

• Analysis of performance data through techniques that allow comparison of all design 

options at a glance. 

• Presentation of performance data in an organised, structured and grouped manner. 

• Targeted displays that depend on the user’s technical/experience level (or background). 

 

The first three issues are accommodated in the development of a performance overview for the 
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parameter variations performed in iDbuild. A more detailed explanation of this is given in this 

section. Figure 10 and Figure 11 are examples of what first meets the user of iDbuild in the 

exploration and analysis of the output from a parameter variation. Figure 10 is an example of the 

output from a ‘higher/lower’ parameter variation and Figure 11 is an example of the output from 

an ‘interdependent’ parameter variation (see section 3.3.1 for explanation of the two types of 

parameter variations). This is an attempt to give the user a full overview of the implications of the 

parameter variation in terms of energy performance, thermal indoor environment, indoor air 

quality and daylight. A detailed explanation of the performance indicators in the overview is given 

in the following.  

 

 

Figure 10. Performance overview of the variation of window height (a ‘higher/lower’ parameter). 
The user is able to enter an informed design decision in the bottom of the overview. 
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Figure 11. Performance overview of the variation of glazing component (a ‘interdependent’ 
parameter). Reference: Standard two-layer glazing with low-emission coating. Var. 1: Standard 
two-layer glazing with low-emission coating and external venetian blinds. Var. 2: Two-layer 
glazing with solar control coating. The user is able to enter an informed design decision in the 
bottom of the overview. 
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• Energy performance (in the top left corner of the overview) 

Energy performance is assessed according to EPBD [4] and is therefore a sum of space 

heating, hot water heating and electricity for cooling, ventilation lighting and other 

services. All electricity consumptions are multiplied with a primary energy factor8 before 

added to the heating consumptions. Furthermore, solar heating and electricity produced 

on-site is subtracted. 

• Daylight performance (in the top right corner of the overview) 

The daylight performance can be assessed by the daylight factor measured in a user-

defined point, the daylight autonomy9 in the same point, and by a factor indicating the 

fraction of annual time-in-use use where solar shading is active. 

• Thermal indoor environment (in the bottom left corner of the overview) 

The thermal indoor environment is evaluated according to the four categories of EN 15251 

[5]. The four categories are indicated with colours. With the exception of the white class I 

colour, which is the preferable quality, the colour scheme works as a traffic light: green 

(class II) is acceptable, yellow (class III) is problematic, and red (class IV or out-of-

category) is unacceptable. EN 15251 suggests that the annual quality of the thermal 

indoor environment is acceptable as long as only 3-5% of the occupied hours are in class 

III and/or IV. 

• Indoor air quality (bottom right corner of the overview) 

The quality of the indoor air is evaluated according to the four categories of EN 15251. 

The categories work just as for the thermal indoor environment. 

 

 The performance indicators can also be explored in detail. The energy performance can be 

presented split up in the individual types of energy consumption, see Figure 12. The thermal 

indoor environment can be explored in detail with respect to class I, II or III, see Figure 13. The 

daylight autonomy can be evaluated for different minimum illuminance levels and visualised, see 

Figure 14. An even more detailed level of result display is the graph plots containing the hourly 

values or duration curves, see Figure 15. 

 

                                              
8 The primary energy factor is politically regulated and differs from country to country in the EU. For example, 
in Denmark it is 2.5, in Sweden 1 and in Germany 2.6 (in 2010). 
 
9 The daylight autonomy is the percentage of occupied hours per year where the minimum illuminance level 
can be maintained by daylight alone. 
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Figure 12. Detailed overview of the energy performance for the window height variation in Figure 
10. 

 

Figure 13. Detailed overview of the thermal indoor environment for the window height variation in 
Figure 10 evaluated with respect to class II. Reference is 1.5 m, Var. 1 is 1 m, and Var. 2 is 2 m. 
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Figure 14. Analysis of the annual daylight performance for a parameter variation of the glazing 
components. Var. 1: 2-layers with solar control coating, Reference: 2-layers with low-emission 
coating. Var. 2: 2-layers with low-emission coating with external venetian blinds. The hourly 
daylight levels in lux are plotted for each month. The red areas indicate hours with a daylight level 
above 500 lux.  
 

  

 
 

Figure 15. Detailed level of result display and analysis. Top left: Hourly data for entire year. Top 
right: Zoom-in on a week in July. Bottom left: Duration curve of indoor operative temperatures. 
Bottom right: List of possible hour plot parameters. 
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3.3.3 Facilitation of informed design decisions 

The performance overviews in Figure 10 and Figure 11 also facilitate the ‘Informed design 

proposal’ task in the suggested workflow in Figure 7. The idea is that the user studies the 

performance overview and enters an informed design decision in the bottom of the overview, see 

Figure 10 and Figure 11. The user may make such a decision for each parameter variation 

performed. iDbuild automatically gathers the data from the informed design decisions and 

performs a new performance prediction including the design decisions. The performance overview 

for the new performance prediction is then used for evaluation. If the performance is undesirable 

the designer may make another design iteration by performing a new set of parameter variations, 

make informed design decisions, etc. This workflow can be repeated until a satisfying 

performance is reached.   

3.4 The role of the tool in the building design process 

The tool described in Paper I (see in appendix A) and section 3.3 is an attempt to operationalise 

the method described in section 3.1. Referring to ‘the method and tool’ therefore becomes 

somewhat of a pleonasm as a reference to ‘the tool’ could be an indirect reference to ‘the 

method’. Therefore, henceforth ‘the tool’ will be the reference used. In this section the author 

provides reflections on the intended role of the tool in the overall building design process. 

Furthermore, comments from internationally recognised architectural designers on the proposed 

tool and its intended role in the building design process are discussed
10

. 

 The tool for generating simulation-based design support is developed for use in a design 

process based on interdisciplinary collaboration, e.g. like in the integrated design process (see 

section 2.1.4). It is recommended that the design support should be generated by the building 

energy expert in the design team. The reason is that the tool is considered an expert system and 

that efficient use of the tool therefore demands a certain level of knowledge e.g. regarding 

possibilities and limitations in building simulation. The building energy expert of a design team 

often has (or should have) access to several simplified as well as sophisticated simulation tools. In 

this ‘pool of tools’ the proposed (simplified) tool enables the expert to utilise the power of building 

simulation to generate design advice relatively fast compared to more sophisticated tools. The 

simulation expert could therefore benefit from using the tool in the initial stages of the design 

process.  

 The basic idea is that the simulation expert generates a range of possible room designs, using 

the tool described in this chapter, prior to the actual form giving of the overall building design. In 

the view of the author of this thesis, these room designs should be considered design support, i.e. 

one of many informative inputs to the integrated building design process. How the design support 

                                              
10

 Nigel Cross, a leading professor in design studies, mentions in ref. [25] five methods for research in design 
thinking. One of them, actually the personal favourite of Cross, is to perform interviews with designers who 
are acknowledged as having well-developed design abilities. In the view classic scientific research, such 
anecdotes are difficult to justify as real evidence but they are indeed recognised as a form of evidence in 
design research (i.e. design research as an independent culture, see section 2.1.3 for details). 
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is utilised in the integrated building design process is entirely up to the design group. One could 

imagine that the input is used indirectly, e.g. to update personal experience, or more directly, e.g. 

to help establish the overall architectural layout of the building. A more controversial use is that 

building designs are generated by combining the proposed rooms into a building. 

 The author of this thesis was fortunate to have the opportunity to discuss the tool and its 

potential role(s) in the building design process with a number of academics and design 

professionals. In one of these conversations the German architect Professor Thomas Herzog put 

forward the enigmatic statement when the talk fell upon a potential ‘room before building’ 

approach to building design: “It is the question about the hen or the egg...” Herzog’s intention 

was of course to give no support to whether the building or its rooms should be designed first. 

What maybe can be derived from the statement is that good building design practice is to address 

both scales simultaneously. If so, the statement seems to support that the tool – and especially 

its output – could be a useful input to the overall building design process. 

 In another conversation about architect-engineer team work and the author’s intention to 

make a simulation tool for fast generation of design support, the Danish architect Professor Jan 

Søndergaard got a notion of the tool as a ‘high-tech slide rule’, quote: “There was a time when 

the cooperation between architects and the engineers was a dynamic process. The architects had 

paper and pen, the engineers had slide rules. Many suggested design options were discussed and 

evaluated, and by the end of the day a beautiful and buildable design was taking form. Then came 

a time where everything would stop at the first suggestion. Suddenly the engineer had to go 

home and calculate before making any conclusions. The next day – or week – the conclusions 

were presented but of course the architects had abandoned that idea and many others long ago. 

This was very frustrating times. With the emergence of these ‘high-tech slide rules’ we are getting 

back to the dynamic process. What a relief.” The suggested tool could indeed constitute such a 

high-tech slide rule but the underlying point in the statement from Jan Søndergaard is more 

interesting: the architectural process is longing for competent sparring from engineers, and tools 

like the one described in this chapter might be a way forward. Such a statement enhances the 

motivation for initiating a more in-depth test of the tool, i.e. execute the hypothesis test 

described in section 1.2. 
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4 Operability of the tool 

This chapter documents the research work related to the tests of sub hypothesis I: It is possible 

to establish an operational tool for parametric analyses which can be used for generating input to 

the building design process.  

 

The research methodology to test SH I is described in detail in section 1.2.2 and is briefly 

summarised here. The initial aim of this research project was to propose a tool for generating 

simulation-based design support (see chapter 3 and Paper I in appendix A). But whether this tool 

is able to corroborate SH I relies on an analysis of the outcome from design projects where the 

proposed tool has been applied. The tool was therefore applied as a part of a master course at the 

DTU where a total of 67 student groups have used the tool to generate design support for an 

artificial building design project. The course ran four times within the four year period of the 

project. Each year the user feedback from the course and observations of the students working 

with the tool was used to test SH I and to identify possible improvements with the aim to further 

corroborate SH I. In these iterative tests special focus was given to the critical issue in relation to 

SH I, namely whether the tool can be designated ‘operational’. 

4.1 Iterative test of tool in master course 

Using the tool for generating design support for the early stage of an artificial building design 

project was the main theme in one of two subtasks for a master course in ‘Building energy and 

technical services – integrated design’ at DTU. The official course description can be found in 

appendix B. The benefit from this test environment (the master course) was that it enabled the 

isolated study of the interaction between the users (students) and the tool, and the comparison of 

different teams working on the same problem. The subtask was a part of the course in four 

consecutive years (2006-2009). Every year the data gathered by the author as an overt observing 

participant and the feedback (self-observations) from the students was analysed, 1) to test SH I 

and 2) to identify initiatives which in any way could improve the tool. Furthermore, the data could 

also suggest ways to improve the communication of the purpose of the tool and its output. This 

way the tool and communicative issues regarding its purpose was developed in an iterative, 

evidence-based manner with the aim to improve the corroboration of SH I. 

4.1.1 Description of the artificial building design project 

The design brief for the artificial building design project was virtually the same each year. The 

students were told that they should imagine that they were hired by the Technical University of 
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Denmark (DTU) together with a group of architects to build a new building for the Department of 

Civil Engineering. The client (DTU) gave the following initial information and basic requirements: 

 

• Users: Staff and students at the department 

• Building site: Open field – no significant shading from surroundings.  

• Client needs: 

o Offices for 180 scientific and administrative personnel – single person offices. 

o 40 working rooms for thesis project work - two workplaces per room.  

o Rooms for teaching: 1 auditorium for 200, 3 auditoria for 80, 15 seminar rooms 

for lectures and exercise for 40 students, sitting at tables with portable PC’s. 

o Rooms for archives and servers in the basement under the building. 

• An energy performance of at least low-energy class 1 according to the Danish Building 

Code11. 

• The indoor environment must mainly be at least in class II in EN 15251 [5] for all 

performance issues – 5% deviation allowed. 

• Office hours are from 8-17 except weekends.  

• Seminar rooms are only used from 8-12 and again from 13-16 except weekends. No 

lectures in July and August. 

 

For the first subtask of the course, the students were divided in groups of two and asked to focus 

on generating three alternative room designs of the single person office for scientific and 

administrative personnel and of the 40 person seminar room. The reason for asking the students 

to make design proposals for two different functions is to make a broader examination of the 

usability and operability of the tool. If the students were asked to make design proposals for only 

one function, then it would only be possible to conclude whether SH I holds for generating design 

proposals for this certain function. It was estimated that the assignment could be executed within 

a total of 9 hours per week for five weeks, including weekly lectures lasting two to four hours. 

 In the second subtask of the course, the students should choose a single room design from the 

first subtask and use it as starting point for more detailed performance analyses in the more 

sophisticated simulation tool IES Virtual Environment [67]. The subtask simulates the type of 

analysis needed in the more detailed design stages. The experiences and outcome from this 

subtask is therefore not involved in this thesis because focus is on the iterative development of a 

tool fit for informing the early design stage.  

4.1.2 Gathering data from the student projects 

The purpose of the student project in relation to the research reported in this thesis was to gather 

data for the test of SH I. The assignment description should therefore prepare the ground for the 

gathering of relevant data. The aim of this section is to describe the rationale behind the 

                                              
11 In low energy class I the maximal allowed amount of energy delivered to the building is 50 kWh/m2 per 
year (stated as primary energy) for heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water and lighting. 
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for lectures and exercise for 40 students, sitting at tables with portable PC’s. 

o Rooms for archives and servers in the basement under the building. 

• An energy performance of at least low-energy class 1 according to the Danish Building 

Code
11

. 

• The indoor environment must mainly be at least in class II in EN 15251 [5] for all 

performance issues – 5% deviation allowed. 

• Office hours are from 8-17 except weekends.  

• Seminar rooms are only used from 8-12 and again from 13-16 except weekends. No 

lectures in July and August. 

 

For the first subtask of the course, the students were divided in groups of two and asked to focus 

on generating three alternative room designs of the single person office for scientific and 

administrative personnel and of the 40 person seminar room. The reason for asking the students 

to make design proposals for two different functions is to make a broader examination of the 

usability and operability of the tool. If the students were asked to make design proposals for only 

one function, then it would only be possible to conclude whether SH I holds for generating design 

proposals for this certain function. It was estimated that the assignment could be executed within 

a total of 9 hours per week for five weeks, including weekly lectures lasting two to four hours. 

 In the second subtask of the course, the students should choose a single room design from the 

first subtask and use it as starting point for more detailed performance analyses in the more 

sophisticated simulation tool IES Virtual Environment [67]. The subtask simulates the type of 

analysis needed in the more detailed design stages. The experiences and outcome from this 

subtask is therefore not involved in this thesis because focus is on the iterative development of a 

tool fit for informing the early design stage.  

4.1.2 Gathering data from the student projects 

The purpose of the student project in relation to the research reported in this thesis was to gather 

data for the test of SH I. The assignment description should therefore prepare the ground for the 

gathering of relevant data. The aim of this section is to describe the rationale behind the 

                                              
11

 In low energy class I the maximal allowed amount of energy delivered to the building is 50 kWh/m
2
 per 

year (stated as primary energy) for heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water and lighting. 
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formulation of assignment text so it is made clear how the conducted student project provided 

relevant data for the test of SH I. 

 

The following is a resume of what the students had to deliver in a report documenting their work. 

Besides accommodating certain formalities (the inclusion of an abstract, introduction and 

references to the course material, maximum number of pages, etc.), the report should contain the 

elements following this paragraph. The rationale of each element in relation to the underlying 

purpose of the student projects, namely to test SH I, is given in continuation of each element. 

Furthermore, a description of the gathered data and the treatment of the same are given. 

 

1. Present three alternative room designs of the single person office and the 40 person seminar 

room fulfilling the basic requirements of the design brief. 

 

Rationale: The alleged useful design support, i.e. the output from the tool, is proposals for 

room designs fulfilling certain demands. Whether the students were able to 

generate a number of alternative room designs is therefore considered a measure 

for whether the tool is operational or not. This element of the student reports is 

thus important for testing the prediction of SH I. 

 

Data: The number of rooms fulfilling the basic requirements each group managed to 

design – single office as well as seminar room – is recorded. Based on this data, 

the different rates of success is calculated:  

• The total rate of success – the percentage of groups who managed to fulfil the 

assignment completely, i.e. design three design proposals fulfilling the basic 

requirements for each function
12

. 

• The rate of success, office – the percentage of groups who managed to design 

three design proposals for the office. 

• The rate of success, seminar room – the percentage of groups who managed 

to design three design proposals for the seminar room. 

• The partial rate of success, office and seminar room – according to Nielsen 

[68] it is unreasonable to give the same score (zero) to both users who did 

nothing and those who successfully completed a part of the task. He instead 

argues for granting partial credit for a partially successful task – a score 

depending on the magnitude of user error. Therefore, the number of rooms 

the groups who did not manage to design three offices and seminar rooms, 

respectively, forms a partial rate of success. In this relation, one room 

successfully designed counts as 1/3 of success. 

 

                                              
12

 This metric says nothing about ‘why’ the students fail or ‘how well’ they perform. However, this may be 
identified by studying the more qualitative feedback from the students and the data recorded through the 
participant observation.  
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 The data described above data may be used to analyse how consistently the 

students operate and thus being useful in the assessment of the 

usability/operability of the tool. 

 

2. State any pros and cons in relation to the tool based on your own experience from working on 

the assignment. Provide any suggestions for improvements of the tool, and/or suggest 

alternative approaches which might contribute to the implementation of design low-energy 

buildings with high quality of indoor environment. 

 

Rationale: According to the SER model described in section 1.2.2, software systems must 

evolve at the hands of the users since users (not developers) experience a 

system’s deficiencies. The students have in the assignment worked quite a lot with 

the tool, and it is therefore obvious to ask the students to point out any 

deficiencies that they may have experienced. This feedback is valuable in terms of 

testing SH I: it may indicate suggestions for improvements to the tool that may 

lead to further corroboration of SH I. 

 

Data: Statements and suggestions from students. This data may directly point out any 

deficiencies (e.g. program bugs and inexpedient setup of user interfaces). 

Furthermore, it may identify reasons for ‘why’ some students fail, and ‘how well’ 

they perform in general. 

 

3. The students were asked to fill out a questionnaire as a part of the course evaluation. Here, 

they were asked to state how much time they spent on the assignment compared to the 

expected amount of time (nine hours per week) and whether they felt that they had sufficient 

academic prerequisites to execute the assignment. 

 

Rationale: Minimising time consumption for generating the design support is considered key 

in terms of whether the tool is considered operational or not. The use of the tool 

must not be perceived as an exercise ‘that slows down the overall building design 

process’. Therefore, the energy expert of the design team should use as little time 

as possible to establish the design support. Whether the students felt that they 

had sufficient academic prerequisites is important to assess whether any 

deviations in the annual student feedback could be ascribed different academic 

prerequisites. 

 

Data: Data indicating whether the students were spending too much time on the 

assignment, and the self-evaluation of their academic prerequisite. 
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4.1.3 Gathering data through observations 

Besides the data provided in the student reports, described in section 4.1.2, data was also 

gathered through observations of the students working on their assignment. The purpose was to 

identify any latent issues in relation to the practical use of the tool, i.e. issues that may be the 

underlying cause for deficiencies pointed out by the students, ‘why’ some students fail to fulfil the 

assignment, and ‘how well’ they perform in general. But gathering objective data through 

observations is not unproblematic. Experiences from other research areas may, however, provide 

some insights on how to gather genuine data through observations. 

 The following paragraph of this section is reformulated renderings from the educational book 

‘Central Issues in Sociology’ by Hugh Chignell [69]. The book contains, among other issues, 

descriptions of different observational techniques. Observation is a fundamental method to gather 

first hand information in sociology, and is especially common and accepted when studying 

sociology of education. Therefore, the research area has much experience on how to properly 

observe persons in educational settings. Generally seen, observational technique is divided in 

two: 1) participant observation where the researcher contributes to a group’s behaviour, and 2) 

nonparticipant observation whereby the researcher remains inconspicuous as a “fly on the wall”. 

Furthermore, both participant and nonparticipant observations can be either overt (open) or 

covert (secret). There are pros and cons of the four different observational techniques but 

sociologists often take a pragmatic approach and use whichever method is suitable for a certain 

purpose or whatever the research subjects and circumstances allows. 

The observational technique used in the master course is best described as ‘overt participant 

observation’. ‘Overt’ because the students were aware of the fact that they were observed, and 

they were informed about the purpose, scope and approach of the research (i.e. the iterative 

development and test related to SH I), and ‘participant observation’ because the author also had 

the role as teacher and supervisor thus eliminating nonparticipant observation.  

 This technique was regarded as the most suitable taking into consideration the overall 

framework of the research project and the pros and cons of different observational techniques. 

The advantage of overt participant observation in relation to the research of this thesis is 1) the 

accepted presence of the researcher and openness makes access to the students’ domain easy 

and avoids a number of ethical issues which is present when being covert
13

, and 2) the fact that 

the researcher is involved and is studying the students in an open way means that it is relatively 

easy to generate and record data – especially in comparison to covert participant observation 

where the research subjects would become suspicious if you record data openly. The 

disadvantages are 1) the so-called ‘Hawthorne effect’ [70] (or ‘observer effect’) where the 

behaviour of those under study may alter due to the presence of the researcher, and 2) the risk of 

recording interpreted data (one could imagine that the researcher, consciously or unconsciously, 

is seeking a certain answer and is therefore interpreting observations in a certain way) is more 

distinct compared to covert observation because the researchers’ objectivity risks being affected 

                                              
13

 In covert observations the researcher is in fact spying on people and therefore risks breaching the right of 
privacy for the individual in cultures which value this. 
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by the personal interaction with the research subjects. The effects of these disadvantages are, 

however, not considered significant in this research project. The reason is that underlying basis 

for the observations, i.e. the test environment and overall assignment description, were the same 

each year. This enabled the researcher, all things being equal, to record the relative effect of 

improvements to the tool for use in the test of SH I. 

4.1.4 Iteration 1 

The first iteration took place in the fall of 2006 where a total of 13 groups (28 students) were 

attending the master course.  

4.1.4.1 Developmental stage of the tool 

The first version of the tool was quite ‘manual’. The tool was generating an output in .txt format 

containing model information and hourly values for energy needed for heating, cooling and 

lighting, ventilation rates for natural and mechanical ventilation, and the operative temperature. 

This data was then copy/pasted into an Excel spreadsheet which was able to convert the data into 

kWh/m2 per year according to the Danish building regulations [71] and evaluate the thermal 

indoor environment and air quality according to EN 15251 [5]. To make a parameter variation as 

described in section 3.3.1, the students had to go back to the interface of the tool, change a 

parameter, run the simulation again, and copy/paste the result into the spreadsheet – and then 

repeat to have a ‘lower value (var. 1) / reference value / higher value (var. 2)’ parameter 

variation. The output from the early version of the tool is shown in Figure 16. The flexibility of the 

spreadsheet was quite limited as it was only able to evaluate the indoor environment in a fixed 

interval for occupied hours and had a fixed definition of summer and winter period.  

 

Parameter variation: Room depth [m] 
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Figure 16. Output from an early version of the tool (2006). The result of a parameter variation 
was manually generated by copy/pasting simulation results in to an Excel spreadsheet. 
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The idea was that students should make informed design decisions by studying the output from 

the spreadsheet and produce their reports with the content described in section 4.1.2. 

4.1.4.2 Data from student reports 

The structure of the presentation of the data collected from the student reports is given according 

to the four points listed in section 4.1.2.  

 

Issue 1: The number of rooms fulfilling the basic requirements  

The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs for the two 

different functions (office and seminar room) is shown in Figure 17. The raw data and individual 

comments to each student report can be found in appendix C. Table 4 provides the students’ rate 

of success. 
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Figure 17. The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs 
for the two different functions (office and seminar room) in 2006. 
 

Table 4. Rate of success, fall 2006 
Function Rate of success 

 Absolute Percentage 

Total rate of success  5 groups out of 13 38 % 

Rate of success, office 5 groups out of 13 38 % 

Partial rate of success, office 6 rooms out of 39
*
 15 % 

Rate of success, seminar room 5 groups out of 13 38 % 

Partial rate of success, seminar room 6 rooms out of 39
* 

15 % 
*6 rooms out of 39 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 13 groups = 39) 
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Issue 2: Student statements about pros and cons 

The following statements were given by the students in their reports. 

 

Student appreciations: 

• Interesting and relevant 

assignment. 

• Making parameter variations helps 

to understand the relation between 

parameters and performance. 

 

 

Student criticism: 

• Long waiting time due to long simulation 

time. 

• Making parameter variations with the tool is 

a time-consuming process. 

• Difficulties in interpretation of simulation 

output in the Excel spreadsheet graphs. 

• Tool limitation: Only one window in one 

façade, and only rectangular rooms. 

• Concerns that the analyses input would 

“constrain architectural freedom” and/or 

lead to “boring building designs”. 

 

Issue 3: Academic prerequisites and time spent on the assignment  

Data collected from the course evaluation is given in the following. 

Academic prerequisites   The amount of time spent on the assignment 
(i.e. more than nine hours per week) 
 

Answer percentage: 61 %  
(17 out of 28 students)  

 Answer percentage: 64.3 %  
(18 out of 28 students) 

6%
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18%
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Too few (3)
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Somewhat more (5)
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A total of 82 % of the students answering felt 
they had sufficient academic prerequisites. 

 A total of 94 % of the students answering felt 
they had used more time than expected. 

 

4.1.4.3 Data from observations 

The following was recorded during the observation of the students working on the task: 

• Frustrations expressed regarding simulation time which was considered too long (7.2 min 

per simulation14). 

• Simulation models often corrupted by invalid input especially when comma (,) was used 

instead of dot (.).  

                                              
14 Simulation time measured for the 18 m2 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 
processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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• Difficulties in interpretation of simulation 

output in the Excel spreadsheet graphs. 

• Tool limitation: Only one window in one 

façade, and only rectangular rooms. 

• Concerns that the analyses input would 

“constrain architectural freedom” and/or 

lead to “boring building designs”. 

 

Issue 3: Academic prerequisites and time spent on the assignment  

Data collected from the course evaluation is given in the following. 

Academic prerequisites   The amount of time spent on the assignment 
(i.e. more than nine hours per week) 
 

Answer percentage: 61 %  
(17 out of 28 students)  

 Answer percentage: 64.3 %  
(18 out of 28 students) 

6%

76%

18%

0%20%40%60%80%100%

Too numerous (1)

Appropriate (13)

Too few (3)

 

 

0%

0%

6%

28%

67%

0%20%40%60%80%100%

Very much less (0)

Somewhat less (0)

About that amount (6)

Somewhat more (5)

Much more (12)

 
 

A total of 82 % of the students answering felt 
they had sufficient academic prerequisites. 

 A total of 94 % of the students answering felt 
they had used more time than expected. 

 

4.1.4.3 Data from observations 

The following was recorded during the observation of the students working on the task: 

• Frustrations expressed regarding simulation time which was considered too long (7.2 min 

per simulation
14

). 

• Simulation models often corrupted by invalid input especially when comma (,) was used 

instead of dot (.).  

                                              
14

 Simulation time measured for the 18 m
2
 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 

processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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• Wrong setup of simulation model in relation to what the Excel spreadsheet was able to 

evaluate (e.g. occupied hours). 

• Lack of basic Excel skills. 

• Problems with copy/pasting the data correctly to the Excel spreadsheet. Data was often 

corrupted because Matlab operates with dot (.) as separator whereas the Danish version 

of Excel uses comma (,). 

• Difficulties in interpretation of simulation output thus making appropriate design 

decisions. 

• Problems establishing even one room design fulfilling the basic requirements. Much time 

used on simulating measures which had no or little effect on performance. 

 

Additional observations from assessment of student reports: 

• Very few use illustrations to communicate their results. Instead they describe their 

designs in numerical terms, e.g. “the room dimensions are 3 x 5 x 2.8 m”. 

• All of the groups who only designed one room per function (6 out of 13 groups, see Figure 

17) used the output from parameter variations to optimise one solution instead of 

generating a range of possible room designs. 

4.1.4.4 Test of SH I and suggestions for improvement 

In this section the data from the previous sections is used for testing SH I: It is possible to 

establish an operational tool for parametric analyses of the energy performance and indoor 

environment which can be used for generating input to the building design process. 

 

The keyword in SH I is ‘operational’. A rate of success of 38 % and a rate of success incl. partial 

success of 54 % for both room functions indicates that it is indeed possible to establish a tool for 

generating the sought output (proposals for room designs).  

 The relatively low rates of success, however, indicate that the operability issue of SH I is 

difficult to support. The main reason for the low rate of success is that a large fraction of the 

student groups (46 %) misinterpreted the purpose of the assignment and used the tool for 

optimising a single solution for each function instead of generating a number of possible solutions. 

However, ruling out this misinterpretation, the fact is that the vast majority of the students 

experienced a high rate of model corruption, long simulation and process time, and difficulties in 

the interpretation of simulation output. The observations of the students working on the 

assignment furthermore identify that too much time is used on simulating measures which have 

no or little effect on performance. This leads to the realisation that the tool at this developmental 

stage is relatively poor in terms of operability. It is therefore difficult to argue that the tool is 

operational in a broad definition.  

 The rate of students who felt that their academic prerequisites were sufficient to solve the 

assignment is 82 %. This issue was therefore not an immediate hindrance in terms of solving the 

assignment. This was in general confirmed by observing the students working on the assignment. 
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The overall conclusion is a partial corroboration of SH I because data indicates that it is indeed 

possible to establish a tool for generating the sought output (proposals for room designs), but 

that the tool at its developmental stage has a quite limited operability. 

 

Processing the data from the student reports and the data from observations gives rise to the 

actions for improvements in Figure 5 before the tool is used again in the fall 2007. 

 

Table 5. Issues experienced when testing the tool, and suggested actions for improvements (fall 
2006). 

Issues Actions for improvement 

Difficulties in interpreting and using the 
simulation output. 

Major revision of result analysis and display. The 
Excel spreadsheet is abandoned. Instead the output 
treatment and display is integrated as a part of the 
tool. 

Time consuming process to generate 
parameter variations 

New user interface developed to facilitate the 
parameter variation. 

Simulation time considered too long (7.2 
min per simulation). 

Improvements of the LightCalc algorithm. 

Simulation models often corrupted by 
invalid input.  

Implementation of error messages in the tool. 

Problems establishing even one room 
design fulfilling the requirements. 

Providing the students with various parameter 
analyses illustrating the relative importance of the 
different parameters. The aim is to give the students 
some insight which they can use to establish a 
reference room (a starting point for the parameter 
variations) fulfilling the basic requirements. 

Misinterpretation of the purpose of the 
assignment (tool used for optimising a 
single solution for each function instead 
of generating a number of possible 
solutions) 

Emphasis on better communication of the purpose of 
the assignment and tool in lectures (i.e. to generate 
design support in the form of 2x3 proposals for room 
designs). 

Very few use illustrations to 
communicate their results. 

Explicit demand in the assignment text for 
illustrations (drawings) of solutions. 

 

4.1.5 Iteration 2 

The second iteration took place in the fall of 2007 where a total of 13 groups (25 students) were 

attending the master course. 

4.1.5.1 Developmental stage of the tool and other initiatives to improve operability 

The second major version of the tool was very different from the version used in 2006. First of all, 

a new user interface was developed to facilitate the process of making parameter variations. A 

parameter variation could now be defined directly in the tool, as shown in Figure 18, and be 

generated automatically without any additional user actions. For further detail on the rationale 

behind the definition of parameter variations, see chapter 3 and paper I in appendix A.  

 The new user interface also enabled user-defined intervals for occupied hours and definition of 

summer and winter period. 
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Figure 18. Example of new user interface for facilitation of parameter variations. The example 
shown is the interface for room geometry where a variation room depth is defined. 
 

The output treatment and display of a parameter variation was also integrated as a part of the 

tool, eliminating all the problems occurring when copy/pasting output into an Excel spreadsheet. 

Furthermore, the intention was to improve the interpretation of the output. Examples of the new 

output are shown in Figure 19 and  

Figure 209.  
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Figure 19. Overview of output from a parameter variation (continuous measure), iDbuild 
version 2.4.2 (2007). 
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Figure 19. Overview of output from a parameter variation (continuous measure), iDbuild 
version 2.4.2 (2007). 
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Figure 20. Overview of output from parameter variation (discrete measure), iDbuild version 2.4.2 
(2007). 
 

The implementation also included a number of error messages with the aim to avoid that models 

were corrupted by invalid user input, and some code improvements to speed up the LightCalc 

algorithm, thus reducing simulation time.  

Besides the tool-related changes, the students were also provided with various parameter 

analyses illustrating the relative importance of the different parameters. The aim was that the 

students would reduce time consumption for the establishment of a good starting point for the 

parameter variations, i.e. a room fulfilling (or nearly fulfilling) the basic requirements, by using 

these parameter variations as inspiration. Furthermore, more time was used in the lectures of the 

master course to put emphasis on the purpose of the assignment and tool, i.e. to use the tool for 

generating design support to the overall building design process in the form of 2x3 proposals for 

room designs. 

Discrete parameter variation output 
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4.1.5.2 Data from student reports 

The structure of the presentation of the data collected from the student reports is given according 

to the four points listed in section 4.1.2.  

 

Issue 1: The number of rooms fulfilling the basic requirements  

The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs for the two 

different functions (office and seminar room) is shown in Figure 21. The raw data and individual 

comments to each student report can be found in appendix C. Table 6 provides the students’ rate 

of success.  
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Figure 21. The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs 
for the two different functions (office and seminar room) in 2007. 
 

Table 6. Rate of success, fall 2007 
Function Rate of success 

 Absolute Percentage 

Total rate of success  5 groups out of 13 47 % 

Rate of success, office 7 groups out of 13 54 % 

Partial rate of success, office 4 rooms out of 39
*
 10 % 

Rate of success, seminar room 7 groups out of 13 54 % 

Partial rate of success, seminar room 4 rooms out of 39
* 

10 % 
*4 rooms out of 39 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 13 groups = 39) 
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Issue 2: Student statements about pros and cons 

The following statements were given by the students in their reports. 

 

Student appreciations: 

• Our solutions give a wide range of 

possibilities for the architect to 

design a building that abides the 

design parameters set for this 

task. 

• Interesting experiment and a good 

training in design of sustainable 

buildings. 

 

 

Student criticism: 

• Long waiting time due to long simulation 

time. 

• Making parameter variations with the tool is 

a time-consuming process. 

• Tool limitation: Only one window in one 

façade, and only rectangular rooms. 

• Program bugs interrupting the process. 

• The possibility to make a more detailed 

evaluation of energy performance.  

• A few groups expressed concern that the 

input would “constrain architectural 

freedom” and/or lead to “boring building 

designs”. 

 

Issue 3: Academic prerequisites and time spent on the assignment  

Data collected from the course evaluation is given in the following. 

Academic prerequisites   The amount of time spent on the assignment 
(i.e. more than nine hours per week) 
 

Answer percentage: 59.3 %  
(16 out of 27 students) 

 Answer percentage: 59.3 %  
(16 out of 27 students) 

0%

100%

0%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

Too numerous (0)

Appropriate (16)

Too few (0)
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19%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Very much less (0)

Somewhat less (1)

About that amount (4)

Somewhat more (8)

Much more (3)

 
A total of 100 % of the students answering 
felt they had sufficient academic prerequisites. 

 A total of 69 % of the students answering felt 
they had used more time than expected.  

 

4.1.5.3 Data from observations 

The following was recorded during the observation of the students working on the task: 

• Frustrations expressed regarding simulation time which was considered too long (6.8 min 

per simulation15). 

• Program bugs in the user interface were interrupting the process.  

                                              
15 Simulation time measured for the 18 m2 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 
processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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• Problems establishing even one room design fulfilling the basic requirements. Especially 

the task of setting up appropriate control of building services seems difficult.  

• Providing various parameter variations as inspiration for establishing a good starting point 

for the parameter variations had in general only a little effect on the time used. Many 

groups chose to “find it on their own”.  

• Still some difficulties in terms of interpreting the output, especially the air change graph. 

• All design decisions made based on parameter variations need to be put into a new model 

to be evaluated as a whole. This manual process is quite time consuming. 

• A few groups had problems working with the fact that they had to make simulations 

without having an overall building geometry in front of them. They felt that there was too 

little information to make simulations.  

 

Additional observations from assessment of student reports: 

• All of the groups who designed zero rooms (4 out of 13, see Figure 21) misunderstood the 

assignment. They made a range of parameter variations but did not use them for 

designing rooms. 

• Two groups used the tool as intended, and did not indicate that they used an excessive 

amount of time. 

4.1.5.4 Test of SH I and suggestions for improvement 

In this section the data from the previous sections is used for testing SH 1: It is possible to 

establish an operational tool for parametric analyses of the energy performance and indoor 

environment which can be used for generating input to the building design process. 

 

The rate of success rises from 38 % in 2006 to 47 % and the rate of success incl. partial success 

rises from 54 % to 64 % for both room functions. This strengthens the indication from iteration 1 

that it is indeed possible to establish a tool for generating the sought output (proposals for room 

designs).  

 The rise in the rates of success indicates that the operability issue of SH 1 is strengthened 

compared to 2006. The rise is mainly ascribed the fact that the students did not express any 

difficulties in terms of setting up a parameter variation and interpreting the output, and 

consequently had more time to focus on the core of the assignment (namely the establishment of 

proposals for room designs). This is also reflected by a drop from 92 % to 69 % in students 

responding 'yes' to whether excessive time was used on the assignment. The rise in the rates of 

success and the fall in excessive time used is considered an indirect result of the efforts of 

establishing a new user interface to facilitate the process of making parameter variations, and 

integrating the handling of output in the program. But even though the rates of success are rising, 

the rates are still considered too low to fully corroborate SH 1 in terms of operability. One of the 

reasons for the relatively low rates of success is that a fraction of the student groups (21 %) 

misinterpreted the purpose of the assignment and made a range of parameter variations without 

using them for generating proposals for room designs. Ruling out the groups who misunderstood 
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the assignment would result in substantially higher rates of success (78 % and 93 % incl. partial 

success for generation of offices and seminar rooms, respectively). However, even though this 

indicates that there is a rise in operability of the tool, there is still a range of issues pointed out by 

the students which (when improved) may improve the operability. It is the general notion that the 

simulations take too long, and that there are too many program bugs. Furthermore, the 

observations of the students working on the assignment show that the various parameter 

analyses illustrating the relative importance of the different parameters did not reduce time 

consumption for the establishment of a good starting point for the parameter variations. 

 The rate of students who felt that their academic prerequisites were sufficient to solve the 

assignment was 100 %. This issue was therefore not an immediate hindrance in terms of solving 

the assignment. This was in general confirmed by observing the students working on the 

assignment. 

 

The overall conclusion is that the data indicates a mild corroboration of SH I. The reasons are 1) 

that data indicates that it is indeed possible to establish a tool for generating the sought output, 

and 2) that the tool has demonstrated a nascent operability due to the fact that two groups 

managed to use the tool as intended and deliver a result within an acceptable time frame. 

However, an overall assessment of the data gives no evidence to support that the tool is 

operational in a more broad definition.  

 

Processing the data from the student reports and the data from observations give rise to the 

actions for improvements in Figure 7 before the tool is used again in the fall 2008. 

 

Table 7. Issues experienced when testing the tool, and suggested actions for improvements (fall 
2007). 

Issues Actions for improvement 

Simulation time considered too long (6.8 
min per simulation). This issue is a 
‘repeater’ from 2006 where simulation 
time was 7.2 min. 

Improvements of the LightCalc algorithm. 

Simulation models sometimes corrupted 
by invalid input.  
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Difficulties in setting up appropriate 
control of building services. 

Predictive control project initiated mid-2008 (see 
section 6.1 and paper II in appendix A). 

Misinterpretation of the purpose of the 
assignment. Some groups made 
parameter variations without using them 
to generate proposals for room designs. 

Emphasis on better communication of the purpose of 
the assignment and tool in lectures (i.e. to use the 
parameter variations as design advice when 
generating design support in the form of 2x3 
proposals for room designs). 

A number of bugs in the tool identified by 
the students.   

Correction of bugs (see the revision history of the 
tool in the iDbuild User Guide chapter 8, version 
2.4.2 to version 3.0). 

A number of relevant suggestions from 
students to improve the user interface 
and illustration of output. 

Implementing relevant suggestions. 

Facilitation of design decisions based on 
parameter variations. 

All design decisions based on parameter variations 
need to be put into a new model to be evaluated as 
a whole. This process can be integrated in the user 
interface to reduce data processing time. 

 

4.1.6 Iteration 3 

The third iteration took place in the fall of 2008 where a total of 16 groups (33 students) were 

attending the master course. 

4.1.6.1 Developmental stage of the tool and other initiatives to improve operability 

The third major version of the tool was following the direction laid down in the 2007 version. 

However, the new version contained a substantial amount of new features and improvements. 

The main initiatives were the design of a new user interface for window definition and for system 

settings with the aim to improve the operability of the tool. Furthermore, initiatives to improve 

the interpretation of the output and a feature for facilitation of design decisions based on 

parameter variations were implemented, see Figure 22 and Figure 23. For further details on 

changes to the program, see the revision history of the tool in the iDbuild User Guide
16

 chapter 8 

(version 2.4.2 to version 3.0). 

 

                                              
16

 The user guide is provided together with the tool at http://www.idbuild.dk 
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16 The user guide is provided together with the tool at http://www.idbuild.dk 
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Figure 22. Overview of output from parameter variation (continuous measure), iDbuild version 3.0 
(2008). The indoor air quality graph is now based on the ‘foot-print’ methodology from EN 15251. 
Furthermore a feature for facilitating informed design decisions is implemented in the bottom of 
the output (see paper I in appendix A for details).  
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Figure 22. Overview of output from parameter variation (continuous measure), iDbuild version 3.0 
(2008). The indoor air quality graph is now based on the ‘foot-print’ methodology from EN 15251. 
Furthermore a feature for facilitating informed design decisions is implemented in the bottom of 
the output (see paper I in appendix A for details).  
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Figure 23. Overview of output from parameter variation (discrete measure), iDbuild version 3.0 
(2008). The indoor air quality graph is now based on the ‘foot-print’ methodology from EN 15251. 
Furthermore a feature for facilitating informed design decisions is implemented in the bottom of 
the output (see paper I in appendix A for details).  
 

Besides the tool-related changes, the students were asked to use a predefined iDbuild simulation 

model of an office as starting point for the parameter variations. This initiative substitutes the 

handing out of premade parameter variations for inspiration to establish a good starting point in 

2007. The students were not given any predefined iDbuild simulation model for the seminar room. 

The idea was that the students after working with the office were experienced enough to make 

their own good starting point. This also makes it easier to assess whether the handing out of a 

good starting point has any effect on operability, e.g. by comparing the rate of success incl. 

partial success for office (predefined simulation model handed out) and seminar room (no 

predefined simulation model handed out).  

 Furthermore, more time was used in the lectures of the master course to put emphasis on the 

purpose of the assignment and tool, i.e. to use the tool for making parameter variations which 

then is used to generate design support to the overall building design process in the form of 2x3 

proposals for room designs. 
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Figure 23. Overview of output from parameter variation (discrete measure), iDbuild version 3.0 
(2008). The indoor air quality graph is now based on the ‘foot-print’ methodology from EN 15251. 
Furthermore a feature for facilitating informed design decisions is implemented in the bottom of 
the output (see paper I in appendix A for details).  
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 Furthermore, more time was used in the lectures of the master course to put emphasis on the 

purpose of the assignment and tool, i.e. to use the tool for making parameter variations which 

then is used to generate design support to the overall building design process in the form of 2x3 

proposals for room designs. 
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4.1.6.2 Data from student reports 

The structure of the presentation of the data collected from the student reports is given according 

to the four points listed in section 4.1.2. 

 

Issue 1: The number of rooms fulfilling the basic requirements  

The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs for the two 

different functions (office and seminar room) is shown in Figure 24. The raw data and individual 

comments to each student report can be found in appendix C. Table 8 provides the students’ rate 

of success. 
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Figure 24. The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs 
for the two different functions (office and seminar room) in 2008. 
 

Table 8. Rate of success, fall 2008 
Function Rate of success 

 Absolute Percentage 

Total rate of success  6 groups out of 16 38 % 

Rate of success, office 13 groups out of 16 81 % 

Partial rate of success, office 4 rooms out of 48* 9 % 

Rate of success, seminar room 7 groups out of 16 44 % 

Partial rate of success, seminar room 7 rooms out of 48** 14 % 

*4 rooms out of 48 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 16 groups = 48)
 

**7 rooms out of 48 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 16 groups = 48) 
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Figure 24. The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs 
for the two different functions (office and seminar room) in 2008. 
 

Table 8. Rate of success, fall 2008 
Function Rate of success 

 Absolute Percentage 

Total rate of success  6 groups out of 16 38 % 

Rate of success, office 13 groups out of 16 81 % 

Partial rate of success, office 4 rooms out of 48
*
 9 % 

Rate of success, seminar room 7 groups out of 16 44 % 

Partial rate of success, seminar room 7 rooms out of 48
** 

14 % 

*4 rooms out of 48 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 16 groups = 48)
 

**7 rooms out of 48 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 16 groups = 48) 
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Issue 2: Student statements about pros and cons 

The following statements were given by the students in their reports. 

 

Student appreciations: 

• iDbuild gives us a chance to make 

impact on the early decisions in 

the building design process. 

• The tool is very simple to use. 

• The wide range of measures that 

the tool can handle (overhangs, 

shading devices, etc.). 

• The graphical output is very clear 

for a quick evaluation of the indoor 

environment and energy 

performance. 

• iDbuild is a fast way to get an idea 

about the performance of the 

different rooms and how different 

parameters can influence this 

performance. 

Student criticism: 

• Long waiting time due to long simulation 

time (an increased number of students raise 

this issue compared to 2006 and 2007). 

• Tool limitation: Only one window in one 

façade, and only rectangular rooms. 

• Tool limitation: The glazing database only 

has a few types of complex façade systems 

and it is difficult to generate data for 

‘innovative’ façade solutions fit for iDbuild. 

• Using the predefined iDbuild simulation 

model as starting point for the parameter 

variations is not a good idea because we do 

not learn how to build up a model ‘from 

scratch’. This deprives us of the possibility 

to gain a more in-depth knowledge of the 

capabilities of the tool.  

• Difficult to design a seminar room fulfilling 

the requirements. 

• Some program bugs interrupted the 

process. 

 

Issue 3: Academic prerequisites and time spent on the assignment  

Data collected from the course evaluation is given in the following. 

Academic prerequisites   The amount of time spent on the assignment 
(i.e. more than nine hours per week) 
 

Answer percentage: 48.5 %  
(16 out of 33 students) 

 Answer percentage: 51.5 %  
(17 out of 33 students) 

13%

88%

0%

0%20%40%60%80%100%

Too numerous (2)

Appropriate (14)

Too few (0)

 

 

0%

0%

24%

41%

35%

0%20%40%60%80%100%

Very much less (0)

Somewhat less (0)

About that amount (4)

Somewhat more (7)

Much more (6)

 
A total of 100 % of the students answering 
felt they had sufficient academic prerequisites. 

 A total of 76 % of the students answering felt 
they had used more time than expected.  
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4.1.6.3 Data from observations 

The following was recorded during the observation of the students working on the task: 

• Increased frustrations (compared to the previous years) regarding simulation time which 

was considered too long (8.0 min per simulation17). 

• Only a few program bugs found by the students.  

• Various ideas for better user interfaces recorded. 

• Generating design proposals for the office was relatively easy for the students because 

they had a predefined starting point.  

• Problems establishing even one seminar room design fulfilling the basic requirements.  

• The newly implemented feature for facilitation of design decisions based on parameter 

variations had too many bugs to be useful to the students. 

 

Additional observations from assessment of student reports: 

• A rise in positive comments in relation to the tool, but it was not always clear that the 

students understood the intended role (and thereby their own role) of the tool in the 

overall building design process. 

4.1.6.4 Test of SH I and suggestions for improvement 

In this section the data from the previous sections is used for testing SH 1: It is possible to 

establish an operational tool for parametric analyses of the energy performance and indoor 

environment which can be used for generating input to the building design process. 

 

The rate of success is decreasing from 47 % in 2007 to 38 %. The reason is mainly ascribed 1) 

the fact that many students felt that they used excessive time on the assignment (an increase 

from 69 % in 2007 to 76 %) due to long simulation time and therefore had less time for 

generating design proposals, and 2) that the students had problems establishing even one 

seminar room design fulfilling the requirements. Despite the decrease, the rate of success still 

suggests that it is possible to establish a tool for generating the sought output (proposals for 

room designs). But the critical issue in relation to SH 1 is still whether the tool can be designated 

‘operational’.  

 In relation to operability, an interesting development is that the rate of success incl. partial 

success for generating proposals for office designs increased from 54 % and 64 % in 2006 and 

2007, respectively, to 90 %. In the same period the rate of success incl. partial success for 

generating proposals for seminar room designs is relatively stable (54 %, 64 % and 58 % in 

2006, 2007 and 2009, respectively). The sudden increase in rate of success incl. partial success 

for generating proposals for office designs is ascribed the fact that the students were using a 

predefined iDbuild simulation model of the office – a model fulfilling the basic requirements – as 

starting point for the parameter variations. This eliminated the, for the novice students, time 

                                              
17 Simulation time measured for the 18 m2 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 
processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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consuming task of establishing a good starting point for parameter variations, i.e. a room design 

fulfilling the requirements. In comparison, the students were not provided with a predefined 

model for the seminar room. This indicates that the operability of the tool increases when the 

students are provided with a predefined iDbuild simulation model of the room. Another interesting 

development is that none of the student groups misinterpreted the purpose of the assignment. 

This indicates that communication of the purpose of the tool and the assignment has improved. 

 There are, however, still data that argue against a full corroboration of SH 1 in terms of 

operability. The major issue is that a too large fraction of the students reports excessive time 

used on the assignment which mainly is ascribed the notion that simulations take too long time. 

The fact that simulation time increased from 6.8 to 8.0 minutes (due to improvements of the 

LightCalc algorithm for better precision of daylight calculations) is regarded as the main reason 

for an increase in the notion of excessive time used on solving the assignment.  

 The rate of students who felt that their academic prerequisites were sufficient to solve the 

assignment is 100 %. This issue was therefore not an immediate hindrance in terms of solving the 

assignment. This was in general confirmed by observing the students working on the assignment. 

 

The overall conclusion is that the data, when accepting certain premises, corroborates SH I. The 

premises are 1) that the 90 % rate of success incl. partial success for the generation of design 

proposals for offices (a consequence of the use of a predefined iDbuild simulation model as 

starting point for the parameter variations) is accepted as an indicator for a high degree of 

operability, and 2) that the notion of a long simulation time is neglected. 

 

An issue which may need to be addressed in the future is the occurrence of a conflict between 

what the students expect to learn in the course and the aspiration for operability of the tool. A 

number of groups state that using the predefined iDbuild simulation model as starting point for 

the parameter variations is not a good idea because it deprives them from the possibility to gain a 

more in-depth knowledge of the capabilities of the tool. The groups would rather learn to build up 

a model from scratch so they may gain a more generic knowledge about the tool which can be 

used in various types of future projects. The dilemma is that providing starting points seems to 

increase the operability of the tool in terms of generating the sought output (the proposals for 

room designs). 

 

Processing the data from the student reports and the data from observations give rise to the 

actions for improvements in Figure 9 before the tool is used again in the fall 2009. 
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Table 9. Issues experienced when testing the tool, and suggested actions for improvements (fall 
2008). 

Issues Actions for improvement 

The feature for facilitation of design 
decisions based on parameter variations 
has too many bugs to be useful. 

Correction of bugs. 

Conflict between what the students 
expect to learn in the course and the 
aspiration for operability of the tool. 

Introducing on how to build up a model in the 
lectures, and making it clear that building up models 
from scratch when solving the assignment is not 
recommended. 

Simulation time considered too long (8.0 
min per simulation). This issue is a 
‘repeater’ from 2006 and 2007. 

Improvements of the LightCalc algorithm. 

Capability of simulating windows in more 
than one facade. 

None (due to other priorities within the limited time 
of the project). 

The possibility for evaluating more 
complex façade systems. 

Project regarding the potential for using BTDF in 
iDbuild initiated (see section 6.3 and Report I). 

Excessive time used to establish a good 
starting point for the parameter 
variations when designing seminar 
rooms.  

As for the office, the students are asked to use a 
predefined iDbuild simulation model which fulfils the 
basic requirement as their starting point for the 
parameter variations. 

Difficulties in setting up appropriate 
control of building services. 

Predictive control project continued (see section 6.1 
and paper II in appendix A). 

Bugs in the tool identified by the 
students.   

Correction of bugs (see the revision history of the 
tool in the iDbuild User Guide chapter 8, version 3.0 
to version 3.2.3). 

Various ideas for better user interfaces. Implemented (see the revision history of the tool in 
the iDbuild User Guide chapter 8, version 3.0 to 
version 3.2.3). 

 

As stated in section 4.1.6.3, it was not always clear that the students understood the intended 

role (and thereby their own role) of the tool in the overall building design process. Therefore the 

2009 students were asked to write maximum one page where they explain the overall aim and 

usability of the tool and the generated design support (room designs) and how it may be a help to 

the design group throughout the initial design phase. The explanation should be made in a way 

that a third party, e.g. an architect, would be able to understand it. Besides demonstrating an 

understanding of the purpose of the tool and its output, this also trains the students to make a 

third party understand. This is important in relation to whether the tool and its output are ever 

going to be considered useful in a real design project. 

4.1.7 Iteration 4 

The fourth iteration took place in the fall of 2009 where a total of 22 groups (49 students) were 

attending the master course. 

4.1.7.1 Developmental stage of the tool and other initiatives to improve operability 

The fourth major version of the tool is a more or less a bug-corrected 2008 version. Details may 

be found in Paper I in appendix A which is based on this version. Furthermore, a feature for 
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including artificial lighting in LightCalc was implemented with the aim to investigate methods for 

optimal control of LED lighting systems [72]. The long-term perspective is to couple this feature 

to iDbuild for annual performance evaluations. For further detail on changes to the program, see 

the revision history of the tool in the iDbuild User Guide, chapter 8 (version 3.0 to version 3.2.3). 

 Besides the tool-related changes, the students were asked to use a predefined iDbuild 

simulation model of an office and a seminar room as starting point for their parameter variations. 

The difference from 2008 is that the students now have a starting point for both the office and the 

seminar room. The idea is to assess the effect of handing out a predefined iDbuild simulation 

model fulfilling the basic requirements by comparing the rate of success incl. partial success for 

generating proposals for seminar rooms with the rate from 2008. 

4.1.7.2 Data from student reports 

The structure of the presentation of the data collected from the student reports is given according 

to the four points listed in section 4.1.2. 

 

Issue 1: The number of rooms fulfilling the basic requirements  

The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs for the two 

different functions (office and seminar room) is shown in Figure 25. The raw data and individual 

comments to each student report can be found in appendix C. Table 10 provides the students’ 

rate of success. 
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Figure 25. The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs 
for the two different functions (office and seminar room) in 2009. 
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Figure 25. The number of groups who managed to design three, two, one and zero room designs 
for the two different functions (office and seminar room) in 2009. 
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Table 10. Rate of success, fall 2009 
Function Rate of success 

 Absolute Percentage 

Total rate of success  12 groups out of 22 55 % 

Rate of success, office 13 groups out of 22 59 % 

Partial rate of success, office 14 rooms out of 66* 21 % 

Rate of success, seminar room 14 groups out of 22 64 % 

Partial rate of success, seminar room 10 rooms out of 66** 15 % 

*14 rooms out of 66 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 22 groups = 66)
 

**10 rooms out of 66 possible (if all groups had designed three rooms: 3x 22 groups = 66) 

 

Issue 2: Student statements about pros and cons 

The following statements were given by the students in their reports. 

 

Student appreciations: 

• iDbuild is efficient and user-

friendly. 

• The connection between iDbuild 

and Google Sketchup was very 

useful. 

• The program is a good tool to give 

a quick assessment of the indoor 

climate and energy use in a room, 

in the early state of the design 

process.  

• The program is very fast to use 

because it only needs few inputs. 

Student criticism: 

• Program bugs interrupted the process.  

• Tool limitation: Only one window in one 

façade, and only rectangular rooms (an 

increase in groups who raises this issue). 

• Long waiting time due to long simulation 

time (Same magnitude of students raise this 

issue compared to 2008). 

• Economical and financial issues were not 

taken into account. When the variations 

were done it could be interesting to have the 

economical consequence of potential design 

decisions. 

 

Furthermore, there were many concrete suggestions for features to be implemented in the tool, 

e.g. representation of floor heating, a better module for natural ventilation, phase changing 

materials, and a better representation of mullions and transoms. 
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Issue 3: Academic prerequisites and time spent on the assignment  

Data collected from the course evaluation is given in the following. 

Academic prerequisites   The amount of time spent on the assignment 
(i.e. more than nine hours per week) 
 

Answer percentage: 59.3 %  
(30 out of 49 students) 

 Answer percentage: 59.3 %  
(30 out of 49 students) 

17%

83%

0%

0%20%40%60%80%100%

Too numerous (5)

Appropriate (25)

Too few (0)

 

 

0%
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30%

27%

0%20%40%60%80%100%

Very much less (0)

Somewhat less (3)

About that amount (10)

Somewhat more (9)

Much more (8)

 
A total of 100 % of the students answering 
felt they had sufficient academic prerequisites. 

 A total of 57 % of the students answering felt 
they had used more time than expected.  

 

4.1.7.3 Data from observations 

The following was recorded during the observation of the students working on the task: 

• Some frustrations regarding simulation time (8.0 min per simulation
18

).  

• The handing out of starting points reduces the number of design iterations (simulations).  

• Some program bugs found by the students.  

• Generating design proposals for the office and the seminar room was relatively easy for 

the students (compared to the previous years) mainly because they had a predefined 

starting point for parameter variations.  

• Some groups insisted on making their own starting points for a more in-depth learning of 

the tool. 

• The feature for facilitation of design decisions based on parameter variations was used but 

it was not as widespread as hoped. 

• Only a few used predictive control instead of more traditional control of building services.  

 

Additional observations from assessment of student reports: 

• Many positive comments in relation to the tool. 

• Many detailed explanations of potential new features to the tool. 

• Compared to the other years, the students had more time to generate design proposals 

because they did not have to spend time on generating a good starting point. 

• Making the students write a page explaining the overall aim and usability of the tool and 

the generated design support (room designs) and how it may be a help to the design 

group throughout the initial design phase was a partial success. The majority of groups 

demonstrated good or acceptable understanding, some chose to discuss integrated design 

                                              
18

 Simulation time measured for the 18 m
2
 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 

processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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18 Simulation time measured for the 18 m2 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 
processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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process in a broader perspective without involving the overall aim and usability tool and 

its output, and some misunderstood the purpose of the assignment. 

4.1.7.4 Test of SH I and suggestions for improvement 

In this section the data from the previous sections is used for testing SH I: It is possible to 

establish an operational tool for parametric analyses of the energy performance and indoor 

environment which can be used for generating input to the building design process. 

 

The rate of success is increasing from 38 % in 2008 to 55 % which also is the highest rate of 

success from 2006 to 2009. Furthermore, the rates of success incl. partial success are relatively 

high compared to the previous years. Especially the recurrence of a high rate of success incl. 

partial success for the generation of proposals for offices (80 %) and for the seminar rooms (79 

%) compared to the previous years are interesting. The relatively high increase for seminar rooms 

is ascribed to the fact that the students were using a predefined iDbuild simulation model – a 

model fulfilling the basic requirements – as starting point for the parameter variations. This is 

supported by the fact that the use of a predefined iDbuild simulation model led to a high rate of 

success in 2008 for offices (90 %) – a rate which is maintained on a relatively high level in 2009 

(80 %).  

 Another interesting development, especially in light of increasing rates of success, is that the 

number of students expressing an excessive time used on the assignment is decreasing to the 

lowest level in all four years (55 %). This is again ascribed the fact that the students were using 

predefined iDbuild simulation models as a starting point for the parameter variations. 

Observations of the students working on the task show that the students, compared to the other 

years, had more time to generate actual design proposals. This was mainly because they avoided 

the often extensive amount of simulations to come up with a good starting point for the 

parameter variations. The students now only had to spend simulation time on parameter 

variations (the foundation for informed design decisions) and simulations of the solutions based 

on a range of informed design decisions thus leaving more time for generating design proposals. 

Decreased simulation time is not a factor in this relation since simulation time has not decreased 

compared to 2008. However, a large fraction of the students reporting excessive time used on the 

assignment blames simulation time.  

 An unfortunate development is that four student groups misinterpreted the purpose of the 

assignment after a year (2008) where no groups misinterpreted the purpose. Leaving these 

groups out, the rate of success is 67 % and the rates of success incl. partial success is 91 % and 

89 % for the office and the seminar room, respectively. This, once again, stresses the importance 

of a clear and unambiguous communication of the purpose of the tool and the assignment. 

 The rate of students who felt that their academic prerequisites were sufficient to solve the 

assignment is 100 %. This issue was therefore not an immediate hindrance in terms of solving the 

assignment. This was in general confirmed by observing the students working on the assignment. 
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Overall the different rates of success strongly corroborate that it is possible to establish a tool for 

generating the sought output (proposals for room designs). Furthermore, the high rates of 

success incl. partial success is a clear improvement in terms of the more critical issue in relation 

to SH I, namely whether the tool can be designated ‘operational’. The conclusion is therefore that 

the data shows a rather wide corroboration of SH I. 

 

Processing the data from the student reports and the data from observations give rise to the 

actions for future improvements in Figure 11. 

 

Table 11. Issues experienced when testing the tool, and suggested actions for improvements (fall 
2009). 

Issues Actions for improvement 

The use of the feature for facilitation of 
design decisions based on parameter 
variations was not widespread. 

Emphasis on better communication of the purpose 
and possibilities of this feature. 

Simulation time considered too long (8.0 
min per simulation). This issue is a 
‘repeater’ from 2006, 2007 and 2008. 

Improvements of the LightCalc algorithm. 

Capability of simulating windows in more 
than one façade. 

To be included in a future release. 

The use of predictive control was not 
widespread.  

Emphasis on better communication of the purpose 
and possibilities of the predictive control in lectures.  

Bugs in the tool identified by the 
students.   

Correction of bugs (see the revision history of the 
tool in the iDbuild User Guide chapter 8, version 
3.2.3 to version 3.2.4). 

Various ideas for new features to the 
tool. 

Considerations initiated to include these in future 
releases. 

 

4.1.8 Current developmental stage of the tool 

The developmental stage of the tool in March 2011 (the same month as the submission of this 

thesis) is more or less as the 2009 version in terms of the user interface and output. Only a small 

number of bugs are reported by users. There are, however, a number of new features which may 

improve the operability of the tool: 

 

• Simulation time has decreased by more than 50 % for LightCalc and iDbuild due to mex 

compilations of computationally heavy LightCalc algorithms. Simulation time is now 3.8 

min per simulation
19

. 

• The setup of predictive control is facilitated by guiding text. Setting up predictive control 

will, all other things being equal, reduce time for setting up systems compared to setting 

up more traditional control of building services (see paper II in appendix A and section 6.1 

for details). 
                                              
19

 Simulation time measured for the 18 m
2
 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 

processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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19 Simulation time measured for the 18 m2 office described in Paper I using a laptop with a Pentium M 
processor running at 1.86 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. 
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• A method for component-based economical optimisation for use in design of new low-

energy buildings has been developed (see paper III in appendix A and section 6.2 for 

details). The method is currently not an integrated part of iDbuild but the future 

perspective is 1) to automate the process of generating a room model which acts as a 

good starting point for the parameter variations, and 2) to use the method to add an 

economical dimension to the informed design decisions.  

 

It is stressed that none of the above features have been assessed in terms of whether they have 

an influence on operability. 

4.2 Conclusion 

This section provides an overall analysis of the data gathered in the master course, and the result 

from the tests of SH I. Finally, an overall conclusion is derived.  

 

Figure 26 provides an overview of data gathered in the master course. The figure illustrates the 

tendency that the rates of success are increasing while the rate of students reporting excessive 

time used is decreasing. This is considered a rather positive tendency illustrating that the user-

driven development has resulted in a tool which seems to enable energy engineers to ‘get more 

done in less time’. 

 

 

Figure 26. Overview of data gathered in the master course to test sub hypothesis I. 
 

In all four years of testing, there was a general notion among the students that the simulation 

time was too long. However, the number of students answering ‘yes’ to whether excessive time 
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was used decreased over time, even though simulation time within the same period actually 

increased. This indicates that simulation time is not the only factor in relation to minimising time 

consumption (and thereby improving the operability of the tool). The decreasing number of 

students answering ‘yes’ to whether excessive time was used is primarily ascribed the handing 

out of predefined iDbuild simulation model – a model fulfilling the basic requirements – as starting 

point for the parameter variations. As a consequence, the students had more time to spend on 

generating actual design proposals because they avoided the often extensive amount of 

simulations to come up with a good starting point for the parameter variations. This indicates that 

the amount of simulations needed for generating design proposals may be (at least) just as 

important to the operability of the tool as the simulation time for a single simulation. 

 

Based on the above data, it is concluded that it is possible to establish a tool for generating 

proposals for room designs, and that the tool can be designated ‘operational’. The latter, 

however, presupposes that predefined simulation models are used as starting point for the 

parameter variations (the foundation for informed design decisions) to minimise the time used for 

generating a range of room design proposals. Bearing this in mind, the overall conclusion is that 

the tool, with minor reservations, fulfils the criteria for a corroboration of SH I. 

 It is noted that there still is room for improvements in terms of operability. There seems to be 

a great unrealised potential for better operability in the reduction of simulation time. Another 

unrealised potential in relation to improve operability seems to be the establishment of features 

for facilitating the set up of simulation models. Two of such features has been suggested in this 

thesis (see paper II and III) but they have not been tested in relation to whether they improve 

operability. Finally, it is remarked that the adoption of the SER-model (see section 1.2.2) as an 

overall philosophy was quite helpful in the effort to develop an operational tool. It is difficult to 

imagine that the conclusion above could have been formulated without involving a substantial 

amount of users of the tool directly in the process of development. 
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5 The usability of simulation-based 
design support 

This chapter documents the research work related to the tests of sub hypothesis II: The output 

from the parametric analyses is useful in the overall design process. 

 

The research methodology to test SH II is described in detail in section 1.2.3 and is briefly 

summarised here. The fact that the research project was partially anchored in a professional 

consultancy enabled the author to be a part of the design group of three real building design 

projects. In all projects, output from the tool was presented to the design group at an early stage 

of the process as an input to the integrated building design process. The data basis for a test of 

SH II was then generated by observing how the design group were using this input and through 

interviews with the participants of the design groups.  

 Furthermore, the tool was used in two master projects where the aim was to design a low-

energy office building with high indoor environment quality. The experiences from these two 

projects could provide some new dimensions in terms of SH II (i.e. the usability of the design 

support).  

5.1 Real building design projects 

The author’s ¼ time position in a professional building consultancy enabled the test of the tool in 

professional settings. The author was involved in three real design projects. In each project the 

author had the role as energy engineer in interdisciplinary design groups which in all three cases 

also encompassed architects, construction engineers and contractors. In all three projects the tool 

was used to generate design support for design decisions in the conceptual design stage. 

 In this section a resume of the design processes of the three different buildings are described 

based on the author’s observations. Focus is on how the output from the tool was used in the 

design processes. Furthermore, the essence of interviews with participants of the design groups 

providing their honest assessment on the usability of the design support is given. The purpose is 

to gather data for a test of SH II (see section 1.2.3 for further details). 

5.1.1 Office building, COM III 

The first project was a 4.300 m2 office building in the city of Kolding called COM III which was 

completed in 2009. This section provides a description of the design process based on the 

author’s observations. 
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The performance requirement in terms of energy consumption was a maximum 70 kWh/m
2
 per 

year, and class I according to EN 15251 in terms of thermal and indoor air quality. A time frame 

of two months for the establishment of a full project proposal made it a time-wise compressed 

design process. Initially, there was a reluctant attitude towards the idea of multidisciplinary 

collaboration in the early stages of design. The main reason was a concern that the design 

process would become very time consuming. The building design process therefore started up in a 

more traditional way, i.e. to let the architects come up with a building form fit for the context and 

facilitation of the desired functionality and flexibility. Consequently, the design support generated 

by the tool was constrained to encompass the façade design only. So instead of presenting a 

range of possible room designs, the design team was presented with solution spaces for the 

façade design. Table 12 is an example of a solution space for three different glazing types for a 

south-facing office section. All solutions are fulfilling the design brief regarding thermal indoor 

environment, air quality and daylight factor. The solution space thus represents possible solutions 

for fulfilling the basic design requirements. 

 
Table 12. Example of solution space for three different glazing types for a south-facing office 
section generated with the method and tool. 
Glazing 
type 

Glazing with low  
emissivity coating 

Glazing with solar  
control coating 

Glazing with low 
emissivity coating, 
external blinds 

Window height
*
  

[m] 
Window height

*
 

[m] 
Window height

*
 

[m] 
 Fully  

glazed  
Min. Max. 

Fully 
glazed 

Min. Max. 

Fully  
glazed 

Min. Max. 

Minimum 
requireme
nts 

÷ 1.15 2.10 OK 1.25 2.10 OK 1.15 2.10 

Low 
energy 
class 2 

÷ 1.15 1.55 ÷ 1.25 2.10 OK 1.15 2.10 

Low 
energy 
class 1 

÷ ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷ ÷ 1.15 2.00 

*
0.8 m offset from floor. The window forms a horizontal band across the façade, see Figure 27. 

 
The solution space for energy and indoor environment was constrained by the overall demand for 

a building in low-energy class 2. Furthermore, there were economical and architectural reasons to 

avoid a solution with external shading devices, an architectural desire to maximise the window 

area, and an economical desire to minimise the window area. The compromise fulfilling all 

constraints was a 1.7 m high window band with solar control coated glazing. The final façade 

design is illustrated in Figure 27.  
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Figure 27. COM III in Kolding, Denmark. 
 

5.1.1.1 Interview with the integrated design facilitator 

This section provides the essence from an interview with the integrated design facilitator who had 

the role of facilitating the interdisciplinary building design process, Lars D. Christoffersen 

(engineer and PhD) from the consulting company ALECTIA A/S. 

 

Question: Please outline the general framework conditions of the building design 

process. 

Answer: The design process was in many ways different from a traditional building design 

process because it was decided to adopt a design process based on interdisciplinary 

collaboration from day 1. In other words, a process which I believe could be called 

an integrated design process. This kind of building design process was new to all of 

the actors involved (author’s note: developer, tenant, architects, engineers and 

contractor) who all were used to a more artistic design process where the architect 

establishes an overall building design which respects some physical, aesthetic and 

functional boundary conditions – without considering other issues such as energy 

performance, quality of indoor environment and HVAC routing very much. 

The background for choosing an integrated design process instead of the more 

traditional approach was the relatively strict performance requirements. The 

developer and the future tenants required an indoor environment quality in class I 
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according to EN 15215 (thermal and air quality) and a daylight factor of 2 % on all 

working stations. Furthermore, the energy requirement was low energy class 2 (70 

kWh/m
2
 year) which was 25 % lower than the minimum requirement in 2006 (95 

kWh/m
2
 year). My notion was that only an integrated design process could ensure 

that these (at that time) strict requirements was fulfilled within the project economy. 

The developer (the owner of the project) agreed – and the other actors were kind of 

forced to deal with this decision. 

 

Question:  How did you go about the integrated design process? 

Answer: One of the first tasks in integrated design is to align expectations in terms of the 

performance requirements. In this relation, it was a difficult to make all actors 

understand that the energy and indoor environment requirement were indisputable 

requirements which, all things being equal, would prompt certain boundary 

conditions to the architectural solution space. The architects were unsure of what 

these demands meant in relation to their degree of design freedom, and the 

contractor was worried that such a building would not be buildable within the 

budget. 

Secondly, it was difficult to explain the workflow of the integrated design process to 

all of the involved actors – or rather get them to understand the workflow. Basically 

I advocated for a process where analytical input from especially the energy engineer 

was used actively as design support when establishing the overall building design. 

Unfortunately, the architects and the contractor never really understood the 

rationale of this process until it all was over. I guess it was a learning process for 

them. But everybody was more than happy with the end result. 

 

Question:  

 

Can you give a short description of the design input provided by the energy 

engineer in the building design phase? 

Answer: Let me start by outlining the workflow as it turned out in this project because it was 

not entirely the workflow that I was hoping for. As I said earlier, not all actors 

understood the rationale and purpose of the integrated design process and for that 

reason they never really accepted the process. So to get started (eventually) it was 

decided that the first move was to allow the architect to come up with a number of 

overall building layouts to be presented on the first common design workshop. At 

this common workshop the other actors should comment on the different building 

layouts, i.e. state pros and cons from their point of view. The goal of this workshop 

was that by the end of the day an overall building geometry was established.  

The second workshop was about the design of the façade. Here the energy engineer 

presented a solution space for the façade which respected the energy and indoor 

environment requirements (author’s note: see Table 12 for example). For the 

record, I believe that it would have been a more efficient process if the design team 
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more jointly were designing the overall building design using the space of solutions 

as design advice. 

 

Question: Did the actors find the input useful in relation to the overall building design 

process?  

 I think it was very useful. I am not sure whether the architect thought so. But in the 

end it certainly had a crucial role in terms of fulfilling the performance requirements. 

It was the hope that the output from the second workshop was a main concept for 

the façade. However, despite the rather wide solution spaces provided by the energy 

engineer, and the fact that new ideas easily could have been assessed at the 

workshop, the architects found it difficult to relate the input to their creative process 

and in general to work parallel with the energy engineer. The developer and 

contractor related to the solution spaces based on their experience. As an example 

they were quick to rule out a design with an external blind which they stated was 

due to project economy and concerns about future maintenance costs.  

The final outcome of the workshop was a solution space for the façade as in input to 

the architect and their further processing of the building design. This solutions space 

was however indisputable: the architects had to choose a solution within this space. 

 

Question: Do you have any suggestions for improvements in relation to the 

simulation-based design input? 

Answer: Explaining the overall framework of the design process in which the input may be 

useful is important. The experience from this project is that clear communication of 

the purpose and benefits of the integrated design process, i.e. to make the actors 

understand and accept it prior to any thing else, is crucial for whether the input is 

found useful. Make sure that the message is communicated on the actor’s premises. 

To site Søren Kierkegaard: “If I want to succeed in guiding a person towards a 

certain goal, I have to meet this person where it is now, and start the journey from 

there”. This presupposes good chemistry, respect for different professional 

competency, and the will to cooperate.  

More concrete suggestion is to add more knowledge-based data in terms of 

economic consequence of design decisions. Economic decisions in the early design 

stage, maybe especially when it comes to life cycle costs, are often based on 

personal experience which may not be entirely up to date. 

 

Question: What is your overall, concluding assessment of having simulation-based 

design support as input to the overall building design process? 

Answer: The end result of this project is excellent. We reached goals which were better than 

our initial performance goals: the building is in low-energy class I while maintaining 

an indoor environment in class I. Furthermore, it is the first certified green office 
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building in Denmark (author’s note: according to the EU GreenBuilding Programme, 

see www.eu-greenbuilding.org). All this was obtained to market price. It is my belief 

that the simulation-based design support we are discussing here had a crucial role in 

obtaining all this. I think that the input in the end was perceived as useful because 

of the strict performance demands – especially the energy demand. I expect that the 

type of input that we discuss here gets more and more important as the energy 

requirement for buildings are increasing. But the input is worth nothing without the 

acceptance of an overall design process in which the input can be used in a 

constructive manner. 

5.1.1.2 Test of SH II 

In this section the data from the previous sections is used for testing SH II: The output from the 

parametric analyses is useful in the overall building design process. 

 

First of all, it was unfortunately not possible to test the intended form of the simulation-based 

design support (a range of possible room designs) in this project for various reasons. Instead the 

input was adjusted to fit the specific design process – a process which was not entirely ideal for 

utilising the full potential of simulation-based design support as it is presented in this thesis. But 

even so, the design facilitator directly states that the design input generated with the tool was 

very useful and had a crucial saying in the choice of glazing quality and size. Bearing this in mind, 

the overall conclusion is that the experiences from the project COM III does to a wide extend 

corroborate SH II. Both the author’s observations and the interview with the design facilitator of 

the project show that simulation-based design support generated with the tool was used actively 

for making informed design decisions regarding the façade. 

 

There were a number of barriers that obstructed the full use of the intended form of the 

simulation-based design support, namely a range of possible room designs:  

 

1. As the design facilitator state, a majority of the actors in the design team was not entirely 

geared or ready to enter an interdisciplinary, integrated design process starting at the 

conceptual stage of design. 

2. The design facilitator furthermore point out that a new and relatively strict energy 

performance requirement was an element of uncertainty to the design group: the 

architects were worried that this demand limited their architectural design freedom, and 

the contractor was worried that such a building would not be buildable within the budget. 

Consequently, a common and accepted goal in terms of energy performance was never 

established – even though it is considered a crucial prerequisite for an integrated design 

process [29] [30]. 

 

An essential learning from the COM III project that goes beyond the scope of this thesis is that 

the overall framework of the building design process and the attitude of the actors in the design 
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team are essential – not only for the acceptance of the interdisciplinary, integrated design process 

as the work form – but also for the acceptance of simulation-based design support as an input to 

the actual form giving of the building. 

5.1.2 Multi-function building, Navitas 

The second project is a 35.000 m2 building in the city of Aarhus called Navitas to be completed in 

2014. This section provides a description of the design process based on the author’s 

observations. 

 

The performance requirement in terms of energy consumption was a maximum 50 kWh/m2 per 

year, and class II according to EN 15251 in terms of thermal and indoor air quality. The time 

frame of the conceptual design phase was four months. The building has various functions but 

mainly consists of offices, lecture rooms and workshops. As in the COM III project, the initial 

focus of the conceptual design stage was to generate a building form fit for the context and 

facilitation of the desired functionality and flexibility. But contrary to the form giving process of 

COM III, the design team of Navitas allowed the overall form to be influenced by design support 

generated with the tool. 

 Before starting the form giving process, the design team was presented with a range of 

analyses generated with the tool for each the main functions of the building. For each function 

two to three different room shapes were established, and a parameter variation of the orientation 

of different façade concepts was generated for each shape. Figure 28. and Figure 29 are examples 

of such variations. Figure 28. is an office for three persons and Figure 29 is a student group room 

for six persons. Both rooms have the same façade concept.  
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COM III, the design team of Navitas allowed the overall form to be influenced by design support 

generated with the tool. 

 Before starting the form giving process, the design team was presented with a range of 

analyses generated with the tool for each the main functions of the building. For each function 

two to three different room shapes were established, and a parameter variation of the orientation 

of different façade concepts was generated for each shape. Figure 28. and Figure 29 are examples 

of such variations. Figure 28. is an office for three persons and Figure 29 is a student group room 

for six persons. Both rooms have the same façade concept.  
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Figure 28. Variation of the orientation for an 
office for three persons.  

Figure 29. Variation of the orientation for a 
student group room for six persons. 

 
For the office, Figure 28., the thermal indoor environment is acceptable for all orientations but 

south is preferred as it has the lowest energy consumption. For the group room, Figure 29, a 

north orientation is preferred since it is the only orientation which immediately fulfils the thermal 

indoor environment requirement. Furthermore, the north oriented group room has the lowest 

energy consumption.  

 

It was observed that this type of design support had a direct influence on the form giving of the 

building. The design support was used actively as guidelines for design decisions regarding room 

geometries, architectural programming and façade design. Especially in the architectural 

programming where the relation between function and orientation was used as the argument for 

placing rooms with high internal loads, e.g. student group rooms, at northward facing, or 

shadowed, facades while rooms with minor internal loads were sought to be southward oriented. 

This is illustrated in a floor plan in Figure 30. The active use of the generated design support 

entailed that the compliance of the strict energy and indoor environment requirements was being 

integrated in the early design decisions rather than being a result of expensive, time-consuming 

sub-optimisations of an architectural arbitrary building form. 
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Figure 30. Floor plan for Navitas. Design support generated with the tool where used in the 
architectural programming. 
 

Figure 31 are illustrations of the final building design. These illustrations serve as an example of a 

total building design which has been established with the use of the output from the tool. 

 

  

Figure 31. Illustrations of the total building design for Navitas. 
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5.1.2.1 Interview with architect  

This section provides the essence from an interview with the architect who had a superior 

responsibility for the architectural planning of the building in the competition phase, Michael 

Christensen from the architect company Christensen & Co. 

 

Question: Please outline the general framework conditions of the building design 

process. 

Answer: There was an ambition (author’s note: in the design brief) that the process should 

result in an ‘integrated energy design’. In my view this means that the functional 

and architectural idea, sustainability issues, low-energy requirements etc. should 

come together. For this project the challenge was – on an in many ways challenging 

and prestigious location – to design an architectural unique, multi-functional building 

while fulfilling a rather strict energy demand (author’s note: low-energy class 1, i.e. 

an energy frame of 50 kWh/m
2
 per year). The consensus in the design team was 

from day 1 that this energy demand should be reached by passive means (author’s 

note: the Danish building requirement allows building designers to compensate 

overstepping of the energy frame by subtracting renewable energy produced on-site, 

e.g. solar thermal and /or power). This could be perceived as a self-inflicted 

tightening of an already challenging design brief but we were convinced that we 

could attain a higher level of architectural satisfaction if the fulfilment of the energy 

requirement was a directly consequence of our architectural dispositions. 

 

Question:  

 

Can you give a short description of the design input provided by the energy 

engineer in the early building design phase? 

Answer: At one of the common workshops we had at an early stage of the process, the 

energy engineer presented a range of simulation outputs and drawings illustrating 

the overall energy-related possibilities of the site, preferable placement of different 

functions in the architectural layout in terms of energy and indoor environment 

quality, and the consequence of different layouts, glass qualities and solar shadings 

of the façade. 

 

Question: Did you find the input useful in relation to the overall building design 

process?  

Answer: Yes, hell yes! To have this kind of information in the back head is a huge asset to 

the architects and their pending design synthesis. No doubt about that. It is, 

however, important that the input is tailored to concrete project. Every project is 

different. 

 

What I also really appreciated in this project was the ability of the entire design 

team to enter a dynamic design process. An example is that we at a design meeting 
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were interested in the idea of putting a glass roof on the big atriums. While we 

considered the architectural impact, the contractor was calculating a price, and the 

energy engineer made an analysis in terms of energy performance (author’s note: 

this analysis was not made with the tool but with the mandatory tool for compliance 

with the Danish building code [71]). Within few minutes we had a rational basis for a 

design decision. I believe that this kind of interdisciplinary real-time ‘ping-pong’ in 

the conceptual design phase is crucial in the development of genuinely sustainable 

buildings. 

 

Question: Do you see a potential risk of information overload? 

Answer: It depends on how big the issue of fulfilling a certain energy requirement is 

compared to other issues. If there is a bigger conceptual problem in the mind of the 

architect than the task of fulfilling a certain energy demand, numerous simulation-

based inputs – as the one we discuss here – could be perceived as information 

overload because it is in relation to a secondary issue. But, again, the notion is 

different from project to project.  

 

Question: Another approach could be that the input is a single solution which is 

optimal in terms of energy performance and indoor environment. This 

solution is then adapted iteratively to also encompass other design issues. 

Do you see any perspectives in this? 

Answer: I understand the concept. I for one would often prefer to have a certain range of 

possible solutions over a single ‘optimal solution’. An ‘optimal solution’ in terms of 

energy and indoor environment is in general not all that interesting to architects. I 

also think that there is a risk that the architect feels that the design process is 

‘locked’ by such an input. So this approach might be counterproductive in terms of 

integrating such important issues. 

 

Question: Do you have any suggestions for improvements in relation to the 

simulation-based design input? 

Answer: Not really. I am not so worried about the current form of the input because the 

integrated energy design process requires that the energy engineer is around to 

explain and clarify the implications of the input. But of course, any initiatives that 

may improve the communication between the different actors in the conceptual 

design phase are always appreciated. 

 

Question: What is your overall assessment of having simulation-based design support 

as input to the overall building design process? 

Answer: To have this kind of information presented prior to the actual building design process 

is a huge asset to the architects and their pending design synthesis. In the following 
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conceptual design process, it is great to have someone with the ability to very 

quickly tell us the energy-related consequence of ideas that pops up. But it is often 

easy just to shoot an idea down. So instead of saying ‘it is not possible’, it is better 

for the process to have a ‘yes, if you also do this and this…’ as an answer – if 

possible. The energy engineer often has to be physically present where the process 

is happening. This makes demand on the personality and the professional profile. 

The person may be a specialist in a certain area but professional versatility and 

respect is essential. 

5.1.2.2 Test of SH II 

In this section the data from the previous sections is used for testing SH II: The output from the 

parametric analyses is useful in the overall building design process. 

 

Both the author’s observations and the interview with the architect responsible for the 

architectural planning shows that the design team to a great extend allowed room geometries, 

architectural programming and façade design to be influenced by design support generated with 

the tool. The experiences from the Navitas project therefore corroborate SH II. 

 The quite solid corroboration of SH II is very much ascribed to the fact that all actors of the 

design team from the very beginning were 1) fully aligned in terms of design goals, and 2) in 

agreement regarding the high value and usability of the simulation-based design support 

generated by the tool as input to the conceptual design stage. 

5.1.3 Office building, Aarhus municipality 

The project described here won 2
nd

 place in a design competition for a 6.600 m
2
 office building for 

the Aarhus municipality administration. This section provides a description of the design process 

based on the author’s observations. 

 

The performance requirement in terms of energy consumption was a maximum 25 kWh/m
2
 per 

year (the expected minimum requirement in the Danish building regulations in 2020), and class II 

according to EN 15251 in terms of thermal and indoor air quality. The time frame of the 

conceptual design phase was three months. The building design process was an iterative process 

where proposals for room designs generated with iDbuild were used to inform the design of an 

overall building form fit for the context and facilitation of the desired functionality and flexibility. A 

special focus point in the design process was daylight accessibility. Aarhus municipality wanted a 

daylight factor of at least 3 % on all work places. The tool was therefore used to illustrate the 

effect of parameters which have significant impact on daylight performance in the different room 

designs. Figure 32 shows the distribution of daylight in a 1-person office room as a function of 

façade window height – one of the many daylight analyses performed to inform the building 

design process.  
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Window height: 1.0 m 
Glazing: 3-layer glazing (U=0.7,g=0.5,LT= 0.54) 
 

 

Daylight factor distribution 

 
Window height: 1.5 m 
Glazing: 3-layer glazing (U=0.7,g=0.5,LT= 0.54) 
 

 

Daylight factor distribution 

 
Window height: 1.9 m 
Glazing: 3-layer glazing (U=0.7,g=0.5,LT= 0.54) 
 

 
 

Daylight factor distribution 

 
Figure 32. Three room designs with different daylight factor distributions due to different window 
heights.  
 

The architects of the design group wanted a distinctive overhang as a part of the extrovert 

architectural expression. While overhangs may have some qualities, they tend to have a negative 
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effect on the daylight factor. A parameter variation of the length of the overhang was therefore 

made to inform the design decision. The result from this variation in Figure 33 shows that a 3 % 

daylight factor in the middle of the room is maintained with an overhang up to 1 meter.  

 

 
1-person office 
How does an overhang affect performance?  

 
 
Parameter variation of overhang 
South-facing office  
 

 
Figure 33. Parameter variation of length of overhang for a 1-person office. 
 

A section of the final building design is shown in Figure 35, and Figure 35 is a compilation of 

illustrations of the final building design. These illustrations serve as an example of a total building 

design which has been established with the use of the output from the tool. 
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Figure 35. Illustrations of the total building design for Aarhus municipality. 
 

5.1.3.1 Interview with architect 

This section provides the essence from an interview with the architect who had the role of 

coordinating and integrating sustainability-related issues in the building design process, Kristian 

Nordheim from the architect company Pluskontoret A/S. The interview was conducted March 

2011. 

 

Question: Please outline the general framework conditions of the building design 

process. 

Answer: There was a high ambition in the design brief regarding energy performance: 25 

kWh/m
2
 per year (author’s note: this is the expected minimum requirement in the 

Danish building regulation in the year 2020). Furthermore, we were asked to rank 

our selves in a Danish ‘light’ version of the British sustainability rating system 

BREEAM.  
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We also had our own ambitions. From the very beginning of the project there was a 

consensus in the design group to focus on the use of passive means to reach the 

energy demand (author’s note: the Danish building requirement allows building 

designers to compensate overstepping of the energy frame by subtracting renewable 

energy produced on-site, e.g. solar thermal and /or power). The main driver in 

establishing this consensus was the energy engineer who at the first design meeting 

presented an innovative ventilation concept (author’s note: a so-called ‘building 

integrated passive ventilation system’ as described by Hviid in ref. [73]). We 

immediately saw some positive architectural knock-on effects in this concept. It 

became the backbone in the project from day one: we actually designed a lot of the 

building on the basis of this concept. 

 

Question:  

 

Can you give a short description of the design input provided by the energy 

engineer in the early building design phase? 

Answer: The energy engineer was very quick to provide an extensive daylight factor analysis 

of typical rooms of the building to illustrate the consequence of different façade 

concepts and room geometries. This was very valuable because the level of daylight 

was of high priority. 

More generally, I really appreciated the energy engineer’s ability to perform very 

quick energy and daylight analysis of our ideas and to follow that up with 

constructive design advice. Such analyses almost instantly gave us an outline of our 

design possibilities especially regarding e.g. window area, solar shading, size of 

overhang and orientation. It was the first and so far only time I experienced this 

kind of interaction with an engineer. Usually such calculations seem to take days. 

 

Question: Did you find the input useful in relation to the overall building design 

process?  

Answer: Yes, indeed. It was very useful. The input clarified a lot and helped us to move 

safely forward in a relatively fast pace. The input was to a certain degree actually 

generating the form of the building. For example, it is very satisfying that an 

architectural element such as the overhang also was optimised to have a positive (or 

at least neutral) effect on energy performance, daylight access and indoor 

environment. 

 

Question: Do you see a potential risk of information overload or limitation of 

architectural freedom? 

Answer: No, not really. In this project it was all basic information: how much glazing is 

possible, do we need a parapet, what about solar shading and overhang? Admitted, 

there were a number of rules to follow regarding the passive ventilation concept 

which had some influence on the overall layout of the building but it did not cause 
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design possibilities especially regarding e.g. window area, solar shading, size of 

overhang and orientation. It was the first and so far only time I experienced this 

kind of interaction with an engineer. Usually such calculations seem to take days. 

 

Question: Did you find the input useful in relation to the overall building design 

process?  

Answer: Yes, indeed. It was very useful. The input clarified a lot and helped us to move 

safely forward in a relatively fast pace. The input was to a certain degree actually 

generating the form of the building. For example, it is very satisfying that an 
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Question: Do you see a potential risk of information overload or limitation of 

architectural freedom? 

Answer: No, not really. In this project it was all basic information: how much glazing is 
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any serious limitations in terms of architectural freedom. We were still quite free to 

shape the façade and internal flow. 

But I think that it is very important that the energy engineer is present ‘when it 

happens’ and is able to explain and put the design input in to perspective. Architects 

easily get stuck when it comes to numbers and diagrams so personal guidance is 

important. I believe that multidisciplinary expert cooperation with mutual respect is 

the way forward in a world of increasing complexity. 

 

Question: Do you have any suggestions for improvements in relation to the 

simulation-based design input? 

Answer: Less numbers and graphs is always a good thing for the architect but I know it is 

difficult. The input is pretty technical but the graphical presentation is, however, 

interpretable and radiates trustworthiness. I think it is more essential that the 

engineer is present to explain it and update the calculations than making attempts 

to improve the architect’s interpretation of the input.  

 

Question: What is your overall assessment of having simulation-based design support 

as input to the overall building design process? 

Answer: It is essential. Not only because it helps designers to meet a certain energy 

performance but also because the end product – the building – in many ways 

becomes a better design. The initial input is nice but the fact that input can be 

generated fast based on scarce information is good to maintain continuity and 

momentum in the often unpredictable conceptual design stage. An important 

prerequisite for all this is, in many cases, that the energy engineer is personally 

present and has the right tools at hand when conceptual design decisions are about 

to be made. 

 

5.1.3.2 Test of SH II 

In this section the data from the previous sections is used for testing SH II: The output from the 

parametric analyses is useful in the overall building design process. 

 

Both the author’s observations and the interview with the architect responsible for coordinating 

and integrating sustainability-related issues in the building design process shows that the design 

team to a wide extend found the input useful – especially when deciding on room geometries, the 

façade concept and overhang sizing. The experiences from the Aarhus municipality project 

therefore corroborate SH II. The quite solid corroboration of SH II is very much ascribed to the 

fact that all actors of the design team from the very beginning was in agreement regarding design 

goals, and agreed on a conceptual design process relying on a high level of multidisciplinary 

cooperation. 
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5.2 Master projects 

The use of the tool constituted the core in two master projects from 2008. A short summary of 

the major outcomes relevant to the test of SH II is given in the following sections. 

5.2.1 Master project 1 

Leenknegt and Vandermaesen [74] used the tool in 2008 to design a low-energy office building. 

First, a number of rooms with an energy consumption of maximum 50 kWh/m2 per year (50% 

lower than the minimum requirement in the Danish building code [75]) and a thermal and air 

quality class II according to EN 15251 [5] was generated. The suggested room designs were then 

used in the design of a four storey building. The rooms were treated as ‘LEGO blocks’, meaning 

that the building design process was a question of putting the rooms together to form a building. 

The floor plan and the whole building design are seen in Figure 36 and Figure 37. 

  

 

 

Figure 36. Typical floor plan with a total heated area of 3.068 m2 (from Leenknegt and 
Vandermaesen [74]). 

North 
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Figure 37. The whole building modelled in IES-VE (from Leenknegt and Vandermaesen [74]). 
 

Based on the iDbuild simulations the total building energy consumption was estimated to be 34 

kWh/m
2
 per year. The sophisticated building simulation program IES-VE [37] was then used to 

optimise the design, especially the system controls, and the energy consumption was reduced to 

19 kWh/m
2
 per year. From this experience, Leenknegt and Vandermaesen conclude that the use 

of the design support generated with the tool in the initial design stage provides a good starting 

point for the detailed design and optimisation. 

 An important finding of this project was that better performance could be obtained by a finer 

seasonal differentiation of the temperature set point for cooling systems (mainly shading and 

ventilation). Traditionally, the year is considered two-seasonal. In other words, the year is often 

divided in to a summer and a winter season with different acceptable thermal comfort ranges 

(according to EN 15251). There are therefore typically two different cooling set points: one for the 

summer situation and a different for the winter situation. But an analysis in this master project 

indicates that better performance can be reached by dividing the control of building services in to 

four seasons. The learning from this is that a two-season division may be too coarse for a 

temperate climate like the Danish where the energy demand may fluctuate between heating and 

cooling on daily basis in the relatively long transitional periods between summer and winter 

(spring and fall). The question is whether the four-season division is sufficient or whether an even 

finer division would prompt even better performance. This is one of the issues investigated further 

in section 6.1 and Paper II in appendix A. 

5.2.1.1 Test of SH II 

The experiences from the two master projects actually gave evidence to test both SH I and SH II. 

In terms of SH I, the participants of both master project groups took the master course described 

in chapter 4 prior to their master project and were therefore experienced users of the tool. Their 
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familiarity with the tool led to increased operability but simulation time was still pointed out as in 

issue that compromised the operability of the tool. The projects also provided some interesting 

insights in terms of SH II. The adopted building design process in master project 1 (room designs 

were used as ‘LEGO blocks’ to generate an overall building design) seemed to be an efficient way 

of applying the design support to the building design process – at least in terms of reaching a 

very low-energy performance while maintaining a good quality of indoor environment. It is, 

however, noted that the project was a fictive building design project which did not involve an 

interdisciplinary design team. Consequently, any strong conclusion regarding the usability of the 

tool is not possible but the ‘LEGO block’ approach to building design indicates a diverse usability 

of the design support generated with the tool. 

5.2.2 Master project 2 

Jørgensen and Strømann-Andersen [76] used the tool in 2008 to inform the design process of a 

real building design project in cooperation with a leading Danish architect firm. The initial focus of 

the architect was to establish an overall building geometry with no regard to energy performance 

and indoor environment. Parallel to this process, the two students used the tool to generate a 

vast amount of design options believing that no less would be perceived as a constraint of the 

architectural freedom. However, the amount of design options became so plentiful that the 

architects regarded it as information overload. It is therefore suggested that instead of generating 

a comprehensive solution space as input prior to any actual design decisions, the generation of a 

solution space should be a task involving the architects and only contain performance-decisive 

parameters essential to the overall architectural idea and concept. The end result was a building 

design with a predicted energy consumption of 50 kWh/m2 per year and a predicted thermal and 

air quality in class II according to EN 15251 [5].  

 Figure 38 illustrates the statement from the master thesis that the proposals for room designs 

can be applied and used in different ways in the overall building design process. The figure could 

also be perceived as an illustration of the point put forward by architect professor Thomas Herzog 

in section 3.4, namely that good building design practice is to address the building scale and the 

room scale simultaneously.  
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Figure 38. An illustration of the perception, that good building design practice is to address the 
building scale and the room scale simultaneously (from Jørgensen and Strømann-Andersen [76]). 
 

The architect firm found that the subject of the project was important and needed to be 

investigated further. Therefore they hired both of the students to make two separate industrial 

PhD studies related to the subject of this thesis with the working titles ‘Integrated energy design 

of large buildings’ and ‘Integrated energy design in master planning’. Both projects were initiated 

in 2008 and are expected to finish during 2011.  

5.2.2.1 Test of SH II 

The simulation-based design support generated with the tool was in this project perceived as 

useful even though it was first used after the establishment of an overall building design. 

 This master project was subject to the same process-wise challenges as the COM III project in 

section 5.1.1, namely that the architects were reluctant to include the students (engineers) in the 

conceptual stage of design because they expected that it would disturb their architectural freedom 

and process. When the students finally were allowed to present their rather vast amount of 

simulation-based design support generated with the tool, the architect did not feel constrained 

but on the contrary perceived it as information overload. In an attempt to make the simulation-

based design support useful, the students and the architects started to work together on 

generating design options where only performance-decisive parameters essential to the overall 
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architectural idea and concept was investigated. This design support was perceived by the 

architect as useful. 

 The major experience from this master thesis is that the initial attitude of the actors of the 

design process, in this case the architect, is essential in terms of whether the simulation-based 

design support is perceived as a useful input to the overall building design process. Based on the 

experience of Jørgensen and Strømann-Andersen, it seems that a positive attitude towards the 

idea of using simulation-based design support as input to the overall building design process could 

be established by involving the architect more directly in the process of generating the design 

support. 

5.3 Conclusion 

This section provides an overall analysis of the three real building design projects and the two 

master projects in terms of SH II, from which a conclusion is derived. 

 

The study of the real design projects shows that the design support generated with the tool 

indeed was influencing the early design decisions in both projects. There was, however, a 

difference in the extent to which the design support was allowed to influence the design. In COM 

III and master project 2 the design support was only allowed to influence the façade design 

whereas it also was allowed to influence the room geometries and the architectural programming 

in the Navitas and Aarhus municipality project. In relation to the aim and objective of this thesis, 

the latter extent of influence is the ideal. It is therefore in interest of the project to identify any 

reasons for this difference between COM III and master project 2, and the two other projects so 

that the usability of the tool and its output may be improved. Two major reasons were identified:  

 

1. There was a reluctant attitude towards the idea of multidisciplinary collaboration in the 

early stages of design in the COM III project and master project 2 which was not present 

in the two other projects.  

2. There was never consensus on the energy performance requirement in the COM III 

project because the architects were worried that this demand limited their architectural 

design freedom and the contractor was worried that such a building would not be 

buildable within the budget. In the two other projects, there was a strong and early 

consensus in terms the energy requirement. 

 

The above issues are more related to the matching of expectations than the usability of the tool 

and its output. However, the issues should not be underestimated because it seems that the 

overall framework of the building design process and the attitude of the actors in the design team 

are essential – not only for the acceptance of the interdisciplinary, integrated design process as 

the work form – but also for the acceptance of simulation-based design support as an input to the 

actual form giving of the building. 
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 Even though there was a difference in the extent to which the design support was allowed to 

influence the design process of the three real design projects, the overall conclusion is that the 

tool and its output to a wide extent fulfils the criteria for a corroboration of SH II. 

 

The two master projects are representing two extremes in which the design support can be 

applied. The one project is composing room designs into a building design whereas the other 

project starts with the establishment of an overall building design solely with respect to an overall 

architectural idea. This also represents two opposite approaches to building design: an ‘inside and 

out’ approach and an ‘outside and in’ approach. The latter is the most common approach in real 

design projects. The COM III project is an example of this: functionality, flexibility and aesthetics 

on building level were solved prior to addressing other issues like energy performance and indoor 

environment. In comparison, the building design process of the Navitas and Aarhus municipality 

project was more a process of integrating two parallel activities, namely an ‘inside and out’ 

analysis using the tool and the more classic ‘outside and in’ analysis of the architect. 

 The three real design projects and the two master projects illustrates that the design support 

generated by the tool is adaptable to different building design approaches and can be applied at 

different design stages. This wide flexibility in usability is a further corroboration of SH II. 
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6 Advances in the development  
of the tool 

This chapter summarises the documentation of the research conducted to develop new features to 

enhance its operability and usability of the tool described in chapter 3. A more detailed 

documentation is given in Paper II, Paper III and in Report I in appendix A. 

6.1 Method for optimal control of building systems operation  

A major finding from the observation of students working with the tool is that much time is spent 

on setting up appropriate controls for building systems operation. This is critical since the student 

tests also indicate that any features that may reduce time for setting up a model could increase 

the operability of the tool.  

 Because of their inexperience, the students typically had to go through a time-consuming 

iterative trial-and-error approach before an appropriate control for building systems operation was 

established – the very process that the tool was supposed to minimise (see paper I in appendix 

A). This is a main reason for suggesting a method for simulating predictive control based on 

weather forecasts. The overall aim is 1) to reduce time for setting up the building systems 

operation in the model, 2) reduce the number of simulations (iterations) needed before an 

appropriate setup is found, and 3) to investigate whether such a control would prompt better 

building performance compared to more traditional operation schemes.  

 Besides the above aims, the method is also considered a future design option. As for all 

alternative design options, it is desirable to know the impact of the suggested method before 

implementing it in an actual building design. The focus of the research is therefore also to 

describe the method so it can be implemented in an existing building simulation tool and used 

with design weather data. 

 This section summarises the documentation of the research conducted to develop a method for 

simulating predictive control of building systems operation in the design phase. A more detailed 

documentation is given in Paper II (see appendix A). 

6.1.1 The method 

The main problem for the students is to make an appropriate division of the year into seasons and 

to establish appropriate temperature set points for control of building energy management 

systems within these seasons. The task seems especially difficult when establishing control 

systems for night cooling to minimize overheating during day time. In the long transitional 
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periods
20

 of the Danish climate the expedient control of building systems is challenging but also 

an area of potential energy savings. Leenknegt and Vandermaesen [74] identify a potential for 

energy savings and better indoor environment if the system control is divided into four seasons 

(winter/spring/summer/fall) instead of two seasons (summer/winter). However, an even finer 

division of time horizon for system control may be prompt better performance since the energy 

demand may fluctuate between heating and cooling on a daily basis in the spring and fall periods. 

 The suggested method for system control divides all days of the year in to two different time 

horizons, namely an in-use and an out-of-use period. The method then for each time step in a 

current period uses building simulation based on weather forecasts to predict whether there is a 

heating or cooling requirement in a subsequent period. This information enables the thermal 

control systems of the building to respond proactively in the current time step to keep the 

operational temperature of the subsequent period within the thermal comfort range with a 

minimum use of energy. See Paper II in appendix A for further details. 

6.1.2 Reduction of time for setting up controls for building systems operation 

The suggested method facilitates the setting of building energy management systems control. The 

user only has to set up two systems: 

 

• System 1 – which applies for the user-defined "Working hours"  

• System 2 – which applies for the "Non-working hours" (the remaining hours of the year) 

 

The user then has to define 1) the minimum and maximum acceptance criteria for thermal 

comfort which apply for the entire year and 2) the control systems available in the two periods. As 

a consequence, the user only has to make half as many entries for setting up building systems 

control in a model compared to setting up a two-season model, and 1/3 as many compared to a 

four-season model. 

 Besides less time used on entries, the method also completely eliminates the need for 

iterations before an appropriate control for building systems operation is established. The reason 

is that temperature set points are automatically established and optimised within the method 

throughout the year. This automatically adjustment is also valuable when performing parameter 

variations for informed design decisions. A variation of geometry, building elements and systems 

may trigger a need for adapting the configuration of the building systems control to maintain 

thermal comfort and/or prevent unnecessary energy use. This adjustment may require a number 

of manual iterations before an appropriate configuration is found. Predictive control is automating 

this adaption and thus reduces the need for time-consuming iterations. 

6.1.3 Performance of the method 

The suggested method was implemented in the tool. A case featuring a single-sided, single-zone 

two-person office with a south-facing window located in Copenhagen, Denmark, is used to test 

                                              
20

 Transitional periods are the periods of the year where the energy demand may fluctuate between heating 
and cooling on daily basis. 
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the performance of the concept. The occupied period is from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. every weekday. The 

lower limit for thermal comfort is set to 20ºC and the upper limit is set to 26ºC. The impact of the 

suggested method was tested by comparing the results with two more traditional approaches for 

control of building system operation: a two season model where the year is divided into two 

periods in accordance with the Danish definition of heating and cooling seasons, and a four season 

model where the year is divided in four seasons to represent the long transitional periods in the 

Danish climate. The results from the test are shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40. 
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Figure 39. Annual energy consumption for 
heating, lighting and fans. 
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Figure 40. Overheating in the occupied hours. 
The recommended criterion for an acceptable 
number of hours outside the thermal comfort 
range is 108, according to EN 15251:2007. 

 

The number of occupied hours with overheating was significantly reduced when the control of 

building system operation was divided into four instead of two seasons. The difference in energy 

demand is 1 kWh/m2 per year for ventilation in favour of the four-season model. The suggested 

method based on weather forecasts reduces overheating compared to the two-season model as 

well as the four-season model. The suggested method also reduces the energy demand for 

heating and ventilation by 11 % and 7 % compared to the two- and the four-season model, 

respectively. 

 

An interesting period of the year in relation to the performance of the method is the transitional 

period shown in Figure 41. Here the two-season model shifts from heating to cooling season with 

a fixed cooling set point of 20 ºC, the four-season model has a fixed cooling set point of 23 ºC, 

whereas the suggested method has a dynamic cooling set point. Figure 41 shows that the 

suggested method for building systems operation eliminates all overheating (temperatures above 

26 ºC) in the transitional period.  
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Figure 41. Transitional period. From Monday 30th April to Sunday 14th May, both days included. 
 

6.1.4 Future work 

The method is successful in terms of automating the configuration of building systems operation, 

thus facilitating the configuration of building systems operation when using the tool in the 

conceptual design phase. Furthermore it seems to prompt a certain level of energy savings and 

better indoor environment. There are, however, a number of issues that need to be addressed 

before applying the suggested method in a real building design. 

 First of all, the suggested method has a sequential approach to predictive control. This 

approach is different from current state-of-the-art approaches which tend to perform a global 

optimisation of all possible control actions over a certain prediction horizon (typically a day to a 

few days), e.g. in Henze et al [77] or the OptiControl project [78]. The global optimisation 

approach is quite well documented in terms of performance, whereas the performance 

documentation of the suggested method is limited to a single case example. So before continuing 

with the effort to implement the suggested method in a real building design, a more in-depth 

investigation of the performance of the suggested method and a comparison with global 

optimisation approaches is needed.  

 Besides the need to investigate the performance of the suggested method, there are a number 

of more general issues regarding predictive control that need to be investigated. The knowledge 

gap regarding the effects of deviations between modelled and actual conditions means that the 

jury is still out on the actual potential of predictive control. The response of the method to 

uncertainties in weather forecasts should therefore be examined e.g. by simulating with historical 

forecasts and corresponding observations instead of design weather data. Deviations between the 
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user pattern of the real building and the user patterns assumed in the simulation model should 

also be examined.  

6.2 Method for economical optimisation in the design phase 

An important factor in terms of improving the operability of the tool in the master course was to 

hand out predefined iDbuild simulation models as a starting point for the parameter variations. 

This evidently reduced the time-consuming iterative trial-and-error approach that the students 

usually had to go through before an appropriate starting point for parameter variations was 

established. The handing out of predefined models might be an immediate help for the untrained 

simulationist. The drawback is that the users of the tool are forced to depend and rely on the level 

of knowledge and experiences of the trained building simulationist, who generated the models. 

This dependency might be critical because the knowledge and experience of the trained building 

simulationist might not be up-to-date. For example, the level of knowledge and experiences may 

be appropriate to generate room designs with a predicted energy use of approximately 50 

kWh/m2 per year21 but not sufficient to generate designs which consume ‘near zero energy’ 

according to the newest version of EPBD [6]22. There is therefore a need for a method for 

establishing predefined models as a starting point for the parameter variations which can be 

managed without being dependent on third party knowledge and experience. 

 Another issue that such a method also could accommodate is the fact that increasing 

requirements for energy performance in new buildings mean that the cost of incorporating 

energy-saving in buildings is also increasing. Building designers thus need to be aware of the 

long-term cost-effectiveness of potential energy-conserving measures. It is therefore the intention 

to make a method for establishing a starting point for the parameter variations which besides 

fulfilling the energy requirement also has the lowest possible construction, maintenance and 

running costs. This is considered by the author to be a qualified estimate of an economically 

optimal solution – at least in terms of energy performance. The rationale for using this solution as 

a starting point for parameter variations is that energy engineer does not have to make a time 

consuming quest to find the ‘optimal’ solution23. Instead, the energy engineer can concentrate on 

generating a range of possible solutions, i.e. solutions which fulfil requirement to the energy 

performance and to the quality of indoor environment, by using the tool as it is intended (see 

paper I in appendix A and chapter 3).  

 

This section first summarises the documentation of the research conducted to develop a method 

for component-based economical optimisation for use in design of new low-energy buildings (see 

                                              
21 This level of energy use is what is expected to become the minimum requirement in Denmark by 2015. 
 
22 By 2020 all new buildings in the EU should consume ‘near zero energy’. 
 
23 According to the data gathered in iterative tests of the tool (see chapter 4), there seems to be a strong urge 
amongst engineering students to use the parameter variations to optimise a single design rather than using 
them for generating a range of possible solutions. 
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Paper III in appendix A for details). Next, the method is positioned in relation to the tool and its 

intended role in the building design process. 

6.2.1 The method 

The method is based on the concept Cost of Conserved Energy (CCE) as it is defined by Meier 

[79]. The unit of CCE is ‘cost per saved energy unit’. In the classic use of CCE for optimisation a 

measure is considered economically efficient if the CCE is lower than the weighted average cost of 

primary energy in the useful time of the measure. However, in the suggested method CCE is 

applied for optimisation in a somewhat different way. 

 The aim of the method is to enable designers to establish a good starting point for detailed 

economic optimisation and iterative design in e.g. iDbuild (Paper I in appendix A). The 

optimisation problem is divided into two levels:  

 

• Society level – The economically optimal balance between the cost of saving energy and 

the cost of supplying renewable energy is used to set up the requirement for maximum 

energy use in buildings. The requirement is stated as an energy frame. The energy frame 

is a well-known concept for regulating energy efficiency on a societal scale, e.g. in the EU, 

where national energy requirements are based on energy frame according to the EPBD 

[4].  

• Building level – The optimal solution is found by minimising the total cost of energy-

saving measures constrained by the compliance of the energy frame. The method finds 

this minimum cost where the Cost of Conserved Energy in all the individual energy-saving 

measures is identical and minimised while fulfilling the energy frame.  

 

The optimisation of a building design using the method suggested is thus a process of finding the 

combination of energy-conserving measures where the marginal CCE of the individual measures is 

identical and at the same time fulfils the energy frame. Continuous functions expressing the 

marginal CCE of an energy-conserving measure as a function of its energy consumption are 

applied to facilitate this process. The continuous functions enable the automation of the process of 

finding the optimal distribution of energy-conserving measures for the building design using a 

numerical solver. Energy-conserving measures can be divided in two types: measures with 

continuous energy properties (continuous measures) and measures with discrete energy 

properties (discrete measures). Optimisation of a continuous measure is a question of optimising 

quantity, e.g. the amount of insulation material in a construction or the size of a certain window 

component, whereas optimisation of a discrete measure is about evaluating the quality of the 

measure, e.g. a window component or a ventilation unit. Examples of the two types are seen in 

Figure 42 and Figure 43. 
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Figure 42. Example of a continuous function for  
a continuous measure. 
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Figure 43. A continuous function based on 
discrete measures. 

 

 To find the optimal solution for the building as a whole continuous functions for all the main 

building elements and services are generated. The quantity of each building element and service 

is then stated, e.g. the area of the constructions and windows, the ventilation rate, etc. The 

functions are then used to find the optimal distribution of energy-conserving measures for the 

building design according to the criteria of the suggested optimisation method. The task can be 

facilitated, for example, by using the numerical solver in Microsoft Excel [80]. 

6.2.2 Case example 

The feasibility of the method is illustrated by using a case example featuring a two-storey office 

building. Each floor is 500 m2 (16 x 31.25 m) with a floor-to-floor height of 3.5 m. The window 

area constitutes 43% of the façade. The average mechanical ventilation rate is 1.2 ls-1m-2. 

Mechanical ventilation and lighting are only active on weekdays from 8 am to 5 pm. The building 

has to be optimised to fulfil an energy frame of 40 kWh/m2 year. For the sake of simplicity, the 

optimisation is limited to the constructions (wall, roof and floor), windows, mechanical ventilation, 

and lighting. Furthermore, all maintenance costs are neglected. The result of the optimisation is 

seen in Figure 44. 
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Figure 42. Example of a continuous function for  
a continuous measure. 
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Figure 44. The distribution of the energy use in the economically optimal solution for the case 
example. 
 

The CCE for the measures are not equal. The reason is that insulation level in wall, roof and floor 

was constrained to a maximum thickness of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.4 m, respectively. Optimising without 

such constraints results in excessive levels of insulation since the CCE for insulation in wall, roof 

and floor is significantly lower than for windows and services. Furthermore, the final solution must 

consist of available window components, ventilation and lighting systems. The optimised solution 

therefore has to be adjusted by choosing available components and systems which are closest to 

their optimised energy use. The adjusted solution has in this case an energy performance of 38.1 

kWh/m
2
 per year which is close to the energy frame of 40 kWh/m

2
 per year. It is noted that the 

solution is only an estimate of an economically optimal energy solution, since the dynamic 

behaviour and interactions between energy-conserving measures are not taken into account. 

6.2.3 The method in relation to the tool for simulation-based design support 

The method is currently not an integrated part of iDbuild but the future perspective is 1) to 

automate the process of generating a room model which acts as a good starting point for the 

parameter variations, and 2) to use the method to add an economical dimension to the parameter 

variations and thus the informed design decisions. This section briefly outlines how and why the 

method could be an asset in relation to generating simulation-based design support in a tool such 

as iDbuild. 

 

Initially, the method and the tool are used to generate a room model which acts as a good 

starting point for the parameter variations
24

. The tool in combination with the method provides 

                                              
24

 The definition of a good starting point is a room, which fulfils certain predefined requirements to energy 
performance and quality of indoor environment by using the mix of building components and services, which 
has the lowest construction and maintenance costs. 
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performance and quality of indoor environment by using the mix of building components and services, which 
has the lowest construction and maintenance costs. 

 

Lighting 
6.8 kWh/m2 
0.13 €/kWh 

Wall 
4.2 kWh/m2 
0.03 €/kWh 

Windows 
2.9 kWh/m2 
0.13 €/kWh Ventilation 

19.6 kWh/m2 
0.13 €/kWh 

Building element/service 
Energy use per year 
Cost of conserved energy  

Roof 
3.3 kWh/m2 
0.09 €/kWh 

Floor 
3.1 kWh/m2 
0.13 €/kWh 
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the ideal platform for generating such a starting point: integrated evaluations of energy 

performance and indoor environment quality for different measures are made with the tool, and 

the suggested method for economical optimisation is used for identifying and selecting the 

measures which as a whole constitute an optimal solution. 

 However, this solution is only an economical optimal solution in terms of fulfilling certain 

requirements for energy performance and indoor environment quality. There might be other 

issues, e.g. structural, fire and architectural issues, which need to be addressed before a room 

design in general is considered optimal/acceptable. Therefore the energy engineer should, in 

accordance with the overall idea of the tool25, generate a number of possible solutions which fulfil 

the energy and indoor environment requirements. But instead of an arbitrary generated starting 

point for parameter variations, the energy engineer makes use of the optimal solution. After a 

number of parameter variations have been performed the backbone in the method for economical 

optimisation, namely Cost of Conserved Energy, is used to illustrate the energy-economical 

consequence of the parameter variations. It is now possible for the user to make informed design 

decisions which also include total energy-economic consequences. Finally, the proposals for room 

designs could be ranked in terms of energy-economical efficiency as an extra help for the 

subsequent building design process. 

6.3 Modelling complex fenestration systems 

The ability to predict the performance of complex fenestration systems (CFS) in the early design 

stage is of increasing interest: 1) because the annual feedback from the student project working 

with the tool and method expressed a desire to have CFS as a part of the solution space and 2) 

the use of uni-directional light transmittances in iDbuild is not accurate enough for CFS (see 

chapter 3.3).  

 This chapter describes a method for better prediction of the daylight performance of CFS such 

as daylight redirecting devices, novel solar blinds and advanced glazing materials. A more detailed 

documentation is given in Report I (see appendix A). 

6.3.1 The method 

As explained in section 3.3, the uni-directional representation of the properties of complex 

fenestration materials in LightCalc [65] is the reason for relative errors up to 35% compared to 

Radiance calculations. A more accurate characterization of the properties of complex shading 

devices is therefore needed. This section describes a daylight calculation method for 

determination of room illumination by fenestrations with a luminous intensity distribution 

represented by bidirectional transmission distribution function (BTDF) [81] [82]. The main idea is 

relatively simple:  

   

                                                                                                                                            

 
25 The overall idea of the tool is enable the energy engineer to generate simulation-based design support as 
input to the building design process prior to the actual form giving of the building. 
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25

 The overall idea of the tool is enable the energy engineer to generate simulation-based design support as 
input to the building design process prior to the actual form giving of the building. 
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Step1: The BTDF is transformed into bidirectional transmission coefficients (BTC) 

The BTDF data can be transformed into bidirectional transmission coefficients (BTC) using formula 

(1) and (2) in Report I. It is provided that the experimental monitoring procedure of BTDF follows 

the discretation of the Tregenza scheme [84]. Alternatively, BTC can be produced directly from 

the Opticad-based BTDF generator developed by Moeller [85]. In this BTDF generator two 

Tregenza coordinate schemes are merged around a fenestration sample generating a set of BTDF 

arranged in the Trengenza scheme. This way the incoming light flux is entering the fenestration 

on the backside of the outgoing Trengenza scheme, see Figure 45. 

 

 

Figure 45. The BTDF sampling set up in OptiCad, to the left 3D and to the right 2D. 
 

Step 2: A transmittance for each sky and ground patch is interpolated from the BTC data.  
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����������p��p). It is very unlikely that this coordinate is hitting the exact coordinate 

of a BTC coordinate. Instead, the incident direction may have up to four appurtenant Trengenza 

patches, see Figure 46. 
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In all three situations, a BTC for the incident direction is created as a weighted average of the BTC 

for the four neighbouring patches of the incident angle with respect to the orthodromic distances 

between the incidence direction and the centroids of neighbouring patches. The sun position (and 

its luminous intensity) now has its own BTDF. 

6.3.2 Case example 

The described method is implemented in the lighting simulation program LightCalc [65]. The 

implementation is not validated due to the deadline of this thesis. However, the result from a 

small test is shown to illustrate of the potential of the approach. The test features a BTC data set 

for a 2-layer glazing generated with the Opticad-based BTDF/BTC generator and a corresponding 

data set generated with WIS, see Report I for details. An immediate visual evaluation of the 

results from LightCalc simulations featuring the two data sets shows that the output is are quite 

similar, see Figure 47. This was expected since the BTC and WIS data in table 1 in Report I are 

almost the same. By a closer look there are, however, three noticeable and potentially important 

differences: 

• The illuminance levels close to the window are in general higher in the BTC results. 

• The contours lines close to the window develops smoother in the BTC results. 

• There seems to be a generally higher illuminance in the BTC model when comparing the 

contour lines of the two simulation outputs. A more detailed sampling shows that the BTC 

result for a specific point in the back of the room, (x,y,z) = (2,5.5,0.85), has an 

illuminance level which is 7 lux higher compared to the WIS result, corresponding to a 

relative error of 2.7%. 

 

WIS-model BTC model 

  

Figure 47. Results from simulations with WIS and OptiCad data.  
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7 Conclusion 

The objective of this thesis was to test the hypothesis that parametric analyses on the energy 

performance, indoor environment and total economy of rooms with respect to geometry and 

characteristics of building elements and services can be used to generate a useful input to the 

early stage of an integrated building design process. 

 This chapter provides an assessment of the main hypothesis. Furthermore, the research 

contribution to academia and industry is stated, and directions for future work are suggested. 

Finally, the author of the thesis provides some concluding remarks to the findings of the thesis. 

 

To facilitate the assessment of this hypothesis, two sub hypotheses were formulated and tested. 

It is the outcomes of these tests which now are used to make a qualified assessment of the main 

hypothesis. Therefore, these main outcomes are briefly summarised here.  

 

• Sub hypothesis I was formulated with the aim to develop an operational tool for 

parametric analyses on the energy performance and indoor environment which can be 

used for generating input to the building design process. The keyword in this relation is 

operational.  

Initially, a suggestion for such a tool was developed. The tool was then over a four year 

period developed according to the SER-model (see section 1.2.2) in a master course at 

DTU, where a total of 135 students were involved in the iterative, user-driven 

development with the aim to corroborate sub hypothesis I. The results from the final year 

of testing show relatively high rates of success in terms of generating a certain amount of 

room designs as input to the overall building design process. The conclusion is that it is 

indeed possible to establish a tool for generating proposals for room designs as input to 

the overall building design process, and that the tool to a wide extent can be designated 

‘operational’. It is noted that the notion of operability seems very much linked to the 

amount of time used on simulations. This time consumption is a combination of simulation 

time for a single variation and how many of these calculations that are needed before an 

appropriate amount of room designs are generated. The latter (‘how many simulations’) 

has been minimised by handing out predefined simulation model as starting point for the 

parameter variations. 

 

• Sub hypothesis II was aimed at assessing whether the output from the parametric 

analyses is useful in the overall building design process. The keyword in this relation is 

useful. 
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The tool was used to generate design input to three real building design projects. The 

experience from all three projects was that the actors involved in general regarded the 

output from the parametric analyses as useful for making design decisions which, among 

other issues, also should pay regard to energy performance and indoor environment 

quality. There was, however, a difference in the extent to which the design input was 

allowed to influence design decisions. In one of the projects the design input was only 

allowed to influence design decisions regarding the façade, whereas the design teams of 

the two other projects to a wide extend allowed room geometries, architectural 

programming and façade design to be influenced by design input generated with the tool. 

The main reason was that the actors of the different design teams had different opinions 

on the benefits of interdisciplinary collaboration in the conceptual design stage, and 

different perceptions on whether the simulation-based design support is a constructive or 

limiting input to the actual form giving of the building. The conclusion is that the output 

from the parametric analyses is useful in the overall building design process. 

 

Based on the findings from the tests of two sub hypotheses, it is concluded 1) that the tool and its 

output, with minor reservations and requisites, fulfils the criteria for a corroboration of sub 

hypothesis I (operability of tool) as well as sub hypothesis II (usability of output). Another 

reservation is that the addressing of the ‘total economy’ aspect of the main hypothesis has only 

been initiated in this research project. Consequently, the overall conclusion on the main 

hypothesis leaves the aspect ‘total economy’ out of account. 

Bearing in mind the minor reservations and requisites for the corroboration of sub hypothesis I 

and II, and the fact that the total economy aspect has been left out, the overall conclusion is that 

the tool fulfils the criteria for a corroboration of the main hypothesis. This conclusion indicates 

that the use of the tool in the conceptual stage of the building design process is a potential means 

to reach the overall aim of this research project, namely to contribute to the implementation of 

low-energy office buildings with a high quality of indoor environment. 

 

An outline of suggestions for future work on how to address the minor reservations and requisites 

in relation to sub hypothesis I and II, as well as the ‘total economy aspect’, is given in section 

7.1. 

7.1 Research contribution to academia and industry 

The research findings reported in this thesis have contributions to academia as well as the 

industry. A list of the contributions generated by this PhD study is given in the following. 

 

• Contribution to academia 

The major contribution is a profound test of a building simulation tool, where the test 

results to a great extent corroborates the hypothesis that parametric analyses on the 

energy performance, indoor environment and total economy of rooms with respect to 
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geometry and characteristics of building elements and services can be used to generate a 

useful input to the early stage of an integrated building design process. It is noted that 

the analyses can be performed without having an overall building geometry as underlying 

basis. This illustrates that building simulation can be used to prescribe solutions rather 

than just evaluating solutions when designing buildings. 

 

There are also a number of minor contributions which initially were developed with the 

aim to improve the operability of the above mentioned tool. They are minor because 

further work is needed to investigate their full potential. The minor contributions are listed 

in the following. 

o A method fit for simulating predictive control of building systems operation in the 

design phase. The purpose of the method is to improve operability of the tool by 

automating the difficult task of configuring buildings systems operation in building 

simulation tools. Further work on many levels is however needed in this area, see 

section 6.1. 

o A method for component-based economical optimisation for use in design of new 

low-energy buildings. The initial purpose of the method is to improve operability 

of the tool by automating the process of establishing a good starting point for 

parameter variations and to add an economical dimension to the informed design 

decisions. Further work is however needed in this area, see section 6.2. 

o The basis for annual, hourly lighting simulations based on bi-directional 

transmittance distribution functions. Much work is needed in this area, see section 

6.3. 

 

• Contribution to industry 

The major contribution to industry is a practicable tool for integrating the fulfilment of 

strict energy performance and indoor environment requirements in the conceptual design 

phase. The value and usability of the tool and its output is illustrated with the design of 

three low-energy office buildings, where the tool was used to generate input for design 

decisions in the conceptual design stage. 

7.2 Future work 

The research described in this thesis has resulted in a range of conclusions which may provide 

some insights useful to both academia and the building industry. However, it is also clear that 

future research is needed to further support some of the research findings. 

7.2.1 Further development of the tool 

The work described in chapter 3, 4 and 5 can be inspiring for further efforts to enhance the 

integration of the simulation tool into the building design process. With regard to the suggested 

tool there are tool-related as well as process-related issues to address. The most straightforward 
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tool-related issues are mainly to decrease simulation time, provide the ability to add more 

windows to the room, the ability to tilt windows, and to enable the performance calculation of 

more complex, innovative fenestrations. A more difficult task is to make more studies on the 

practical use of the tool to identify means that may enhance its usability in real design projects. 

One suggestion is to further integrate the tool with Google SketchUp to facilitate a design process 

where designers navigate back and forth between design at room level and design at building 

level. 

 In terms of the overall building process, there seems to be a need for research on how to make 

actors in the design team 1) accept the interdisciplinary, integrated design process as the general 

work form, and 2) trust that simulation-based design support is a useful input to the actual form 

giving of the building. 

7.2.2 Weather forecast-based control of building systems operation  

The performance of the sequential approach to predictive control should be tested on various 

building designs and the applicability of the method for different building types and climates, and 

the test result, should be compared to the performance of state-of-the-art global optimisation 

approaches. Further work is also required to assess the response of the method to uncertainties in 

weather forecasts and deviations between the user pattern of a real building and the user 

patterns assumed in the simulation model.  

7.2.3 Economical optimisation method for the early design stages 

The future perspective is to include the total economy aspect of the main hypothesis of this thesis 

in the tool by integrating the method in iDbuild with the aim to add an economical dimension to 

the parameter variations and thus the informed design decisions. Furthermore, it is the intention 

to improve the operability of the tool by making use of the method to automate the process of 

generating a room model which acts as a good starting point for the parameter variations. The 

implementation of the method should then be assessed in terms of operability and usability.  

 Furthermore, the method is currently only exemplified using a few performance-decisive 

parameters. Further work is required to include other parameters and energy-related issues such 

as geometry, the efficiency of heating and cooling systems, infiltration, and the effect of heat 

gains from people, equipment and lighting. 

7.2.4 Annual, hourly lighting simulations based on BTDF 

This research reported in this thesis provides the basis for annual, hourly lighting simulations 

based on bi-directional transmittance distribution functions (BTDF) in iDbuild. Much work has to 

be done to make BTDF in iDbuild operational, e.g. the method needs to be fully implemented for 

other sky models than an overcast sky, and detailed validation of output compared to RADIANCE 

calculations is necessary. 
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Method and simulation program informed decisions in the early stages
of building design

Steffen Petersen *, Svend Svendsen

Department of Civil Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, Brovej, Building 118, DK-2800 Kgs, Lyngby, Denmark

1. Introduction

A rapidly growing demand for better energy performance in
buildings is leading to an ongoing development of strategies and
technologies to improve energy efficiency in construction without
compromising on comfort, cost, aesthetics and other performance
considerations. The European Performance Building Directive
(EPBD) [1] reflects this need with a paradigm shift in regulations
from individual component and system requirements to a
framework for the total energy performance of the building.
Choosing an appropriate combination of design options is thus a
task of increasing complexity and cost. Creating an overview of
possible design options and their performance is a critical task for
building designers. There is a distinct risk of missing design
opportunities which would have led to a better performance or
obtaining undesirable effects if the design process is not properly
informed. Making informed design decisions requires the man-
agement of a large amount of information on the detailed
properties of design options and the simulation of their perfor-
mance. Computer-based building simulation tools are ideal for
this. However, Radfort and Gero [2] noted that the information
provided by simulation tools is often evaluative rather than
prescriptive. They argued that such tools are inefficient for the
investigation of alternatives in the early stages of design, and they
suggested a certain type and application of trade-off diagrams as a

way of applying computer assistance in the design process. There
has been an undeniably rapid development in computer technol-
ogy and an increase in the number of available building simulation
tools in the decades since the realisations provided by Radfort and
Gero, but even so their realisations are still remarkably relevant
today. A study by Crawley et al. [3] summarises the development
by describing 20 major building simulation programs. The study
indicates, with a few exceptions like Energy-10 [4], a focus on the
development and sophistication of detailed evaluative tools rather
than prescriptive tools. The reason is that building simulation tools
often are a product of research activities. Many available tools are
developed by researchers, for research purposes. As a result, the
tools are not easy to use, as they require a significant level of expert
knowledge. But as performance issues like comfort and energy
become increasingly important, the capabilities of building
simulation are increasingly in demand to provide information
for decision-making during the building design process. This need
has started the development of design advice tools where the
common objective is to facilitate the use of building simulation in
the design process. The research in detailed evaluative tools is an
important prerequisite for this development. For instance, some
design advice tools, like the Building Design Advisor [5,6] and
COMFEN [7], are developed to work as data managers and process
controllers which utilise external detailed evaluative tools to
provide design advice. Some existing detailed tools like Energy Plus
[8] and TRNSYS [9] have an inbuilt feature to facilitate parametric
runs which could be used for generating design advice. Other
strategies adopted in the development of design advice tools
include the integration of simple simulation models, e.g. the MIT
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Methodandsimulationprograminformeddecisionsintheearlystages
ofbuildingdesign

SteffenPetersen*,SvendSvendsen

DepartmentofCivilEngineering,TechnicalUniversityofDenmark,Brovej,Building118,DK-2800Kgs,Lyngby,Denmark

1.Introduction

Arapidlygrowingdemandforbetterenergyperformancein
buildingsisleadingtoanongoingdevelopmentofstrategiesand
technologiestoimproveenergyefficiencyinconstructionwithout
compromisingoncomfort,cost,aestheticsandotherperformance
considerations.TheEuropeanPerformanceBuildingDirective
(EPBD)[1]reflectsthisneedwithaparadigmshiftinregulations
fromindividualcomponentandsystemrequirementstoa
frameworkforthetotalenergyperformanceofthebuilding.
Choosinganappropriatecombinationofdesignoptionsisthusa
taskofincreasingcomplexityandcost.Creatinganoverviewof
possibledesignoptionsandtheirperformanceisacriticaltaskfor
buildingdesigners.Thereisadistinctriskofmissingdesign
opportunitieswhichwouldhaveledtoabetterperformanceor
obtainingundesirableeffectsifthedesignprocessisnotproperly
informed.Makinginformeddesigndecisionsrequirestheman-
agementofalargeamountofinformationonthedetailed
propertiesofdesignoptionsandthesimulationoftheirperfor-
mance.Computer-basedbuildingsimulationtoolsareidealfor
this.However,RadfortandGero[2]notedthattheinformation
providedbysimulationtoolsisoftenevaluativeratherthan
prescriptive.Theyarguedthatsuchtoolsareinefficientforthe
investigationofalternativesintheearlystagesofdesign,andthey
suggestedacertaintypeandapplicationoftrade-offdiagramsasa

wayofapplyingcomputerassistanceinthedesignprocess.There
hasbeenanundeniablyrapiddevelopmentincomputertechnol-
ogyandanincreaseinthenumberofavailablebuildingsimulation
toolsinthedecadessincetherealisationsprovidedbyRadfortand
Gero,butevensotheirrealisationsarestillremarkablyrelevant
today.AstudybyCrawleyetal.[3]summarisesthedevelopment
bydescribing20majorbuildingsimulationprograms.Thestudy
indicates,withafewexceptionslikeEnergy-10[4],afocusonthe
developmentandsophisticationofdetailedevaluativetoolsrather
thanprescriptivetools.Thereasonisthatbuildingsimulationtools
oftenareaproductofresearchactivities.Manyavailabletoolsare
developedbyresearchers,forresearchpurposes.Asaresult,the
toolsarenoteasytouse,astheyrequireasignificantlevelofexpert
knowledge.Butasperformanceissueslikecomfortandenergy
becomeincreasinglyimportant,thecapabilitiesofbuilding
simulationareincreasinglyindemandtoprovideinformation
fordecision-makingduringthebuildingdesignprocess.Thisneed
hasstartedthedevelopmentofdesignadvicetoolswherethe
commonobjectiveistofacilitatetheuseofbuildingsimulationin
thedesignprocess.Theresearchindetailedevaluativetoolsisan
importantprerequisiteforthisdevelopment.Forinstance,some
designadvicetools,liketheBuildingDesignAdvisor[5,6]and
COMFEN[7],aredevelopedtoworkasdatamanagersandprocess
controllerswhichutiliseexternaldetailedevaluativetoolsto
providedesignadvice.SomeexistingdetailedtoolslikeEnergyPlus
[8]andTRNSYS[9]haveaninbuiltfeaturetofacilitateparametric
runswhichcouldbeusedforgeneratingdesignadvice.Other
strategiesadoptedinthedevelopmentofdesignadvicetools
includetheintegrationofsimplesimulationmodels,e.g.theMIT
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DesignAdvisor[10],andtheutilisationofexpertandrules-based
systems,e.g.NewFacades[11].

Thecurrentlyavailabledesignadvicetoolstendtofocusonthe
developmentofaplatformfortheevaluationofalternativedesigns
ratherthangivingactualdesignadvice.Justlikeconventional
buildingsimulationtools,theyprovidebuildingdesignerswitha
predictedperformanceofcertaindesignsbutprovidenoconstruc-
tivefeedbackintheeventofundesirableperformance.Thisforces
thedesignertoperformdesigniterationsuntilasatisfactory
performanceisreached.Reductionsinthenumberofthesetime-
consumingdesigniterations(reducingbuildingdesigncost)could
beachievedifbuildingsimulationwasusedmoreactivelyinthe
developmentofthedesignratherthanformerelypassive
performanceprediction.However,thesuccessfulintegrationof
buildingsimulationasanactivedesignadvisorrequiresin-depth
understandingofthedesignprocess.

Thispaperisaboutthedesigntheoriesandstrategiesusedfor
thedevelopmentofamethodandanappurtenantbuilding
simulationprogramthatcanbeusedasanactivedesignadvisor
intheearlystagesofdesign.Theideaistomakeuseofadifferential
sensitivityanalysistoillustratehowdesignparameterswillaffect
theenergyperformanceandthequalityoftheindoorenvironment
priortoanyactualdesigndecision.Thishelpsdesignerstopass
fromabstractdesignstagestomoreconcreteoneswitha
conceptualsolutionwhichisalignedwiththedesignintentions.

2.Method

Theresearchinmethodsforstructuringandmanagingthe
designprocesshasbeenafieldofinterestsincethe1960s.Thebody
ofresearchinthisfieldisthereforevast.Anoverviewofthe
developmentindesignmethodscanbefoundinRef.[12].The
generalapproachwhenitcomestotheresearchinbuildingdesign
processistodividetheprocessintophases.Thesuggestedamount,
scopeandnamingofphasesmayvary,butingeneralthedivision
canbesummarisedinthreemainphaseswiththefollowingdesign
tasks[13]:

1.Conceptualdesign—Theinitialproblem-settingandcreative
phase.

2.Maindesign—Moresystematicanalysesandtests,endingina
formalpresentationofthedesign.

3.Detaildesign—Detaileddocumentationofthedesign.

Thissubdivisionofthedesignprocessintophasesisanattempt
toensureacertainprogressioninthedevelopmentofthedesign.
Theoutputofaphaseconstitutesanumberofconstraintsonthe
designtasksinthefollowingphase.Thissubdivisionofthedesign
processmightbeconvenienttoensureprogressioninthe
developmentofdesignattheprojectmanagementlevel,butit
doesnotprovidedesignerswithanyexplicitsupportinmaking
betterdecisionsintheactualdesignsituation.Alotofdesign
researchisdevotedtoimprovingtheabilityofthedesigner.This
researchutilisesvariouskindsofresearchmethods,and
investigationsrangefromthemoreabstracttothemoreconcrete
[14].Oneofthemorerecentandpragmaticoutcomesisa
paradigmcalled‘performance-baseddesign’formulatedbyKalay
[15].Kalaystatesthatbuildingdesignisaniterativeprocessof
exploration,inwhichalternativeshapesforfulfillingcertain
functionaltraitsaresuggestedandevaluatedinagivencontext.
Makinganactualdesigndecisionreliesonthedesigner’sabilityto
explicitlyrepresent,andthenreflectupon,thedesirabilityofthe
performanceofacertainconstellationofform,functionand
context.Amajoradvantageoftheperformance-baseddesign
paradigmisthatitisrelativelyeasytoformaliseasapractical
workflow,seeFig.1.

Thefirsttaskistoestablishtheperformancerequirements.The
explicitdefinitionofquantifiableperformancerequirementsisthe
backboneoftheperformance-baseddesignparadigm.Despiteits
importancethesubjectisnotinvestigatedfurtherinthispaper.
Methodsandexperiencesrelatedtothetranslationofclientand
userrequirementsintoassessableperformancespecificationscan
befoundinRef.[16].Thesubtasksdesignproposal,performance

predictionandperformanceevaluationconstitutealoopofactions
whichendstheinstantadesirableperformanceisreached.The
wholeprocessofgoingthroughtheloopiscalled‘designiteration’.
Thepresenceofdesigniterationsisnotunusualindesign
processes.Steward[17]considereddesigniterationsanddefined
thepossiblerelationshipsbetweenapairofdesigntasksas
independent(parallelorconcurrent),dependent(serialor
sequential)andinterdependent(coupled).Theneedfordesign
iterationsemergeswhendesigntasksareidentifiedasdependent
orinterdependent.Thedesignprocesscontainsdifferenttypesof
designiterationsvaryinginscope,numberandlevelinplanning.
Thetypesofiterationscanbecategorisedasintraphaseor
interphase[18].Intraphaseiterationsareseveralroundsof
dependentorinterdependentdesigntaskswithinthesamedesign
phase.Interphaseiterationsarecross-phase,cyclingarounda
rangeofdesignphases.TheworkflowinFig.1isanattemptto
improvetheabilityofthedesignertofacilitatethedesignactivities
intheconceptualdesignphase.Thedesigniterationwithinthe
workflowisthereforeanintraphaseiteration.

TheworkflowinFig.1isidealfortheintegrationofbuilding
simulationtoolstopredicttheenergyperformanceandthequality
oftheindoorenvironmentofadesignproposal.Butwhileusing
simulationtoolsforperformancepredictionmayprovideinforma-
tionneededtodecidewhethertheperformanceofacertaindesign
proposalisdesirableornot,itdoesnotprovideanydesignadvicein
thecaseofundesirableperformance.Theworkflowthereforedoes
notutilisethefullpotentialofbuildingsimulationtools.With
minoradjustmentstotheworkflowoftheperformance-based
designparadigm,buildingsimulationtoolscouldbecomeanactive

Fig.1.Theworkflowandsubtasksinperformance-baseddesignasdescribedby

Kalay[15].
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Design Advisor [10], and the utilisation of expert and rules-based
systems, e.g. NewFacades [11].

The currently available design advice tools tend to focus on the
development of a platform for the evaluation of alternative designs
rather than giving actual design advice. Just like conventional
building simulation tools, they provide building designers with a
predicted performance of certain designs but provide no construc-
tive feedback in the event of undesirable performance. This forces
the designer to perform design iterations until a satisfactory
performance is reached. Reductions in the number of these time-
consuming design iterations (reducing building design cost) could
be achieved if building simulation was used more actively in the
development of the design rather than for merely passive
performance prediction. However, the successful integration of
building simulation as an active design advisor requires in-depth
understanding of the design process.

This paper is about the design theories and strategies used for
the development of a method and an appurtenant building
simulation program that can be used as an active design advisor
in the early stages of design. The idea is tomake use of a differential
sensitivity analysis to illustrate how design parameters will affect
the energy performance and the quality of the indoor environment
prior to any actual design decision. This helps designers to pass
from abstract design stages to more concrete ones with a
conceptual solution which is aligned with the design intentions.

2. Method

The research in methods for structuring and managing the
design process has been a field of interest since the 1960s. The body
of research in this field is therefore vast. An overview of the
development in design methods can be found in Ref. [12]. The
general approach when it comes to the research in building design
process is to divide the process into phases. The suggested amount,
scope and naming of phases may vary, but in general the division
can be summarised in threemain phases with the following design
tasks [13]:

1. Conceptual design—The initial problem-setting and creative
phase.

2. Main design—More systematic analyses and tests, ending in a
formal presentation of the design.

3. Detail design—Detailed documentation of the design.

This subdivision of the design process into phases is an attempt
to ensure a certain progression in the development of the design.
The output of a phase constitutes a number of constraints on the
design tasks in the following phase. This subdivision of the design
process might be convenient to ensure progression in the
development of design at the project management level, but it
does not provide designers with any explicit support in making
better decisions in the actual design situation. A lot of design
research is devoted to improving the ability of the designer. This
research utilises various kinds of research methods, and
investigations range from the more abstract to the more concrete
[14]. One of the more recent and pragmatic outcomes is a
paradigm called ‘performance-based design’ formulated by Kalay
[15]. Kalay states that building design is an iterative process of
exploration, in which alternative shapes for fulfilling certain
functional traits are suggested and evaluated in a given context.
Making an actual design decision relies on the designer’s ability to
explicitly represent, and then reflect upon, the desirability of the
performance of a certain constellation of form, function and
context. A major advantage of the performance-based design
paradigm is that it is relatively easy to formalise as a practical
workflow, see Fig. 1.

The first task is to establish the performance requirements. The
explicit definition of quantifiable performance requirements is the
backbone of the performance-based design paradigm. Despite its
importance the subject is not investigated further in this paper.
Methods and experiences related to the translation of client and
user requirements into assessable performance specifications can
be found in Ref. [16]. The subtasks design proposal, performance

prediction and performance evaluation constitute a loop of actions
which ends the instant a desirable performance is reached. The
whole process of going through the loop is called ‘design iteration’.
The presence of design iterations is not unusual in design
processes. Steward [17] considered design iterations and defined
the possible relationships between a pair of design tasks as
independent (parallel or concurrent), dependent (serial or
sequential) and interdependent (coupled). The need for design
iterations emerges when design tasks are identified as dependent
or interdependent. The design process contains different types of
design iterations varying in scope, number and level in planning.
The types of iterations can be categorised as intraphase or
interphase [18]. Intraphase iterations are several rounds of
dependent or interdependent design tasks within the same design
phase. Interphase iterations are cross-phase, cycling around a
range of design phases. The workflow in Fig. 1 is an attempt to
improve the ability of the designer to facilitate the design activities
in the conceptual design phase. The design iteration within the
workflow is therefore an intraphase iteration.

The workflow in Fig. 1 is ideal for the integration of building
simulation tools to predict the energy performance and the quality
of the indoor environment of a design proposal. But while using
simulation tools for performance prediction may provide informa-
tion needed to decide whether the performance of a certain design
proposal is desirable or not, it does not provide any design advice in
the case of undesirable performance. The workflow therefore does
not utilise the full potential of building simulation tools. With
minor adjustments to the workflow of the performance-based
design paradigm, building simulation tools could become an active

Fig. 1. The workflow and subtasks in performance-based design as described by

Kalay [15].
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driver in the development of the building design rather than just a
powerful but passive way of predicting performance.

Using the workflow of Fig. 1, the building designer starts a
design iteration by generating a design proposal, usually realised in
the form of sketches and drawings of building plans, sections,
elevations, etc., focusing on aesthetic and spatial performance
requirements. The performance of the proposal is then predicted
using various modelling and simulation techniques depending on
the performances to be predicted. Whether a proposal satisfies the
pre-established performance requirements then depends on the
performance evaluation. If the evaluation shows that the proposed
design does not fulfil the performance requirements, either it will
be rejected or the designer can try to adjust it. The latter option is
often taken and is a well-known but challenging task. There is a
risk that designers, especially the inexperienced, in an attempt to
satisfy one violated performance requirement make adjustments
which then prove to cause the violation of a previously satisfied

requirement. In this case, the designer is forced to make another
design iteration, which could in turn force yet another, and so on.
The workflow in Fig. 1 can thus lead to a vast number of design
iterations before a satisfactory solution is found. Every new design
iteration is time-consuming. With the general time pressure in
building projects, it is desirable to keep design iterations down. The
number of design iterations could be reduced if designers had
some knowledge of the consequences of their design decisions
prior to making adjustments in the design proposal. In an attempt
to include this kind of information in the design iterations, we add
a new subtask called ‘parameter variation’. This subtask goes in the
design iteration loop right after a potential rejection of a design
proposal, see Fig. 2.

Using the rejected proposal as a reference, the designer makes
use of an appropriate building simulation tool to perform
parameter variations of performance-decisive parameters such
as room and window geometry, component properties, etc. It is
suggested that a parameter variation is executed by changing only
one input parameter at a time for each simulation while the
remaining inputs stay fixed at their base case values. This approach
is similar to differential sensitivity analysis (DSA) [19]. DSA enables
the sensitivity of the program outputs to input parameter changes
to be explored directly by the designer. This provides the designer
with an overview of the consequences of adjusting a performance-
decisive parameter in terms of energy performance and indoor
environment prior to any actual design decision. With design
decisions based on this overview, the new design proposal is more
likely to fulfil the requirements with regard to energy performance
and indoor environment in the following performance prediction
and evaluation. Furthermore, the workflow minimises trial-and-
error analyses and should reduce the number of design iterations.

The suggested adjustment to the workflow requires the use of
an appropriate simulation tool. Besides being able to provide
predictions on energy performance and the quality of indoor
environment, this tool should be able to facilitate systematic
parameter variations. Such a tool may provide a valuable platform
for consequence-conscious design decisions, but the actual
decision-making cannot be specified and delegated to others, let
alone machines. Decision-making is a non-delegable design task
and can only be addressed by the designer. This is the basis for the
development of the iDbuild simulation program.

3. Description of simulation program

The aim of the iDbuild research and development effort is to
operationalise the workflow of Fig. 2 in a software environment

Fig. 2. The proposed expansion of the workflow of performance-based design.

Table 1
Input parameters for iDbuild. These are also the performance-decisive parameters which can be included in the generation of design advice.

Geometry Constructions

�Room depth �U-value of opaque constructions

�Room width �Thermal capacity of constructions

�Room height �Thermal capacity of interior

�Overhang �Thermal, solar and visual properties of glazing

�Window width and height �Thermal properties of frame construction

�Height of frame construction

�Window orientation

�Window position in façade

Systems and services Energy supply

� Internal loads �Thermal efficiency of heating system

� Lighting �COP cooling system

�Ventilation: � Solar water heating

-Mechanical �Photovoltaic
-Natural � Specific fan power for ventilation

- Infiltration �Energy for services

�Thermal set points, cooling season �Hot water consumption

�Thermal set points, heating season
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driverinthedevelopmentofthebuildingdesignratherthanjusta
powerfulbutpassivewayofpredictingperformance.

UsingtheworkflowofFig.1,thebuildingdesignerstartsa
designiterationbygeneratingadesignproposal,usuallyrealisedin
theformofsketchesanddrawingsofbuildingplans,sections,
elevations,etc.,focusingonaestheticandspatialperformance
requirements.Theperformanceoftheproposalisthenpredicted
usingvariousmodellingandsimulationtechniquesdependingon
theperformancestobepredicted.Whetheraproposalsatisfiesthe
pre-establishedperformancerequirementsthendependsonthe
performanceevaluation.Iftheevaluationshowsthattheproposed
designdoesnotfulfiltheperformancerequirements,eitheritwill
berejectedorthedesignercantrytoadjustit.Thelatteroptionis
oftentakenandisawell-knownbutchallengingtask.Thereisa
riskthatdesigners,especiallytheinexperienced,inanattemptto
satisfyoneviolatedperformancerequirementmakeadjustments
whichthenprovetocausetheviolationofapreviouslysatisfied

requirement.Inthiscase,thedesignerisforcedtomakeanother
designiteration,whichcouldinturnforceyetanother,andsoon.
TheworkflowinFig.1canthusleadtoavastnumberofdesign
iterationsbeforeasatisfactorysolutionisfound.Everynewdesign
iterationistime-consuming.Withthegeneraltimepressurein
buildingprojects,itisdesirabletokeepdesigniterationsdown.The
numberofdesigniterationscouldbereducedifdesignershad
someknowledgeoftheconsequencesoftheirdesigndecisions
priortomakingadjustmentsinthedesignproposal.Inanattempt
toincludethiskindofinformationinthedesigniterations,weadd
anewsubtaskcalled‘parametervariation’.Thissubtaskgoesinthe
designiterationlooprightafterapotentialrejectionofadesign
proposal,seeFig.2.

Usingtherejectedproposalasareference,thedesignermakes
useofanappropriatebuildingsimulationtooltoperform
parametervariationsofperformance-decisiveparameterssuch
asroomandwindowgeometry,componentproperties,etc.Itis
suggestedthataparametervariationisexecutedbychangingonly
oneinputparameteratatimeforeachsimulationwhilethe
remaininginputsstayfixedattheirbasecasevalues.Thisapproach
issimilartodifferentialsensitivityanalysis(DSA)[19].DSAenables
thesensitivityoftheprogramoutputstoinputparameterchanges
tobeexploreddirectlybythedesigner.Thisprovidesthedesigner
withanoverviewoftheconsequencesofadjustingaperformance-
decisiveparameterintermsofenergyperformanceandindoor
environmentpriortoanyactualdesigndecision.Withdesign
decisionsbasedonthisoverview,thenewdesignproposalismore
likelytofulfiltherequirementswithregardtoenergyperformance
andindoorenvironmentinthefollowingperformanceprediction
andevaluation.Furthermore,theworkflowminimisestrial-and-
erroranalysesandshouldreducethenumberofdesigniterations.

Thesuggestedadjustmenttotheworkflowrequirestheuseof
anappropriatesimulationtool.Besidesbeingabletoprovide
predictionsonenergyperformanceandthequalityofindoor
environment,thistoolshouldbeabletofacilitatesystematic
parametervariations.Suchatoolmayprovideavaluableplatform
forconsequence-consciousdesigndecisions,buttheactual
decision-makingcannotbespecifiedanddelegatedtoothers,let
alonemachines.Decision-makingisanon-delegabledesigntask
andcanonlybeaddressedbythedesigner.Thisisthebasisforthe
developmentoftheiDbuildsimulationprogram.

3.Descriptionofsimulationprogram

TheaimoftheiDbuildresearchanddevelopmenteffortisto
operationalisetheworkflowofFig.2inasoftwareenvironment

Fig.2.Theproposedexpansionoftheworkflowofperformance-baseddesign.

Table1
InputparametersforiDbuild.Thesearealsotheperformance-decisiveparameterswhichcanbeincludedinthegenerationofdesignadvice.

GeometryConstructions

�Roomdepth�U-valueofopaqueconstructions

�Roomwidth�Thermalcapacityofconstructions

�Roomheight�Thermalcapacityofinterior

�Overhang�Thermal,solarandvisualpropertiesofglazing

�Windowwidthandheight�Thermalpropertiesofframeconstruction

�Heightofframeconstruction

�Windoworientation

�Windowpositioninfaçade

SystemsandservicesEnergysupply

�Internalloads�Thermalefficiencyofheatingsystem

�Lighting�COPcoolingsystem

�Ventilation:�Solarwaterheating

-Mechanical�Photovoltaic
-Natural�Specificfanpowerforventilation

-Infiltration�Energyforservices

�Thermalsetpoints,coolingseason�Hotwaterconsumption

�Thermalsetpoints,heatingseason
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focusingongeneratingdesignadviceregardingenergyperfor-
manceandthequalityofindoorenvironment.Onemajorobjective
istoprovidethisdesignadvicewithoutslowingdowntheflowof
thecreativeprocess.Theintentionisthattheprogramshouldwork
asahigh-techsliderulemanagedbytheenergyexpertinthe
designteam.Theprogramshouldenabletheexperttoutilisethe
powerofbuildingsimulationforthegenerationofdesignadvice
insteadofslowingdowntheprocesswithconventionalevaluative
simulations.Thebackboneoftheprogramistheconflatedversion

ofthesimulationtoolsBuildingCalc[20]andLightCalc[21]called
BC/LC.BC/LCcanperformintegratedperformancepredictionsof
energyconsumption,thermalindoorenvironment,indoorair
quality,anddaylightlevels.Thissimplifiedsimulationmodel
providesthefastperformancepredictionsneededwithout
compromisingtheprecisionoftheoutputcomparedtomore
sophisticatedsimulationtools.ThecurrentlimitationofBC/LCis
thatitcanonlymakeperformancepredictionsofrectangular
single-sidedroomswithonewindow.Consequently,iDbuildcan
onlygeneratedesignadviceforthistypeofroom.iDbuildis
programmedinMatlab[22]andusesagraphicaluserinterfaceto
getinputfromtheuserandtoprovideresultsfromsimulations.
Theprogramisavailableintwoversions:onetoruninMatlaband
onetorunasaWindowsprogramwithoutMatlab.Theformer
includesallthesourcecodewhilethelatterrequiresthe
installationofMatlabruntimelibraries.Bothprogramversions
areavailablefromthewebaddresshttp://www.idbuild.dkorby
contactingthecorrespondingauthor.

ThefacilitationofthesuggestedworkflowthroughiDbuild
startsbykeyinginaninitialproposalforaroomgeometrywhich
fulfilsthepre-establishedspatialperformancerequirements.It
isalsopossibletoimportthegeometryoftheroomfromthe
sketchingsoftwareGoogleSketchUp[23].Initialconstruction
andbuildingservicepropertiesarethendefined.Anoverview
ofthespecificinputdataneededforiDbuildisfoundin
Table1.

TheperformanceoftheroomdesignisthenpredictedwithBC/
LC.Inthefollowingperformanceevaluation,thedesigner,or

Fig.3.Geometrythesouth-facingtwo-personofficeusedintheexample.

Fig.4.Resultsfromtheperformanceevaluationofreference.Upperleft:energyperformance.Upperright:daylightfactor,daylightautonomyintheoccupiedhoursandthe

fractionofworkinghoursinwhichsolarshadingisactive.Lowerleft:thermalindoorenvironment.Lowerright:indoorairquality.
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focusing on generating design advice regarding energy perfor-
mance and the quality of indoor environment. Onemajor objective
is to provide this design advice without slowing down the flow of
the creative process. The intention is that the program shouldwork
as a high-tech slide rule managed by the energy expert in the
design team. The program should enable the expert to utilise the
power of building simulation for the generation of design advice
instead of slowing down the process with conventional evaluative
simulations. The backbone of the program is the conflated version

of the simulation tools BuildingCalc [20] and LightCalc [21] called
BC/LC. BC/LC can perform integrated performance predictions of
energy consumption, thermal indoor environment, indoor air
quality, and daylight levels. This simplified simulation model
provides the fast performance predictions needed without
compromising the precision of the output compared to more
sophisticated simulation tools. The current limitation of BC/LC is
that it can only make performance predictions of rectangular
single-sided rooms with one window. Consequently, iDbuild can
only generate design advice for this type of room. iDbuild is
programmed in Matlab [22] and uses a graphical user interface to
get input from the user and to provide results from simulations.
The program is available in two versions: one to run in Matlab and
one to run as a Windows program without Matlab. The former
includes all the source code while the latter requires the
installation of Matlab runtime libraries. Both program versions
are available from the web address http://www.idbuild.dk or by
contacting the corresponding author.

The facilitation of the suggested workflow through iDbuild
starts by keying in an initial proposal for a room geometry which
fulfils the pre-established spatial performance requirements. It
is also possible to import the geometry of the room from the
sketching software Google SketchUp [23]. Initial construction
and building service properties are then defined. An overview
of the specific input data needed for iDbuild is found in
Table 1.

The performance of the room design is then predicted with BC/
LC. In the following performance evaluation, the designer, or

Fig. 3. Geometry the south-facing two-person office used in the example.

Fig. 4. Results from the performance evaluation of reference. Upper left: energy performance. Upper right: daylight factor, daylight autonomy in the occupied hours and the

fraction of working hours in which solar shading is active. Lower left: thermal indoor environment. Lower right: indoor air quality.
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design team, determines whether the performance is desirable or
not. If the performance is undesirable, the designer can then use
iDbuild to generate design advice through parameter variations
using the initial design proposal as reference.

A parameter variation can be defined as the variation of one
single parameter or a bundle of multiple parameters. The
definition of a single parameter variation is an input value from
the initial design proposal and two user-defined variations.
Performing a single parameter variation will show how the
alteration of a single parameter affects the performance of the
design. For geometrical parameters, like window height, we
recommend users set up a lower value and a higher value
compared to the input value from the initial design proposal so
that the output of the variation constitutes a tendency line
giving the designer a wide solution space for an informed design
decision. This is possible because the single parameter variation
corresponds to a DSA where the underlying assumption is that
the effect of a parameter variation is linear over the perturbance.
A study conducted by Lomas and Eppel [19] shows that finite
difference simulation programs essentially behave as linear and
superposable systems. Basing a design decision on output from a
DSA conducted in BC/LC is therefore considered as sufficiently
accurate for the early stages of design. Other factors, like glazing
components, are characterised by a number of interdependent
properties which make their performance behave discontinu-
ously. The output of such a variation is given as single,
independent values. In some cases, it might be necessary to
combine multiple input parameters to define the adjustment

fully. An example is the introduction of night ventilation
combined with increased thermal capacity as an adjustment
to reduce energy for cooling. The combination of parameters can
be bundled and treated as one single parameter variation. A
bundled parameter variation will show how the bundle of input
parameters as a combination affects the performance of the
design.

The user alone defines which and how many of the parameters
from Table 1 to include in generation of design advice. The output
of the parameter variations is given in accordance with the
European directive EPBD [1] in terms of energy performance and
indoor environment as defined in EN 15215:2007 [24]. How
iDbuild presents the output of the parameter variations is best
illustrated with a case study.

3.1. Case study

The objective was to design a south-facing two-person office in
Danish climate. Besides the spatial needs of two people, the
performance requirements are: (1) a thermal indoor environment
and air quality which both as a minimum are within Class II of EN
15251:2007 [24]; (2) a daylight factor of 2% in the centre of the
office; and (3) a maximum energy consumption of 70 kW h/m2 per
year measured in primary energy, which corresponds to low
energy Class 2 in the Danish building code [25].

An initial shape which fulfils the spatial needs of two people in
an office can be seen in Fig. 3. This shape was entered into iDbuild
together with building component data, system data and energy

Fig. 5. Result from variation of glazing component. Var. 1: 2-layers with solar coating, reference: 2-layers with standard energy coating. Var. 2: 2-layers with standard energy

coating with external, white blinds.
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designteam,determineswhethertheperformanceisdesirableor
not.Iftheperformanceisundesirable,thedesignercanthenuse
iDbuildtogeneratedesignadvicethroughparametervariations
usingtheinitialdesignproposalasreference.

Aparametervariationcanbedefinedasthevariationofone
singleparameterorabundleofmultipleparameters.The
definitionofasingleparametervariationisaninputvaluefrom
theinitialdesignproposalandtwouser-definedvariations.
Performingasingleparametervariationwillshowhowthe
alterationofasingleparameteraffectstheperformanceofthe
design.Forgeometricalparameters,likewindowheight,we
recommenduserssetupalowervalueandahighervalue
comparedtotheinputvaluefromtheinitialdesignproposalso
thattheoutputofthevariationconstitutesatendencyline
givingthedesignerawidesolutionspaceforaninformeddesign
decision.Thisispossiblebecausethesingleparametervariation
correspondstoaDSAwheretheunderlyingassumptionisthat
theeffectofaparametervariationislinearovertheperturbance.
AstudyconductedbyLomasandEppel[19]showsthatfinite
differencesimulationprogramsessentiallybehaveaslinearand
superposablesystems.Basingadesigndecisiononoutputfroma
DSAconductedinBC/LCisthereforeconsideredassufficiently
accuratefortheearlystagesofdesign.Otherfactors,likeglazing
components,arecharacterisedbyanumberofinterdependent
propertieswhichmaketheirperformancebehavediscontinu-
ously.Theoutputofsuchavariationisgivenassingle,
independentvalues.Insomecases,itmightbenecessaryto
combinemultipleinputparameterstodefinetheadjustment

fully.Anexampleistheintroductionofnightventilation
combinedwithincreasedthermalcapacityasanadjustment
toreduceenergyforcooling.Thecombinationofparameterscan
bebundledandtreatedasonesingleparametervariation.A
bundledparametervariationwillshowhowthebundleofinput
parametersasacombinationaffectstheperformanceofthe
design.

Theuseralonedefineswhichandhowmanyoftheparameters
fromTable1toincludeingenerationofdesignadvice.Theoutput
oftheparametervariationsisgiveninaccordancewiththe
EuropeandirectiveEPBD[1]intermsofenergyperformanceand
indoorenvironmentasdefinedinEN15215:2007[24].How
iDbuildpresentstheoutputoftheparametervariationsisbest
illustratedwithacasestudy.

3.1.Casestudy

Theobjectivewastodesignasouth-facingtwo-personofficein
Danishclimate.Besidesthespatialneedsoftwopeople,the
performancerequirementsare:(1)athermalindoorenvironment
andairqualitywhichbothasaminimumarewithinClassIIofEN
15251:2007[24];(2)adaylightfactorof2%inthecentreofthe
office;and(3)amaximumenergyconsumptionof70kWh/m

2
per

yearmeasuredinprimaryenergy,whichcorrespondstolow
energyClass2intheDanishbuildingcode[25].

Aninitialshapewhichfulfilsthespatialneedsoftwopeoplein
anofficecanbeseeninFig.3.ThisshapewasenteredintoiDbuild
togetherwithbuildingcomponentdata,systemdataandenergy

Fig.5.Resultfromvariationofglazingcomponent.Var.1:2-layerswithsolarcoating,reference:2-layerswithstandardenergycoating.Var.2:2-layerswithstandardenergy

coatingwithexternal,whiteblinds.
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datainaccordancewithstandardpracticeinDenmark.Theoutput
oftheinitialBC/LCsimulationcanbeseeninFig.4.Theconclusion
oftheperformanceevaluationwasthattheshapefulfilsthe
performancerequirementswithregardtothermalindoorenvi-

ronment,indoorairqualityanddaylight,butnotwithregardto
energyconsumption.

AccordingtotheworkflowofFig.2,thismeantthatthenext
stepwastoperformparametervariationstoformthebasisfor
informeddesigndecisionstoremedytheproblem.Forthesakeof
simplicity,theparametervariationsinthisexamplewerelimited
toconsideringonlythetypeofwindowcomponentandtheheight
ofthecurrentwindowcomponent.Theoutputfromthevariations
canbeseeninFigs.5and6.

Basedontheseparametervariationsthedesignercouldremedy
theproblemwithenergyperformancewithoutcompromisingthe
otherperformancerequirementsby:(1)choosingoneofthetwo
alternativeglazingsfromFig.5;or(2)reducingtheheightofthe
referencewindowto1.2maccordingtoFig.6.

Thedesignercouldalsostudymoredetailedoutputsofthe
parametervariationbeforemakinganydesigndecisions.Fig.7
showsamoredetailedstatementoftheenergyconsumptionsfor
eachoftheparametervariationsinFig.5.Thisenabledthe
designertogainfurtherinsightintotheenergy-relatedcon-
sequencesoftheparametervariations.Furthermore,Fig.8could
helpthedesignergainadeeperunderstandingoftheannual
daylightperformance.

Thedesignerthenmadeaninformeddesigndecisionand
enteredthedecisioninthebottomoftheoutputoverview;see
Figs.5and6.Ifthedesignermakesmultipleinformeddesign
decisions,theprogramwillmakeanewperformancepredictionof
theroombasedonallthedecisionsandpresenttheresultasin
Fig.4.Iftheperformanceisdesirable,thedesignercanmoveonto
detaileddesign.Ifnot,thedesignercanrepeatthedesignloop.

Fig.6.Resultsfromvariationofwindowheight.2-Layerswithstandardenergycoating(referencecomponentinFig.3).

Fig.7.Detailedstatementofenergyconsumptionsforeachoftheparameter

variationsinFig.5.Thestatementcorrespondstotheconsumptionsencompassed

bytheenergyframeworkconceptinEPBD[1].
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data in accordance with standard practice in Denmark. The output
of the initial BC/LC simulation can be seen in Fig. 4. The conclusion
of the performance evaluation was that the shape fulfils the
performance requirements with regard to thermal indoor envi-

ronment, indoor air quality and daylight, but not with regard to
energy consumption.

According to the workflow of Fig. 2, this meant that the next
step was to perform parameter variations to form the basis for
informed design decisions to remedy the problem. For the sake of
simplicity, the parameter variations in this example were limited
to considering only the type of window component and the height
of the current window component. The output from the variations
can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6.

Based on these parameter variations the designer could remedy
the problem with energy performance without compromising the
other performance requirements by: (1) choosing one of the two
alternative glazings from Fig. 5; or (2) reducing the height of the
reference window to 1.2 m according to Fig. 6.

The designer could also study more detailed outputs of the
parameter variation before making any design decisions. Fig. 7
shows a more detailed statement of the energy consumptions for
each of the parameter variations in Fig. 5. This enabled the
designer to gain further insight into the energy-related con-
sequences of the parameter variations. Furthermore, Fig. 8 could
help the designer gain a deeper understanding of the annual
daylight performance.

The designer then made an informed design decision and
entered the decision in the bottom of the output overview; see
Figs. 5 and 6. If the designer makes multiple informed design
decisions, the programwill make a new performance prediction of
the room based on all the decisions and present the result as in
Fig. 4. If the performance is desirable, the designer can move on to
detailed design. If not, the designer can repeat the design loop.

Fig. 6. Results from variation of window height. 2-Layers with standard energy coating (reference component in Fig. 3).

Fig. 7. Detailed statement of energy consumptions for each of the parameter

variations in Fig. 5. The statement corresponds to the consumptions encompassed

by the energy framework concept in EPBD [1].
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4. Conclusion

The proposed method operationalised in the iDbuild tool helps
designers to integrate the task of fulfilling energy and indoor
environment performance requirements in all design decisions
related to form, constructions and systems from the early design
stages.By followingtheworkflowofthesuggestedmethod,designers
areless likelytowastetimeevaluatingprobabledead-ends,whichisa
risk in traditional trial-and-error approaches. Instead, iDbuild can be
used for parameter variations generating an overview of how
performance-decisive parameters affect the performance require-
ments. Basing design decisions on these overviews, the designer can
make informed design decisions and reduce the need for time-
consuming design iterations to achieve a particular performance.

The suggested method and tool has been developed to facilitate
the design of roomswhich fulfil certain performance requirements
with regard to spatial needs, indoor environment and energy
consumption. As such, it is a starting point for the development of
an overall method for building design with the focus on
minimising energy consumption without compromising function-
al needs and the quality of indoor environment. This development
will aim at expanding the proposed method and tool to enable
designers to navigate back and forth between design at room level
and design at building level.
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4.Conclusion

TheproposedmethodoperationalisedintheiDbuildtoolhelps
designerstointegratethetaskoffulfillingenergyandindoor
environmentperformancerequirementsinalldesigndecisions
relatedtoform,constructionsandsystemsfromtheearlydesign
stages.Byfollowingtheworkflowofthesuggestedmethod,designers
arelesslikelytowastetimeevaluatingprobabledead-ends,whichisa
riskintraditionaltrial-and-errorapproaches.Instead,iDbuildcanbe
usedforparametervariationsgeneratinganoverviewofhow
performance-decisiveparametersaffecttheperformancerequire-
ments.Basingdesigndecisionsontheseoverviews,thedesignercan
makeinformeddesigndecisionsandreducetheneedfortime-
consumingdesigniterationstoachieveaparticularperformance.

Thesuggestedmethodandtoolhasbeendevelopedtofacilitate
thedesignofroomswhichfulfilcertainperformancerequirements
withregardtospatialneeds,indoorenvironmentandenergy
consumption.Assuch,itisastartingpointforthedevelopmentof
anoverallmethodforbuildingdesignwiththefocuson
minimisingenergyconsumptionwithoutcompromisingfunction-
alneedsandthequalityofindoorenvironment.Thisdevelopment
willaimatexpandingtheproposedmethodandtooltoenable
designerstonavigatebackandforthbetweendesignatroomlevel
anddesignatbuildinglevel.
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a b s t r a c t

A method for simulating predictive control of building systems operation in the early stages of building
design is presented. The method uses building simulation based on weather forecasts to predict whether
there is a future heating or cooling requirement. This information enables the thermal control systems of
the building to respond proactively to keep the operational temperature within the thermal comfort
range with the minimum use of energy. The method is implemented in an existing building simulation
tool designed to inform decisions in the early stages of building design through parametric analysis. This
enables building designers to predict the performance of the method and include it as a part of the solu-
tion space. The method furthermore facilitates the task of configuring appropriate building systems con-
trol schemes in the tool, and it eliminates time consuming manual reconfiguration when making
parametric analysis. A test case featuring an office located in Copenhagen, Denmark, indicates that the
method has a potential to save energy and improve thermal comfort compared to more conventional sys-
tems control. Further investigations of this potential and the general performance of the method are,
however, needed before implementing it in a real building design.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the European Union (EU), the Energy Performance of Build-
ings Directive [1] has been introduced as a regulatory initiative
to improve the energy performance of buildings. The building
industry is thus obliged to produce buildings with low energy con-
sumption during operation. At the same time, occupants have
some expectations with regard to the thermal indoor environment
which are the main reason for any heating and/or cooling energy
demand. In a temperate climate like Denmark’s, one of the conse-
quences of low energy building design is that the heating period is
decreased. This results in an increase of the transitional periods be-
tween the heating and cooling seasons. Transitional periods are the
periods of the year where the energy demand may fluctuate be-
tween heating and cooling on a daily basis. Energy-efficient control
of building systems operation in these periods is a challenge. One
example is control of night ventilation in office buildings as a mea-
sure to prevent mechanical cooling in the day time. Buildings in a
temperate climate are highly amiable to this type of free cooling
and it is therefore an important measure in a low-energy design.
Night ventilation is conventionally made available at a certain date

defined as the start of the cooling season, which ignores days in
transitional periods when night ventilation might have been an en-
ergy-conserving measure. Another example is control of solar
shading. Appropriate use of solar shading may prevent overheating
but inappropriate use may increase heating requirement due to
loss of solar gain and increased use of electrical lighting. The devel-
opment of new concepts for the control of building systems oper-
ation is therefore needed to minimise energy demand while
maintaining comfort.

The current research efforts on improving control of building
systems evolve around the concept of predictive control. Much of
the current research on predictive controllers is based on stochas-
tic models [2,3], fuzzy logic control [4–6], or neural networks [7–
10]. Common for these approaches is that they have no underlying
physical model of the system and process being controlled. Instead
these so-called ‘‘black-box’’ models use observed data, e.g. outdoor
temperature, etc., as input to a statistically derived model which
maps input to variables of interest, e.g. the indoor operative tem-
perature. With the proper training these models may over time ob-
tain the sufficient knowledge regarding the interactions between
the elements of the controlled system or the interactions between
the controlled system and the outdoor climate to make appropriate
predictions. The limitations are that the training needed often is
extensive, and that they may not provide reliable predictions in
areas in which they were not trained [11]. Clarke et al. [12]
consider these limitations as a crucial argument for the use of
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abstract

Amethodforsimulatingpredictivecontrolofbuildingsystemsoperationintheearlystagesofbuilding
designispresented.Themethodusesbuildingsimulationbasedonweatherforecaststopredictwhether
thereisafutureheatingorcoolingrequirement.Thisinformationenablesthethermalcontrolsystemsof
thebuildingtorespondproactivelytokeeptheoperationaltemperaturewithinthethermalcomfort
rangewiththeminimumuseofenergy.Themethodisimplementedinanexistingbuildingsimulation
tooldesignedtoinformdecisionsintheearlystagesofbuildingdesignthroughparametricanalysis.This
enablesbuildingdesignerstopredicttheperformanceofthemethodandincludeitasapartofthesolu-
tionspace.Themethodfurthermorefacilitatesthetaskofconfiguringappropriatebuildingsystemscon-
trolschemesinthetool,anditeliminatestimeconsumingmanualreconfigurationwhenmaking
parametricanalysis.AtestcasefeaturinganofficelocatedinCopenhagen,Denmark,indicatesthatthe
methodhasapotentialtosaveenergyandimprovethermalcomfortcomparedtomoreconventionalsys-
temscontrol.Furtherinvestigationsofthispotentialandthegeneralperformanceofthemethodare,
however,neededbeforeimplementingitinarealbuildingdesign.

�2011ElsevierLtd.Allrightsreserved.

1.Introduction

IntheEuropeanUnion(EU),theEnergyPerformanceofBuild-
ingsDirective[1]hasbeenintroducedasaregulatoryinitiative
toimprovetheenergyperformanceofbuildings.Thebuilding
industryisthusobligedtoproducebuildingswithlowenergycon-
sumptionduringoperation.Atthesametime,occupantshave
someexpectationswithregardtothethermalindoorenvironment
whicharethemainreasonforanyheatingand/orcoolingenergy
demand.InatemperateclimatelikeDenmark’s,oneoftheconse-
quencesoflowenergybuildingdesignisthattheheatingperiodis
decreased.Thisresultsinanincreaseofthetransitionalperiodsbe-
tweentheheatingandcoolingseasons.Transitionalperiodsarethe
periodsoftheyearwheretheenergydemandmayfluctuatebe-
tweenheatingandcoolingonadailybasis.Energy-efficientcontrol
ofbuildingsystemsoperationintheseperiodsisachallenge.One
exampleiscontrolofnightventilationinofficebuildingsasamea-
suretopreventmechanicalcoolinginthedaytime.Buildingsina
temperateclimatearehighlyamiabletothistypeoffreecooling
anditisthereforeanimportantmeasureinalow-energydesign.
Nightventilationisconventionallymadeavailableatacertaindate

definedasthestartofthecoolingseason,whichignoresdaysin
transitionalperiodswhennightventilationmighthavebeenanen-
ergy-conservingmeasure.Anotherexampleiscontrolofsolar
shading.Appropriateuseofsolarshadingmaypreventoverheating
butinappropriateusemayincreaseheatingrequirementdueto
lossofsolargainandincreaseduseofelectricallighting.Thedevel-
opmentofnewconceptsforthecontrolofbuildingsystemsoper-
ationisthereforeneededtominimiseenergydemandwhile
maintainingcomfort.

Thecurrentresearcheffortsonimprovingcontrolofbuilding
systemsevolvearoundtheconceptofpredictivecontrol.Muchof
thecurrentresearchonpredictivecontrollersisbasedonstochas-
ticmodels[2,3],fuzzylogiccontrol[4–6],orneuralnetworks[7–
10].Commonfortheseapproachesisthattheyhavenounderlying
physicalmodelofthesystemandprocessbeingcontrolled.Instead
theseso-called‘‘black-box’’modelsuseobserveddata,e.g.outdoor
temperature,etc.,asinputtoastatisticallyderivedmodelwhich
mapsinputtovariablesofinterest,e.g.theindooroperativetem-
perature.Withthepropertrainingthesemodelsmayovertimeob-
tainthesufficientknowledgeregardingtheinteractionsbetween
theelementsofthecontrolledsystemortheinteractionsbetween
thecontrolledsystemandtheoutdoorclimatetomakeappropriate
predictions.Thelimitationsarethatthetrainingneededoftenis
extensive,andthattheymaynotprovidereliablepredictionsin
areasinwhichtheywerenottrained[11].Clarkeetal.[12]
considertheselimitationsasacrucialargumentfortheuseof
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physically-basedmodels,or‘‘white-box’’models,inthedevelop-
mentofpredictivecontrolinsteadofblack-boxmodels.Theysug-
gestacontrolconceptbasedonadetailedbuildingsimulation
programtomakereal-timecontroldecisions.Theydemonstrate
thefeasibilityoftheconceptbymakingareasonableprediction
oftheoptimumstarttimeforaheatingsysteminatestcase.
Mahdavi[13]alsosuggeststheuseofbuildingsimulationforpre-
dictionstoenhancethecontrolofbuildingsystemsoperation.The
overallconceptistoutiliseavirtualbuildingmodeltomovefor-
wardintimetopredictthebuilding’sresponsetoalternativecon-
trolscenarios,anduseactualrecordeddatatocalibratethevirtual
modeltoimproveitspredictivepotential.Mahdavi[14]hasalso
developedacontrollerforsimulation-basedreal-timecontrolof
lightingandshadingsystems.Testsofthecontrollerprototype
showpromisingresultsintermsofrecommendingappropriate
real-timecontrolstates.Henzeetal.[15,16]applybuildingsimula-
tionandweatherforecastsforpredictivecontrolofcoolstorage
systemsinofficebuilding.Testcasesinbothreferencesdemon-
strateapotentialforsubstantialreductionsinutilitycostandcool-
ing-relatedon-peakelectricaldemandinasubtropicalaridclimate.
Wittchenetal.[17]alsoapplybuildingsimulationandweather
forecaststopredictappropriatesetpointsandairflowsinthecon-
trolofnightventilation.Atestcasefeaturingabuildinginatem-
perateclimateindicatesatheoreticalannualenergysavingof5%
andimprovementsinthethermalindoorclimatecomparedtoa
conventionalcontrolsystem.TheModelPredictiveControlalgo-
rithmsdevelopedinthe3yearlonginterdisciplinaryprojectOpti-
Controlindicatesatheoreticalenergysavingpotentialof16–41%
varyingwithlocation(incentralandsouthEurope),buildingcase,
andtechnicalsystemcharacteristics[18].Coffeyetal.[19]presents
asoftwareframeworkwhatcouldbecharacterisedasa‘‘grey-box’’
approachtopredictivecontrolsinceitcombinesphysically-based
modelswithageneric(stochastic)algorithm.Theresultsfroma
casestudydemonstratethattheframeworkcanbeusedtomini-
misecoolingdemandthroughoptimaldemandresponseusing
zonetemperaturerampinginanofficespace.

So,currentpredictivecontrolsystemshavedemonstratedapo-
tentialforenergysavingsandimprovementsinthermalindoor
environmentandvisualcomfort.Predictivecontrolisthereforea
potentialenergy-savingdesignoptionwhendesigningnewlow-
energyofficebuildings.Asforallalternativedesignoptions,itis
desirabletoknowtheimpactofpredictivecontrolbeforeimple-
mentingitinanactualbuildingdesign.Furthermore,theuseofa
predictivecontrolcouldbecomeafacilitatingfeatureinabuilding
designprocesswherebuildingsimulationisusedtogeneratede-
signinputthroughparametricanalysisofenergyperformance
andindoorenvironmentbyvaryinggeometry,buildingelements
andsystems,e.g.asdescribedbyPetersenandSvendsen[20].A
variationofgeometry,buildingelementsandsystemsmaytrigger
aneedforadaptingtheconfigurationofthebuildingsystems
controltomaintainthermalcomfortand/orpreventunnecessary
energyuse.Thisadjustmentmayrequireanumberofmanual
iterationsbeforeanappropriateconfigurationisfound.Predictive
controlisautomatingthisadaptionandthusreducestheneed
fortime-consumingiterations.Thisautomaticadaptionisalso
relevantinactualbuildingsystemsoperation.Conventionalcontrol
ofbuildingsystemsaremainlyrule-basedorreactive,i.e.
controlledwithrespecttoreal-timemeasurementsofinternal
conditionsandexternalgains.Theconsequenceisariskof
discomfortandincreaseduseofenergy,especiallyinthefluctuat-
ingtransitionalperiods.Theseproblemscouldbeminimisedby
usingapredictivecontrolsystemwhichenablesthebuilding
systemscontroltoreactproactivelytoanenergydemandthat
mayfluctuatebetweenheatingandcoolingonadailybasis.The
aimofthispaperistherefore(1)toenablebuildingdesignersto
predicttheannualperformanceofapredictivecontrolsystemin
theearlystagesofbuildingdesign,(2)facilitateandautomate
theconfigurationofthebuildingsystemscontrolwhenperforming
parametricanalysisintheearlystagesofbuildingdesign,and(3)
tomakeaninitialinvestigationofthemethod’spotentialforen-
ergysavingsandthermalcomfortimprovements.Thescopeof
theseaimsislimitedtoapplyforofficebuildingsonly.

Nomenclature

nthecurrenttimestep(–)
Qsunactualaveragesolarirradianceintimestepn(W/m

2
)

Q�
sunhourlyforecastofsolarirradianceoftheremaining

hoursoftheperiodtowhichthetimestepnbelongs
(W/m

2
)

Q�
sun;avmeanforecastedsolarirradianceoftheremaininghours

oftheperiodtowhichthetimestepnbelongs(W/m
2
)

Q��
sunhourlyforecastofsolarirradianceforthefollowingper-

iod(W/m
2
)

Tc,minminimumtemperatureforthermalcomfort(�C)
Tc,maxmaximumtemperatureforthermalcomfort(�C)
Tc,avmeanvalueoftemperaturesforthermalcomfort(�C)
Toutactualoutdoortemperatureintimestepn(�C)
T�
outhourlyforecastofoutdoortemperatureoftheremaining

hoursoftheperiodtowhichtimestepnbelongs(�C)
T�
out;avmeanforecastedoutdoortemperatureoftheremaining

hoursoftheperiodtowhichtimestepnbelongs(�C)
T��
outhourlyforecastofoutdoortemperatureofthefollowing

period(�C)
Tsactualwallsurfacetemperatureattheendoftimestep

n(�C)
Taactualairtemperatureattheendoftimestepn(�C)
T�
apredictedairtemperatureattheendoftheperiodto

whichtimestepnbelongs(�C)

T�
wpredictedinternalwalltemperatureattheendofthe

periodtowhichtimestepnbelongs(�C)
Ta,0actualairtemperatureatthebeginningoftimestepn

(�C)
Tw,0actualwalltemperaturesatthebeginningoftimestepn

(�C)
T�
a;0predictedairtemperatureatthebeginningofthefol-

lowingperiod(�C)
T�
w;0predictedwalltemperaturesatthebeginningofthefol-

lowingperiod(�C)
Topactualoperativetemperatureintimestepn(�C)
T�
oppredictedoperativetemperatureattheendoftheperi-

odtowhichtimestepnbelongs(�C)
T��
opthemaximumpredictedoperativetemperatureinthe

followingperiod(�C)
T0
opoperativetemperatureintimestepnwithhr,shd,mvent

and/ornvent(�C)
Tset,coolcoolingsetpointfortimestepn(�C)
Tset,heatheatingsetpointfortimestepn(�C)
T�
set;coolpredictedcoolingsetpointfortimestepn(�C)

hrheatrecoveryrateformechanicalventilationsystem(–)
shdpredictedsolarshadingfactor(–)
mventpredictedmechanicalventilationrate(l/sperm

2
)

nventpredictedventingrate(l/sperm
2
)
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physically-based models, or ‘‘white-box’’ models, in the develop-
ment of predictive control instead of black-box models. They sug-
gest a control concept based on a detailed building simulation
program to make real-time control decisions. They demonstrate
the feasibility of the concept by making a reasonable prediction
of the optimum start time for a heating system in a test case.
Mahdavi [13] also suggests the use of building simulation for pre-
dictions to enhance the control of building systems operation. The
overall concept is to utilise a virtual building model to move for-
ward in time to predict the building’s response to alternative con-
trol scenarios, and use actual recorded data to calibrate the virtual
model to improve its predictive potential. Mahdavi [14] has also
developed a controller for simulation-based real-time control of
lighting and shading systems. Tests of the controller prototype
show promising results in terms of recommending appropriate
real-time control states. Henze et al. [15,16] apply building simula-
tion and weather forecasts for predictive control of cool storage
systems in office building. Test cases in both references demon-
strate a potential for substantial reductions in utility cost and cool-
ing-related on-peak electrical demand in a subtropical arid climate.
Wittchen et al. [17] also apply building simulation and weather
forecasts to predict appropriate set points and air flows in the con-
trol of night ventilation. A test case featuring a building in a tem-
perate climate indicates a theoretical annual energy saving of 5%
and improvements in the thermal indoor climate compared to a
conventional control system. The Model Predictive Control algo-
rithms developed in the 3 year long interdisciplinary project Opti-
Control indicates a theoretical energy saving potential of 16–41%
varying with location (in central and south Europe), building case,
and technical system characteristics [18]. Coffey et al. [19] presents
a software framework what could be characterised as a ‘‘grey-box’’
approach to predictive control since it combines physically-based
models with a generic (stochastic) algorithm. The results from a
case study demonstrate that the framework can be used to mini-
mise cooling demand through optimal demand response using
zone temperature ramping in an office space.

So, current predictive control systems have demonstrated a po-
tential for energy savings and improvements in thermal indoor
environment and visual comfort. Predictive control is therefore a
potential energy-saving design option when designing new low-
energy office buildings. As for all alternative design options, it is
desirable to know the impact of predictive control before imple-
menting it in an actual building design. Furthermore, the use of a
predictive control could become a facilitating feature in a building
design process where building simulation is used to generate de-
sign input through parametric analysis of energy performance
and indoor environment by varying geometry, building elements
and systems, e.g. as described by Petersen and Svendsen [20]. A
variation of geometry, building elements and systems may trigger
a need for adapting the configuration of the building systems
control to maintain thermal comfort and/or prevent unnecessary
energy use. This adjustment may require a number of manual
iterations before an appropriate configuration is found. Predictive
control is automating this adaption and thus reduces the need
for time-consuming iterations. This automatic adaption is also
relevant in actual building systems operation. Conventional control
of building systems are mainly rule-based or reactive, i.e.
controlled with respect to real-time measurements of internal
conditions and external gains. The consequence is a risk of
discomfort and increased use of energy, especially in the fluctuat-
ing transitional periods. These problems could be minimised by
using a predictive control system which enables the building
systems control to react proactively to an energy demand that
may fluctuate between heating and cooling on a daily basis. The
aim of this paper is therefore (1) to enable building designers to
predict the annual performance of a predictive control system in
the early stages of building design, (2) facilitate and automate
the configuration of the building systems control when performing
parametric analysis in the early stages of building design, and (3)
to make an initial investigation of the method’s potential for en-
ergy savings and thermal comfort improvements. The scope of
these aims is limited to apply for office buildings only.

Nomenclature

n the current time step (–)
Qsun actual average solar irradiance in time step n (W/m2)
Q�

sun hourly forecast of solar irradiance of the remaining
hours of the period to which the time step n belongs
(W/m2)

Q�
sun;av mean forecasted solar irradiance of the remaining hours

of the period to which the time step n belongs (W/m2)
Q��

sun hourly forecast of solar irradiance for the following per-
iod (W/m2)

Tc,min minimum temperature for thermal comfort (�C)
Tc,max maximum temperature for thermal comfort (�C)
Tc,av mean value of temperatures for thermal comfort (�C)
Tout actual outdoor temperature in time step n (�C)
T�
out hourly forecast of outdoor temperature of the remaining

hours of the period to which time step n belongs (�C)
T�
out;av mean forecasted outdoor temperature of the remaining

hours of the period to which time step n belongs (�C)
T��
out hourly forecast of outdoor temperature of the following

period (�C)
Ts actual wall surface temperature at the end of time step

n (�C)
Ta actual air temperature at the end of time step n (�C)
T�
a predicted air temperature at the end of the period to

which time step n belongs (�C)

T�
w predicted internal wall temperature at the end of the

period to which time step n belongs (�C)
Ta,0 actual air temperature at the beginning of time step n

(�C)
Tw,0 actual wall temperatures at the beginning of time step n

(�C)
T�
a;0 predicted air temperature at the beginning of the fol-

lowing period (�C)
T�
w;0 predicted wall temperatures at the beginning of the fol-

lowing period (�C)
Top actual operative temperature in time step n (�C)
T�
op predicted operative temperature at the end of the peri-

od to which time step n belongs (�C)
T��
op the maximum predicted operative temperature in the

following period (�C)
T 0
op operative temperature in time step n with hr, shd, mvent

and/or nvent (�C)
Tset,cool cooling set point for time step n (�C)
Tset,heat heating set point for time step n (�C)
T�
set;cool predicted cooling set point for time step n (�C)

hr heat recovery rate for mechanical ventilation system (–)
shd predicted solar shading factor (–)
mvent predicted mechanical ventilation rate (l/s per m2)
nvent predicted venting rate (l/s per m2)
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2. Method

2.1. Requirements for the simulation tool

The suggested method is developed for implementation in a
building simulation tool which is able to perform dynamic simula-
tions, i.e. take the time constant of the building into consideration.
The tool must as a minimum be able to calculate in hourly steps
and provide values for the internal surface temperature of con-
structions, the air temperature, and the energy demand to main-
tain thermal comfort. However, such a tool can only make
control decisions based on an evaluation of the thermal perfor-
mance. Control decisions based on an integrated evaluation of
lighting and thermal performance can be obtained if the tool is also
able to perform hourly daylight simulations for control of artificial
lighting and blinds (visual comfort), and is able to link this to the
thermal simulation.

2.2. User input

Besides the user inputs needed to define the building simulation
model, the suggested method has some specific additional input
requirements. The method requires that the user defines in-use
periods, i.e. the periods where there are people present in the build-
ing, for example from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day of the week except
Saturday and Sunday. All other periodswill be considered as out-of-
use periods, i.e. periods where there are no people present. The dis-
tinction between in-use and out-of-use periods is essential in office
buildings where a combination of ventilation and exposed thermal
mass in out-of-use periods (night time) is used to minimise cooling
demand in in-use periods (daytime). More precisely, the distinction
allows ventilation inlet temperatures for efficient night cooling
which would have prompted a notion of discomfort in the daytime.
It is acknowledged that other types of buildings, e.g. dwellings,
might require a different distinction. Further elaboration on this
matter is not given in this paper as the scope of the method cur-
rently is limited to apply for office buildings only.

The user also has to define (1) the thermal control systems
available in the two periods and (2) the minimum and maximum
acceptance criteria for thermal comfort, Tc,min and Tc,max respec-
tively, which apply for the entire year. The premise of a single com-
fort range covering the entire year requires further explanation in
order not to conflict with the ruling standards for thermal comfort.
The European standard for indoor environment, EN 15251 [21]
states temperature ranges for different levels of user expectation.
Since building occupants are expected to wear different levels of
clothing depending on the season, the comfort ranges are subdi-
vided into a range for the heating period (winter) and a range for
the cooling period (summer). For example, the ranges for a thermal
indoor environment in Class II is 20–24 �C in the heating period
assuming a clothing of 1 clo, and 23–26 �C in the cooling period
assuming a clothing of 0.5 clo. In this instance, the appropriate in-
put for the method we are suggesting would be to use the lower
limit for the heating period as Tc,min and the upper limit for the
cooling period as Tc,max. The comfort range thus becomes 20–
26 �C for the entire year. As a consequence, the thermal indoor
environment can only comply with EN 15251 if it is assumed that
the occupants use clothing for adaptive thermal control. For exam-
ple, if the building is cooled to 20 �C during the night to prevent
overheating the next day, occupants are encouraged to have a
clothing of 1 clo in the morning, which they are able to change
to 0.5 clo if the temperature rises above 24 �C during the day.
The major advantage of this is that it eliminates the task of defining
the start of the cooling and heating seasons. Instead of relying on
speculations regarding the start date of the cooling and heating

season (which corresponds to seasonal dictation of occupant cloth-
ing level), the suggestedmethod automatically activates the appro-
priate control strategy depending on whether there is a future
cooling or heating requirement.

2.3. Weather data input

The weather forecast needed in the method is best explained
with an example. Let the current time step n be at the beginning
of an out-of-use period, e.g. 5 p.m. on 15 March. The task is then
to use a weather forecast to predict whether there is a heating or
cooling requirement during the following in-use period, e.g. from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on 16 March. The weather forecast must thus con-
tain hourly values of solar radiation, Qsun, and outdoor tempera-
ture, Tout, for the building location and cover the remaining hours
of the current out-of-use period as well as the hours in the follow-
ing in-use period, i.e. the 24 h from after 4 p.m. on 15 March to
4 p.m. the 16 March. In actual building operation the weather fore-
cast should be updated before calculation of time step n + 1 (6 p.m.
on 15 March) and the conditions of the historic time step n should
be re-simulated using the actual weather data and system settings
for time step n. This update is not possible when performing sim-
ulations in the design process of the building. Instead weather
forecasts are established by looking forward in the design weather
data file. This is an ideal weather forecast (no deviation between
weather forecast and actual weather) since the weather data file
also represents the actual weather.

2.4. Description of the suggested method

The description of the method is divided in two parts: (1) a pre-
diction part which describes the prediction of an appropriate sys-
tem control strategy, and (2) a testing part which describes how
the method tests whether the predicted system control strategy
is able to maintain the operative temperature within the thermal
comfort range in each time step of the current period. If not, the
system control strategy is revised.

2.4.1. Prediction
The prediction part of the method is a set of fictive performance

simulations with the purpose of finding the appropriate cooling set
point and a suitable system control strategy to reach this cooling
set point at the end of a period. The simulations performed here
have no influence on the actual energy balance of the simulation
model: the actual performance simulation is made in the testing
part, see Section 2.4.2. This allows us to make certain assumptions
in the process of establishing the appropriate control strategy. First
the initial air and internal wall temperature at the beginning of the
first time step of the period following the period to which n be-
longs (T�

a;0 and T�
w;0) are predicted, see Fig. 1. The period, in-use

or out-of-use, to which n belongs is henceforth called the current
period. The period following the period to which n belongs is
henceforth called the following period.

Fig. 1, Item (1): The hourly weather forecast data for the remain-
ing hours of the current period, Q �

sun and T�
out , are used as input to

calculate the operative temperature, T�
op, the air temperature, T�

a,
and the wall temperature, T�

w, at the end of the current period.
The calculation is performed in free-floating. This means that T�

a,
T�
w and T�

op are only influenced by the weather data, the minimum
user-defined system values (ventilation, lighting, internal loads,
etc.) and the energy properties of the building constructions. If
the ventilation system is active in time step n the supply air tem-
perature is the same as the outdoor temperature.

Fig. 1, Item (2): The initial air and wall temperatures at the
beginning of the following period, T�

a;0 and T�
w;0, are determined

based on the outcome of Item (1). In principle T�
a;0 and T�

w;0 are
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2.Method

2.1.Requirementsforthesimulationtool

Thesuggestedmethodisdevelopedforimplementationina
buildingsimulationtoolwhichisabletoperformdynamicsimula-
tions,i.e.takethetimeconstantofthebuildingintoconsideration.
Thetoolmustasaminimumbeabletocalculateinhourlysteps
andprovidevaluesfortheinternalsurfacetemperatureofcon-
structions,theairtemperature,andtheenergydemandtomain-
tainthermalcomfort.However,suchatoolcanonlymake
controldecisionsbasedonanevaluationofthethermalperfor-
mance.Controldecisionsbasedonanintegratedevaluationof
lightingandthermalperformancecanbeobtainedifthetoolisalso
abletoperformhourlydaylightsimulationsforcontrolofartificial
lightingandblinds(visualcomfort),andisabletolinkthistothe
thermalsimulation.

2.2.Userinput

Besidestheuserinputsneededtodefinethebuildingsimulation
model,thesuggestedmethodhassomespecificadditionalinput
requirements.Themethodrequiresthattheuserdefinesin-use
periods,i.e.theperiodswheretherearepeoplepresentinthebuild-
ing,forexamplefrom8a.m.to4p.m.everydayoftheweekexcept
SaturdayandSunday.Allotherperiodswillbeconsideredasout-of-
useperiods,i.e.periodswheretherearenopeoplepresent.Thedis-
tinctionbetweenin-useandout-of-useperiodsisessentialinoffice
buildingswhereacombinationofventilationandexposedthermal
massinout-of-useperiods(nighttime)isusedtominimisecooling
demandinin-useperiods(daytime).Moreprecisely,thedistinction
allowsventilationinlettemperaturesforefficientnightcooling
whichwouldhavepromptedanotionofdiscomfortinthedaytime.
Itisacknowledgedthatothertypesofbuildings,e.g.dwellings,
mightrequireadifferentdistinction.Furtherelaborationonthis
matterisnotgiveninthispaperasthescopeofthemethodcur-
rentlyislimitedtoapplyforofficebuildingsonly.

Theuseralsohastodefine(1)thethermalcontrolsystems
availableinthetwoperiodsand(2)theminimumandmaximum
acceptancecriteriaforthermalcomfort,Tc,minandTc,maxrespec-
tively,whichapplyfortheentireyear.Thepremiseofasinglecom-
fortrangecoveringtheentireyearrequiresfurtherexplanationin
ordernottoconflictwiththerulingstandardsforthermalcomfort.
TheEuropeanstandardforindoorenvironment,EN15251[21]
statestemperaturerangesfordifferentlevelsofuserexpectation.
Sincebuildingoccupantsareexpectedtoweardifferentlevelsof
clothingdependingontheseason,thecomfortrangesaresubdi-
videdintoarangefortheheatingperiod(winter)andarangefor
thecoolingperiod(summer).Forexample,therangesforathermal
indoorenvironmentinClassIIis20–24�Cintheheatingperiod
assumingaclothingof1clo,and23–26�Cinthecoolingperiod
assumingaclothingof0.5clo.Inthisinstance,theappropriatein-
putforthemethodwearesuggestingwouldbetousethelower
limitfortheheatingperiodasTc,minandtheupperlimitforthe
coolingperiodasTc,max.Thecomfortrangethusbecomes20–
26�Cfortheentireyear.Asaconsequence,thethermalindoor
environmentcanonlycomplywithEN15251ifitisassumedthat
theoccupantsuseclothingforadaptivethermalcontrol.Forexam-
ple,ifthebuildingiscooledto20�Cduringthenighttoprevent
overheatingthenextday,occupantsareencouragedtohavea
clothingof1clointhemorning,whichtheyareabletochange
to0.5cloifthetemperaturerisesabove24�Cduringtheday.
Themajoradvantageofthisisthatiteliminatesthetaskofdefining
thestartofthecoolingandheatingseasons.Insteadofrelyingon
speculationsregardingthestartdateofthecoolingandheating

season(whichcorrespondstoseasonaldictationofoccupantcloth-
inglevel),thesuggestedmethodautomaticallyactivatestheappro-
priatecontrolstrategydependingonwhetherthereisafuture
coolingorheatingrequirement.

2.3.Weatherdatainput

Theweatherforecastneededinthemethodisbestexplained
withanexample.Letthecurrenttimestepnbeatthebeginning
ofanout-of-useperiod,e.g.5p.m.on15March.Thetaskisthen
touseaweatherforecasttopredictwhetherthereisaheatingor
coolingrequirementduringthefollowingin-useperiod,e.g.from
8a.m.to4p.m.on16March.Theweatherforecastmustthuscon-
tainhourlyvaluesofsolarradiation,Qsun,andoutdoortempera-
ture,Tout,forthebuildinglocationandcovertheremaininghours
ofthecurrentout-of-useperiodaswellasthehoursinthefollow-
ingin-useperiod,i.e.the24hfromafter4p.m.on15Marchto
4p.m.the16March.Inactualbuildingoperationtheweatherfore-
castshouldbeupdatedbeforecalculationoftimestepn+1(6p.m.
on15March)andtheconditionsofthehistorictimestepnshould
bere-simulatedusingtheactualweatherdataandsystemsettings
fortimestepn.Thisupdateisnotpossiblewhenperformingsim-
ulationsinthedesignprocessofthebuilding.Insteadweather
forecastsareestablishedbylookingforwardinthedesignweather
datafile.Thisisanidealweatherforecast(nodeviationbetween
weatherforecastandactualweather)sincetheweatherdatafile
alsorepresentstheactualweather.

2.4.Descriptionofthesuggestedmethod

Thedescriptionofthemethodisdividedintwoparts:(1)apre-
dictionpartwhichdescribesthepredictionofanappropriatesys-
temcontrolstrategy,and(2)atestingpartwhichdescribeshow
themethodtestswhetherthepredictedsystemcontrolstrategy
isabletomaintaintheoperativetemperaturewithinthethermal
comfortrangeineachtimestepofthecurrentperiod.Ifnot,the
systemcontrolstrategyisrevised.

2.4.1.Prediction
Thepredictionpartofthemethodisasetoffictiveperformance

simulationswiththepurposeoffindingtheappropriatecoolingset
pointandasuitablesystemcontrolstrategytoreachthiscooling
setpointattheendofaperiod.Thesimulationsperformedhere
havenoinfluenceontheactualenergybalanceofthesimulation
model:theactualperformancesimulationismadeinthetesting
part,seeSection2.4.2.Thisallowsustomakecertainassumptions
intheprocessofestablishingtheappropriatecontrolstrategy.First
theinitialairandinternalwalltemperatureatthebeginningofthe
firsttimestepoftheperiodfollowingtheperiodtowhichnbe-
longs(T�

a;0andT�
w;0)arepredicted,seeFig.1.Theperiod,in-use

orout-of-use,towhichnbelongsishenceforthcalledthecurrent
period.Theperiodfollowingtheperiodtowhichnbelongsis
henceforthcalledthefollowingperiod.

Fig.1,Item(1):Thehourlyweatherforecastdatafortheremain-
inghoursofthecurrentperiod,Q�

sunandT�
out,areusedasinputto

calculatetheoperativetemperature,T�
op,theairtemperature,T�

a,
andthewalltemperature,T�

w,attheendofthecurrentperiod.
Thecalculationisperformedinfree-floating.ThismeansthatT�

a,
T�
wandT�

opareonlyinfluencedbytheweatherdata,theminimum
user-definedsystemvalues(ventilation,lighting,internalloads,
etc.)andtheenergypropertiesofthebuildingconstructions.If
theventilationsystemisactiveintimestepnthesupplyairtem-
peratureisthesameastheoutdoortemperature.

Fig.1,Item(2):Theinitialairandwalltemperaturesatthe
beginningofthefollowingperiod,T�

a;0andT�
w;0,aredetermined

basedontheoutcomeofItem(1).InprincipleT�
a;0andT�

w;0are
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equaltoT�
aandT�

wfromItem(1),butthereisariskthatT�
aandT�

w

leadtoaT�
opoutsidethethermalcomfortrange,becausetheyare

calculatedfree-floating.Itisassumedthatthebuildingdesign
andsystemsarecapableofkeepingT�

opwithinthethermalcomfort
range.SoifT�

opfromItem(1)isgreaterthanTc,maxthenT�
a;0andT�

w;0

areforcedtobeequaltoTc,max.IfT�
opissmallerthanTc,minthenT�

a;0

andT�
w;0areforcedtobeequaltoTc,min.Otherwise,T�

a;0andT�
w;0are

settoT�
aandT�

w,respectively.Thetwofirstassumptionsarein
principlenon-physicalbutduetothepresenceofcoolingsystems,
theresetvaluesareconsideredtobemorerealisticthanthe
exceedingvaluesfoundbythefree-floatingsimulation.The
resetalsopreventsaninexpedientheatingorcoolingstrategy
duetoanoverestimationoftheenergyneedpredictedinthefol-
lowingstepsofthemethod.Itisfurthermoreimportanttonote
thattheassumptionisnotphysicallycriticalsinceitisanassump-
tionwithinthepredictionalgorithmwheresimulationshaveno
influenceontheactualenergybalanceofthesimulationmodel.

Secondlythecoolingsetpoint(T�
set;cool)forthecurrenttimestep

ntopreventoverheatinginthefollowingperiodispredictedandthe
coolingstrategyneededintimestepntoreachT�

set;coolattheendof
thecurrentperiodisestablished,seeFig.2.

Fig.2,Item(3):Themaximumoperativetemperatureofthefol-
lowingperiod,T��

op,iscalculatedfree-floating.Thehourlyweather
forecastdataforthefollowingperiod,Q�

sunandT��
out,areusedas

weatherdatainput,andT�
a;0andT�

w;0fromItem(2)areusedas
airandwalltemperaturesatthebeginningofthecalculation(time
stepnstart,f).

Fig.2,Item(4):Thepredictedcoolingsetpointforthetimestep
n,T�

set;cool,isdeterminedbasedthepredictedT��
opfromItem(3)

accordingtothefollowingassumptions:

�ThereisaheatingrequirementintheactualperiodifT��
opatthe

endofthefollowingperiodislowerthanTc,min.SoT�
set;coolissetto

Tc,max.

T*op < Tc,min

T*a,0 = Tc,max
T*w,0= Tc,max

T*a,0 = Tc,min
T*w,0= Tc,min 

T*a,0 = T*a
T*w,0= T*w

T*a, T*w,T*op = sim(Q*sun(i), T*out(i), T*a,0, T*w,0, no control systems)

truetrue

falsefalse
T*op> Tc,max

Time step, n

A

(1)

(2)

i    current period

T*op> Tc,max

i = i+1

∈

i = n ; T*a,0= Ta ; T*w,0= Tw;Ta,0 =Ta ;Tw,0 = Tw

true

false

T*a,0= T*a ; T*w,0= T*w

Fig.1.Flowchartofstep1ofthemethod.Thenumbersinbracketsrefertodetaileddescriptionsinthemaintext.
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equal to T�
a and T�

w from Item (1), but there is a risk that T�
a and T�

w

lead to a T�
op outside the thermal comfort range, because they are

calculated free-floating. It is assumed that the building design
and systems are capable of keeping T�

op within the thermal comfort
range. So if T�

op from Item (1) is greater than Tc,max then T�
a;0 and T�

w;0

are forced to be equal to Tc,max. If T
�
op is smaller than Tc,min then T�

a;0

and T�
w;0 are forced to be equal to Tc,min. Otherwise, T�

a;0 and T�
w;0 are

set to T�
a and T�

w, respectively. The two first assumptions are in
principle non-physical but due to the presence of cooling systems,
the reset values are considered to be more realistic than the
exceeding values found by the free-floating simulation. The
reset also prevents an inexpedient heating or cooling strategy
due to an overestimation of the energy need predicted in the fol-
lowing steps of the method. It is furthermore important to note
that the assumption is not physically critical since it is an assump-
tion within the prediction algorithm where simulations have no
influence on the actual energy balance of the simulation model.

Secondly the cooling set point (T�
set;cool) for the current time step

n to prevent overheating in the following period is predicted and the
cooling strategy needed in time step n to reach T�

set;cool at the end of
the current period is established, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2, Item (3): The maximum operative temperature of the fol-
lowing period, T��

op, is calculated free-floating. The hourly weather
forecast data for the following period, Q �

sun and T��
out , are used as

weather data input, and T�
a;0 and T�

w;0 from Item (2) are used as
air and wall temperatures at the beginning of the calculation (time
step nstart,f).

Fig. 2, Item (4): The predicted cooling set point for the time step
n, T�

set;cool, is determined based the predicted T��
op from Item (3)

according to the following assumptions:

� There is a heating requirement in the actual period if T��
op at the

end of the following period is lower than Tc,min. So T�
set;cool is set to

Tc,max.

T*op < Tc,min

T*a,0 = Tc,max
T*w,0 = Tc,max

T*a,0 = Tc,min
T*w,0 = Tc,min 

T*a,0 = T*a
T*w,0 = T*w

T*a, T*w, T*op = sim(Q*sun(i), T*out(i), T*a,0 , T*w,0 , no control systems)

true true

false false
T*op > Tc,max

Time step, n

A

(1)

(2)

i    current period

T*op > Tc,max

i = i+1

∈

i = n ; T*a,0 = Ta ; T*w,0 = Tw ; Ta,0 = Ta ; Tw,0 = Tw

true

false

T*a,0 = T*a ; T*w,0 = T*w

Fig. 1. Flowchart of step 1 of the method. The numbers in brackets refer to detailed descriptions in the main text.
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� There is probably a heating requirement rather than a cooling
requirement in the actual period if T��

op is between Tc,min and Tc,av,
where Tc,av is 0.5�(Tc,max + Tc,min). The potential heat gain is fully
used to minimise the heating requirement by setting T�

set;cool to
Tc,max.

� There is a predominant need for cooling the building in the
actual period to prevent overheating in the following period if
T��
op is between Tc,av and Tc,max. However, to avoid generating a

heating requirement due to excessive cooling, T�
set;cool is set to

Tc,av.
� There is a need for cooling down the building in the actual per-
iod to prevent overheating in the following period if T��

op at the
end of the following period is above Tc,max. So T�

set;cool is set to
Tc,min. The assumptions above are appropriate for a temperate
climate like Denmark’s, where free cooling is plentiful com-
pared to solar gains. The assumptions may need to be adjusted
for other climates.

Fig. 3, Item (5): A simulation with all user-defined input, the
mean value of the forecasted weather data Q �

sun;av and T�
out;av , and

the predicted cooling set point T�
set;cool from Item (4) is carried

out. The purpose is to find out how much of the user-defined con-
trol systems is needed, if any, due to T�

set;cool. The available systems
shown here are the heat recovery rate for mechanical ventilation
(hr), external solar shading (shd), increased mechanical ventilation

(mvent) and/or venting (nvent). The rationale for using average
weather data for this calculation is to avoid cooling the building
too much in time step n. For example, let time step n be an hour
in the middle of an out-of-use period and T�

set;cool ¼ 20 �C. Using
hourly weather data for the calculation, T�

set;cool is reached in time
step n by the means of free cooling. This may result in an operative
temperature below T�

set;cool in time step n + 1, i.e. a heating demand,
due to transmission losses. A temperature below T�

set;cool is avoided
when using average weather data. Average weather data is only
used within the prediction algorithm to establish an appropriate
system control strategy and therefore has no effect on the actual
energy balance of the building simulation.

2.4.2. Test of predicted system control strategy
This part of the method is testing whether T�

set;cool and the pre-
dicted system control strategy are appropriate to maintain the ac-
tual operative temperature for time step n, Top, within the thermal
comfort range, see Fig. 3. If not, the system control strategy is
revised.

Fig. 3, Item (6): If shd,mvent or nvent returned by the simulation
in Item (5) in Fig. 2 are not deviating from the user-defined mini-
mum values (meaning that no cooling is needed or that the glare
threshold is not exceeded), then the statement ‘‘Cooling systems
activated’’ is false. A simulation with the weather data of the cur-
rent time step n and the user-defined input to the systems is then

T**op (i) , T*a , T*w = sim(Q**sun (i), T**out (i), T*a,0 , T*w,0 , no control systems)

T**op <= Tc,min T**op < =Tc,av

T*set,cool = Tc,max T*set,cool = Tc,max T*set,cool = Tc,av

T**op < =Tc,max

T*set,cool = Tc,min

true true true

false false false

A

(3)

(4)

i    following period

i = nstart,f

i = i+1

false

true

T**op= max(T**op(i))

T*a,0 = T*a ; T*w,0 = T*w

∈

hr,shd, mvent, nvent = sim(Q*sun,av, T*out,av , T*set,cool , Ta,0 , Tw,0)

B

(5)

Fig. 2. Flowchart of step 2 of the method. The numbers in brackets refer to detailed descriptions in the main text.
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�Thereisprobablyaheatingrequirementratherthanacooling
requirementintheactualperiodifT��

opisbetweenTc,minandTc,av,
whereTc,avis0.5�(Tc,max+Tc,min).Thepotentialheatgainisfully
usedtominimisetheheatingrequirementbysettingT�

set;coolto
Tc,max.

�Thereisapredominantneedforcoolingthebuildinginthe
actualperiodtopreventoverheatinginthefollowingperiodif
T��
opisbetweenTc,avandTc,max.However,toavoidgeneratinga

heatingrequirementduetoexcessivecooling,T�
set;coolissetto

Tc,av.
�Thereisaneedforcoolingdownthebuildingintheactualper-
iodtopreventoverheatinginthefollowingperiodifT��

opatthe
endofthefollowingperiodisaboveTc,max.SoT�

set;coolissetto
Tc,min.Theassumptionsaboveareappropriateforatemperate
climatelikeDenmark’s,wherefreecoolingisplentifulcom-
paredtosolargains.Theassumptionsmayneedtobeadjusted
forotherclimates.

Fig.3,Item(5):Asimulationwithalluser-definedinput,the
meanvalueoftheforecastedweatherdataQ�

sun;avandT�
out;av,and

thepredictedcoolingsetpointT�
set;coolfromItem(4)iscarried

out.Thepurposeistofindouthowmuchoftheuser-definedcon-
trolsystemsisneeded,ifany,duetoT�

set;cool.Theavailablesystems
shownherearetheheatrecoveryrateformechanicalventilation
(hr),externalsolarshading(shd),increasedmechanicalventilation

(mvent)and/orventing(nvent).Therationaleforusingaverage
weatherdataforthiscalculationistoavoidcoolingthebuilding
toomuchintimestepn.Forexample,lettimestepnbeanhour
inthemiddleofanout-of-useperiodandT�

set;cool¼20�C.Using
hourlyweatherdataforthecalculation,T�

set;coolisreachedintime
stepnbythemeansoffreecooling.Thismayresultinanoperative
temperaturebelowT�

set;coolintimestepn+1,i.e.aheatingdemand,
duetotransmissionlosses.AtemperaturebelowT�

set;coolisavoided
whenusingaverageweatherdata.Averageweatherdataisonly
usedwithinthepredictionalgorithmtoestablishanappropriate
systemcontrolstrategyandthereforehasnoeffectontheactual
energybalanceofthebuildingsimulation.

2.4.2.Testofpredictedsystemcontrolstrategy
ThispartofthemethodistestingwhetherT�

set;coolandthepre-
dictedsystemcontrolstrategyareappropriatetomaintaintheac-
tualoperativetemperaturefortimestepn,Top,withinthethermal
comfortrange,seeFig.3.Ifnot,thesystemcontrolstrategyis
revised.

Fig.3,Item(6):Ifshd,mventornventreturnedbythesimulation
inItem(5)inFig.2arenotdeviatingfromtheuser-definedmini-
mumvalues(meaningthatnocoolingisneededorthattheglare
thresholdisnotexceeded),thenthestatement‘‘Coolingsystems
activated’’isfalse.Asimulationwiththeweatherdataofthecur-
renttimestepnandtheuser-definedinputtothesystemsisthen

T**op(i) , T*a, T*w= sim(Q**sun (i), T**out (i), T*a,0, T*w,0 , no control systems)

T**op<= Tc,minT**op< =Tc,av

T*set,cool= Tc,maxT*set,cool= Tc,maxT*set,cool= Tc,av

T**op< =Tc,max

T*set,cool= Tc,min

truetruetrue

falsefalsefalse

A

(3)

(4)

i    followingperiod

i = nstart,f

i = i+1

false

true

T**op= max(T**op(i))

T*a,0= T*a ; T*w,0= T*w

∈

hr,shd, mvent, nvent= sim(Q*sun,av, T*out,av, T*set,cool, Ta,0, Tw,0)

B

(5)

Fig.2.Flowchartofstep2ofthemethod.Thenumbersinbracketsrefertodetaileddescriptionsinthemaintext.
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carriedouttofindTop.Themethodthencontinuestotimestep
n+1.Ifhr,shd,mventornventaredeviatingfromtheuser-defined
minimumvalues,thenthestatementistrue.Thesimulation
modelisthenforcedtousethevaluesofhr,shd,mventand/ornvent
(Tset,coolsetto�100�C)inacalculationoftheoperativetempera-
tureT0

opwiththeweatherdataofthecurrenttimestep,andthe
heatingsystemturnedoff(Tset,heatsetto�100�C).

Fig.3,Item(7):Thepurposeistotestwhetherthesystemcon-
trolstrategy,hr,shd,mventand/ornventpassedonfromItem(6),
resultsinatemperatureoutsidethethermalcomfortrangein
thecurrenttimestep.ThetestisbasedonT0

opfromItem(6).If
T0
opiswithinthethermalcomfortrange,thepredictedstrategyis

accepted,andTopissettoT0
op.IfT0

opislessthanTc,min,thepredicted
strategyhasresultedinanunacceptableoutcome,andthestrategy
isrejected.AnewcalculationofTopisperformedwithTset,coolsetto
Tc,minenablingthesimulationmodeltoapplytheappropriatestrat-
egytokeepTopwithinthethermalcomfortrange.IfT0

opisabove
Tc,maxthepredictedstrategyhasalsoresultedinanunacceptable
outcome,andthestrategyisrejectedinthetimestepn.Anewcal-
culationofTopisperformedwithTset,coolsettoTc,maxenablingthe
simulationmodeltoapplytheappropriatestrategytokeepTop
withinthethermalcomfortrange.Afterthetest,themethodcon-
tinuesfortimestepn+1.

3.Implementationandtest

Thesuggestedmethodwasimplementedinanexistingsimpli-
fiedbuildingsimulationtoolforintegrateddaylightandthermal
analysiscallediDbuild[22].Thetoolismainlychosenbecauseit
isconsideredusefulfortheearlydesignstageswherequickesti-
matesofenergyuseandthermalindoorenvironmentareneeded

fordecisionsupport[20].However,eventhoughitissimplified,
thetoolgivesreliableresultscomparedtodetailedtools[23,24].
Thetoolreliesonfewinputstocalculatedaylightlevels,energyde-
mandandtheoperativetemperatureindiscretehourlyvaluesona
yearlybasisbasedonhourlyweatherdata.Heating,cooling,solar
shading,daylightcontroloflighting,venting,mechanicalventila-
tionwithheatrecoveryandnightshutterscanbeactivatedby
theusertocontroltheoperativetemperature.Theoperativetem-
peratureisdefinediniDbuildas0.5�(Ta+Ts),whereTaistheair
temperatureandTsisconsideredtheareaweightedaverageof
thetemperaturesofallthesurfacesintheroom.Theuseralone
specifiestheavailablecontrolsystemsinthespecificbuildingde-
sign.Ifthereisacoolingrequirementthecontrolsystemsareacti-
vated,ifmadeavailablebytheuser,inthefollowingpredefined
order:(1)solarshading,(2)increasedventing,(3)increased
mechanicalventilation,and(4)mechanicalcooling.Furthermore,
theusercanalsospecifythatthesolarshadingisactivatedwhen
acertainglarethresholdisexceeded[25].

Oneofmajoraimsofthispaperistodevelopamethodwhich
facilitatestheconfigurationofthebuildingsystemcontrolstrategy
whenperformingparametervariationsintheearlystagesofbuild-
ingdesign.Animportantaspectinthisrelationistoreducetime
forsettingupappropriatecontrolschemesforbuildingsystems
operationinthesimulationmodel.Inthecurrentimplementation
ofmethodtheuserhastodefinethesettingsofthesystemsavail-
ableintwoperiods,namelythein-useandout-of-useperiod.This
ishalfasmanyentriescomparedtosettingupatwo-seasonmodel
(fourperiods:in-useandout-of-useperiodfortwoseasons)and
1/4asmanycomparedtoafour-seasonmodel(eightperiods:in-
useandout-of-useperiodforfourseasons).

Thefollowingcasewasusedtoinvestigatetheimpactofthe
suggestedmethodintermsofenergydemandandthermalindoor

B

Cooling systems
activated 

T’op, T’a, T’w= sim(Qsun, Tout, hr,shd, mvent, nvent , Tset,cool= -100, Tset,heat= -100)

T’op>=Tc,min
AND 

T’op<=Tc,max

T’op< Tc,minT’op> Tc,max

Tset,cool= Tc,minTset,cool= Tc,max

true

trueeurt eurt

false

esl af esl af

Top= T’op; Ta= T’a; Tw= T’w

Top , Ta, Tw= sim(Qsun, Tout , Tset,cool)

Top, Ta, Twand the energy 
consumed in time step n

(6)

(7)

Tset,cool= T*set,cool

Fig.3.Flowchartofstep3ofthemethod:predictionandtestofcoolingstrategy.ThestrategyisadjustedifitresultsinaT�
opoutsidethethermalcomfortrange.Thenumbers

inbracketsrefertodetaileddescriptionsinthemaintext.
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carried out to find Top. The method then continues to time step
n + 1. If hr, shd, mvent or nvent are deviating from the user-defined
minimum values, then the statement is true. The simulation
model is then forced to use the values of hr, shd,mvent and/or nvent
(Tset,cool set to �100 �C) in a calculation of the operative tempera-
ture T 0

op with the weather data of the current time step, and the
heating system turned off (Tset,heat set to �100 �C).

Fig. 3, Item (7): The purpose is to test whether the system con-
trol strategy, hr, shd, mvent and/or nvent passed on from Item (6),
results in a temperature outside the thermal comfort range in
the current time step. The test is based on T 0

op from Item (6). If
T 0
op is within the thermal comfort range, the predicted strategy is

accepted, and Top is set to T 0
op. If T

0
op is less than Tc,min, the predicted

strategy has resulted in an unacceptable outcome, and the strategy
is rejected. A new calculation of Top is performed with Tset,cool set to
Tc,min enabling the simulation model to apply the appropriate strat-
egy to keep Top within the thermal comfort range. If T 0

op is above
Tc,max the predicted strategy has also resulted in an unacceptable
outcome, and the strategy is rejected in the time step n. A new cal-
culation of Top is performed with Tset,cool set to Tc,max enabling the
simulation model to apply the appropriate strategy to keep Top
within the thermal comfort range. After the test, the method con-
tinues for time step n + 1.

3. Implementation and test

The suggested method was implemented in an existing simpli-
fied building simulation tool for integrated daylight and thermal
analysis called iDbuild [22]. The tool is mainly chosen because it
is considered useful for the early design stages where quick esti-
mates of energy use and thermal indoor environment are needed

for decision support [20]. However, even though it is simplified,
the tool gives reliable results compared to detailed tools [23,24].
The tool relies on few inputs to calculate daylight levels, energy de-
mand and the operative temperature in discrete hourly values on a
yearly basis based on hourly weather data. Heating, cooling, solar
shading, daylight control of lighting, venting, mechanical ventila-
tion with heat recovery and night shutters can be activated by
the user to control the operative temperature. The operative tem-
perature is defined in iDbuild as 0.5�(Ta + Ts), where Ta is the air
temperature and Ts is considered the area weighted average of
the temperatures of all the surfaces in the room. The user alone
specifies the available control systems in the specific building de-
sign. If there is a cooling requirement the control systems are acti-
vated, if made available by the user, in the following predefined
order: (1) solar shading, (2) increased venting, (3) increased
mechanical ventilation, and (4) mechanical cooling. Furthermore,
the user can also specify that the solar shading is activated when
a certain glare threshold is exceeded [25].

One of major aims of this paper is to develop a method which
facilitates the configuration of the building system control strategy
when performing parameter variations in the early stages of build-
ing design. An important aspect in this relation is to reduce time
for setting up appropriate control schemes for building systems
operation in the simulation model. In the current implementation
of method the user has to define the settings of the systems avail-
able in two periods, namely the in-use and out-of-use period. This
is half as many entries compared to setting up a two-season model
(four periods: in-use and out-of-use period for two seasons) and
1/4 as many compared to a four-season model (eight periods: in-
use and out-of-use period for four seasons).

The following case was used to investigate the impact of the
suggested method in terms of energy demand and thermal indoor

B

Cooling systems
activated 

T’op , T’a , T’w = sim(Qsun, Tout, hr,shd, mvent, nvent , Tset,cool= -100, Tset,heat= -100)

T’op>=Tc,min
AND 

T’op<=Tc,max

T’op < Tc,min T’op > Tc,max

Tset,cool = Tc,min Tset,cool = Tc,max

true

true eurteurt

false

eslafeslaf

Top = T’op ; Ta = T’a ; Tw = T’w

Top , Ta , Tw = sim(Qsun, Tout , Tset,cool)

Top , Ta , Tw and the energy 
consumed in time step n

(6)

(7)

Tset,cool = T*set,cool

Fig. 3. Flowchart of step 3 of the method: prediction and test of cooling strategy. The strategy is adjusted if it results in a T�
op outside the thermal comfort range. The numbers

in brackets refer to detailed descriptions in the main text.
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environment. Assume a single-sided, single-zone two-person office
with a south-facing window, located in Copenhagen, Denmark. The
occupied period is from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. every weekday. The lower
limit for thermal comfort is set to 20 �C and the upper limit is set to
26 �C. Further data assumptions relevant for the test are shown in
Table 1.

The impact of the suggested method was tested by comparing
the results with two more conventional rule-based approaches
for control of building systems operation:

Two seasons: The year is divided into two periods in accordance
with the Danish definition of heating and cooling seasons. The
heating season is from the start of October to the end of April
and the cooling season is from the start of May to the end of
September. Ventilation in unoccupied hours is only available
in the cooling season, and the set point for activation is 20 �C.
Four seasons: The year is divided in four seasons to represent the
long transitional periods in the Danish climate. An typical divi-
sion of the design reference year into four seasons is a heating
season from 16 October to 15 April, a transitional period from
16 April to the end of May (spring), a cooling season from June

to 15th September, and a transitional period from 16 September
to 15 October (autumn). Night ventilation is available in the
cooling season with a set point of 20 �C, and in the transitional
periods with a set point of 23 �C.

The results from the test are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows
that the number of occupied hours with overheating is lowest for
the suggested method. Furthermore, the suggested method
prompts an energy consumption which is 7% lower than the
four-season model. Finally, it is worth mention that the simulation
time of the model using the suggested method is 3 min and 39 s
which is 13% more than for the two- and four-season model
(3 min and 12 s).

4. Discussion of results

The implementation of the method demonstrates that the
method needs at least half as many user entries compared to

Table 1
Data assumptions for test case.

Room
dimensions

Height �width � depth 2.8 m � 3 m � 6 m

Window Height �width 2 m � 2.8 m
Offset Symmetrical, 0.8 m from floor
Glazing type Double glazing with low-E coating (4–15Ar-SN4)
Frame Standard wooden frame, U = 1.6 W/m2 K, width = 0.08 m, w = 0.05 W/m K

Shading
device

External blinds Activated when the operative temperature exceeds the cooling set point and/or if a glare threshold of 30% is exceeded
in the occupied hours. For the two- and four-season model, also when solar radiation on the window exceeds 300 W/
m2 window surface

Constructions Façade U = 0.15 W/m2 K
Thermal mass Specific effective heat capacity 432 kJ/K per m2 floor area

Systems Infiltration 0.10 l/s m2, always active
Mechanical ventilation in
occupied hours

Min. ventilation rate 1.48 l/s m2 corresponding to class II in EN 15251:2007. Max. ventilation rate is 2.96 l/s m2.
Average specific fan power of 1.0 kJ/m3 air. No mechanical cooling available

Mechanical ventilation in
unoccupied hours

Min. ventilation rate is 0.l/s m2, max. ventilation rate 2.96 l/s m2.

Heat exchanger Efficiency of 85%
General lighting Dimming control, set point 200 lux, min. power 0.5 W/m2, max. power 6 W/m2, 3 W/m2/100 lux. Only active in

occupied hours
Task lighting On/off control, set point 500 lux, min. power 0 W/m2, max. power 1 W/m2. Only available in occupied hours
Internal load 300 W in occupied hours, 0 W in unoccupied hours

External
conditions

Shadows from surroundings None

Weather data Danish design reference year [26]
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environment.Assumeasingle-sided,single-zonetwo-personoffice
withasouth-facingwindow,locatedinCopenhagen,Denmark.The
occupiedperiodisfrom8a.m.to4p.m.everyweekday.Thelower
limitforthermalcomfortissetto20�Candtheupperlimitissetto
26�C.Furtherdataassumptionsrelevantforthetestareshownin
Table1.

Theimpactofthesuggestedmethodwastestedbycomparing
theresultswithtwomoreconventionalrule-basedapproaches
forcontrolofbuildingsystemsoperation:

Twoseasons:Theyearisdividedintotwoperiodsinaccordance
withtheDanishdefinitionofheatingandcoolingseasons.The
heatingseasonisfromthestartofOctobertotheendofApril
andthecoolingseasonisfromthestartofMaytotheendof
September.Ventilationinunoccupiedhoursisonlyavailable
inthecoolingseason,andthesetpointforactivationis20�C.
Fourseasons:Theyearisdividedinfourseasonstorepresentthe
longtransitionalperiodsintheDanishclimate.Antypicaldivi-
sionofthedesignreferenceyearintofourseasonsisaheating
seasonfrom16Octoberto15April,atransitionalperiodfrom
16ApriltotheendofMay(spring),acoolingseasonfromJune

to15thSeptember,andatransitionalperiodfrom16September
to15October(autumn).Nightventilationisavailableinthe
coolingseasonwithasetpointof20�C,andinthetransitional
periodswithasetpointof23�C.

TheresultsfromthetestareshowninFigs.4and5.Fig.4shows
thatthenumberofoccupiedhourswithoverheatingislowestfor
thesuggestedmethod.Furthermore,thesuggestedmethod
promptsanenergyconsumptionwhichis7%lowerthanthe
four-seasonmodel.Finally,itisworthmentionthatthesimulation
timeofthemodelusingthesuggestedmethodis3minand39s
whichis13%morethanforthetwo-andfour-seasonmodel
(3minand12s).

4.Discussionofresults

Theimplementationofthemethoddemonstratesthatthe
methodneedsatleasthalfasmanyuserentriescomparedto

Table1
Dataassumptionsfortestcase.

Room
dimensions

Height�width�depth2.8m�3m�6m

WindowHeight�width2m�2.8m
OffsetSymmetrical,0.8mfromfloor
GlazingtypeDoubleglazingwithlow-Ecoating(4–15Ar-SN4)
FrameStandardwoodenframe,U=1.6W/m

2
K,width=0.08m,w=0.05W/mK

Shading
device

ExternalblindsActivatedwhentheoperativetemperatureexceedsthecoolingsetpointand/orifaglarethresholdof30%isexceeded
intheoccupiedhours.Forthetwo-andfour-seasonmodel,alsowhensolarradiationonthewindowexceeds300W/
m

2
windowsurface

ConstructionsFaçadeU=0.15W/m
2
K

ThermalmassSpecificeffectiveheatcapacity432kJ/Kperm
2
floorarea

SystemsInfiltration0.10l/sm
2
,alwaysactive

Mechanicalventilationin
occupiedhours

Min.ventilationrate1.48l/sm
2
correspondingtoclassIIinEN15251:2007.Max.ventilationrateis2.96l/sm

2
.

Averagespecificfanpowerof1.0kJ/m
3
air.Nomechanicalcoolingavailable

Mechanicalventilationin
unoccupiedhours

Min.ventilationrateis0.l/sm
2
,max.ventilationrate2.96l/sm

2
.

HeatexchangerEfficiencyof85%
GenerallightingDimmingcontrol,setpoint200lux,min.power0.5W/m

2
,max.power6W/m

2
,3W/m

2
/100lux.Onlyactivein

occupiedhours
TasklightingOn/offcontrol,setpoint500lux,min.power0W/m

2
,max.power1W/m

2
.Onlyavailableinoccupiedhours

Internalload300Winoccupiedhours,0Winunoccupiedhours

External
conditions

ShadowsfromsurroundingsNone

WeatherdataDanishdesignreferenceyear[26]
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theseasonalmodels.Thisisafacilitationofthetaskofconfiguring
thecontrolofbuildingsystemsoperation.Furthermore,theimple-
mentationdoesnotincreasesimulationtimesubstantiallywhichis
importantinrelationtomakequickestimatesofenergyuseand
thermalindoorenvironmentfordecisionsupportintheearly
stagesofbuildingdesign.

Theoutcomeofthetestcasedoesnotprovideenoughdatato
makeanysolidconclusionsregardingtheannualperformanceof
themethod.Thetestcase,however,indicatesthatthemethod’s
abilitytocontinuouslyadaptthebuildingsystemscontrolhasa
potentialtopromptannualenergysavingsandimprovedthermal
comfort.ThisisbestillustratedinFig.6wherethemethoddemon-
stratesitsabilitytopredictappropriatecoolingsetpointsinatran-
sitionalperiod.Inthefirsthalfoftheplottedperiod,theweather
forecast-basedmethodavoidsoverheating(temperaturesabove
26�C)comparedtotheseasonalmodels.Thereasonisthatthe
methodpredictsandusesacoolingsetpointof20�Cinsteadof
23�Cor26�Cinthefour-seasonandtwo-seasonmodel,respec-
tively.Inthesecondhalfoftheplottedperiod,themethodpredicts
andusesacoolingsetpointof23�Candisthereby,allthingsbeing
equal,savingenergyformechanicalnightventilationcomparedto
thetwo-seasonmodel.Anotherimportantaspectofthemethod’s
abilitytoautomaticallyadapttheconfigurationofthebuildingsys-
temscontrolisthatiteliminatestimeconsumingmanualconfigu-
rationofbuildingsystemsoperationwhenusingbuilding
simulationforparametricanalysisintheearlystagesofbuilding
design.

Anotherinterestingperiodinrelationtotheperformanceofthe
methodis1and2August,seeFig.7,since4ofthe6habove26�C
arefoundinthedaytimeofthesetwodates.However,thereisno
overheatinginthetwo-seasonandfour-seasonmodels.Thereason
isinvestigatedinthefollowing.Thepredictivecontrolmodelcools
to23�Cthenightbeforethe31Julywhereasthetwo-seasonand
four-seasonmodelscoolto20�C,seeFig.7.Allthreemodelsman-
agetopreventoverheatingduringthedaytimeeventhoughdiffer-
entstrategiesareused.Thenightbefore1August,allthreemodels
trytocoolto20�Cbutfailduetorelativelyhighoutdoortemper-
atures.However,theoperativetemperatureinthetwo-seasonand

four-seasonmodelshasalowerpointofinflectionthanthepredic-
tivecontrolmodel.Consequently,onlythetwo-seasonandfour-
seasonmodelsmanagetopreventoverheatingthefollowingday.
Thereasonisthatthetimeconstantofthebuildingcausesthe
influenceofthecoolingaccumulatedthenightbefore31July,i.e.
twoout-of-useperiodsago.Inthecurrentcase,anincreaseinex-
posedthermalmassfrom432to576kJ/Kperm

2
floorareaelimi-

natesalloverheating.Ingeneral,atimeconstantontheorderof
daysmayresultincontroldecisionsmadeinaparticularperiod
thatwillhaveeffectsnotonlyonthesubsequentin-useperiod,
asintended,butontwo(ormore)subsequentin-useperiods.This
couldresultinoverheatingor,theoretically,aheatingdemandin
thesecondsubsequentin-useperiod.Buildingdesignersshould
thereforecarefullyinvestigatetheeffectofdifferentcombinations
ofairchangeratesandamountofaccessiblethermalmasstogether
withthesuggestedpredictivecontrolmethodintheearlydesign
stages.Theoverheating1and2Augustinthepredictivecontrol
modelinFig.7couldprobablyalsohavebeenpreventedifthe
coolingsetpointthenightbeforethe31Julywaspredictedtobe
20�Candnot23�C.Toinvestigatethis,theforecastperiodofthe
predictivecontrolmodelisexpandedfromoneout-of-useand
in-useperiod(24h)totwoout-of-useandin-useperiods(48h).
Thisenablesthepredictivecontrolmodeltotakemoreadvantage
ofthetimeconstantofthebuilding.Runningasimulationwiththis
expansioneliminatesalloverheatinghoursinthecurrentcase.

Asanalternativetothesuggestedmethod,aneffortcouldbe
madetodeterminemoreappropriateterminaldatesforseasonal
controlasFig.6showsthatthechosenterminaldatefortheshifts
betweenseasonshasanoticeableimpactonoverheating.Oneap-
proachtodothisistoanalysesimulationoutput.Forexample,the
periodbeforetheshiftfromwintertosummermodeinthetwo-
seasonmodelinFig.6(8May)hasmassiveoverheating,andthere
are3daysinthefour-seasonmodel(2–3May)withoverheating.
Moreappropriateterminaldatesfortheseasonalmodelscould
besuggestedbasedonthisanalysis.Thenewterminaldatescould
thenbetestedinanewsimulationfollowedbyanewanalysisof
thesimulationoutput.Thisprocesscouldberepeateduntilasatis-
fyingperformanceisreached.Thisis,however,atimeconsuming

Fig.6.Transitionalperiod.From30Aprilto14May,bothdaysincluded.Terminaldatebetweenseasonsforthetwo-seasonmodelis8May.
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the seasonal models. This is a facilitation of the task of configuring
the control of building systems operation. Furthermore, the imple-
mentation does not increase simulation time substantially which is
important in relation to make quick estimates of energy use and
thermal indoor environment for decision support in the early
stages of building design.

The outcome of the test case does not provide enough data to
make any solid conclusions regarding the annual performance of
the method. The test case, however, indicates that the method’s
ability to continuously adapt the building systems control has a
potential to prompt annual energy savings and improved thermal
comfort. This is best illustrated in Fig. 6 where the method demon-
strates its ability to predict appropriate cooling set points in a tran-
sitional period. In the first half of the plotted period, the weather
forecast-based method avoids overheating (temperatures above
26 �C) compared to the seasonal models. The reason is that the
method predicts and uses a cooling set point of 20 �C instead of
23 �C or 26 �C in the four-season and two-season model, respec-
tively. In the second half of the plotted period, the method predicts
and uses a cooling set point of 23 �C and is thereby, all things being
equal, saving energy for mechanical night ventilation compared to
the two-season model. Another important aspect of the method’s
ability to automatically adapt the configuration of the building sys-
tems control is that it eliminates time consuming manual configu-
ration of building systems operation when using building
simulation for parametric analysis in the early stages of building
design.

Another interesting period in relation to the performance of the
method is 1 and 2 August, see Fig. 7, since 4 of the 6 h above 26 �C
are found in the daytime of these two dates. However, there is no
overheating in the two-season and four-season models. The reason
is investigated in the following. The predictive control model cools
to 23 �C the night before the 31 July whereas the two-season and
four-season models cool to 20 �C, see Fig. 7. All three models man-
age to prevent overheating during the daytime even though differ-
ent strategies are used. The night before 1 August, all three models
try to cool to 20 �C but fail due to relatively high outdoor temper-
atures. However, the operative temperature in the two-season and

four-season models has a lower point of inflection than the predic-
tive control model. Consequently, only the two-season and four-
season models manage to prevent overheating the following day.
The reason is that the time constant of the building causes the
influence of the cooling accumulated the night before 31 July, i.e.
two out-of-use periods ago. In the current case, an increase in ex-
posed thermal mass from 432 to 576 kJ/K per m2 floor area elimi-
nates all overheating. In general, a time constant on the order of
days may result in control decisions made in a particular period
that will have effects not only on the subsequent in-use period,
as intended, but on two (or more) subsequent in-use periods. This
could result in overheating or, theoretically, a heating demand in
the second subsequent in-use period. Building designers should
therefore carefully investigate the effect of different combinations
of air change rates and amount of accessible thermal mass together
with the suggested predictive control method in the early design
stages. The overheating 1 and 2 August in the predictive control
model in Fig. 7 could probably also have been prevented if the
cooling set point the night before the 31 July was predicted to be
20 �C and not 23 �C. To investigate this, the forecast period of the
predictive control model is expanded from one out-of-use and
in-use period (24 h) to two out-of-use and in-use periods (48 h).
This enables the predictive control model to take more advantage
of the time constant of the building. Running a simulation with this
expansion eliminates all overheating hours in the current case.

As an alternative to the suggested method, an effort could be
made to determine more appropriate terminal dates for seasonal
control as Fig. 6 shows that the chosen terminal date for the shifts
between seasons has a noticeable impact on overheating. One ap-
proach to do this is to analyse simulation output. For example, the
period before the shift from winter to summer mode in the two-
season model in Fig. 6 (8 May) has massive overheating, and there
are 3 days in the four-season model (2–3 May) with overheating.
More appropriate terminal dates for the seasonal models could
be suggested based on this analysis. The new terminal dates could
then be tested in a new simulation followed by a new analysis of
the simulation output. This process could be repeated until a satis-
fying performance is reached. This is, however, a time consuming

Fig. 6. Transitional period. From 30 April to 14 May, both days included. Terminal date between seasons for the two-season model is 8 May.
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process which has to be repeated several times when making para-
metric analysis of energy performance and indoor environment by
varying geometry and energy characteristics of building elements
and systems. Furthermore, the approach is difficult to relate to ac-
tual building operation because actual weather is most likely dif-
ferent from design weather data.

Another approach could be to make an off-line analysis of the
design weather data. Provided that this somehow is possible and
that the approach can be applied for parametric analysis without
a critical increase in time consumption, the approach in relation
to actual building operation could be to predict appropriate termi-
nal dates from an off-line analysis of multiple years of historical
data. There would, however, be a distinct risk that these predicted
terminal dates would deviate from the actual optimal terminal
dates of the upcoming year. A more serious defect in this approach
is that energy demand in transitional periods may fluctuate be-
tween heating and cooling on a daily and not seasonal basis. This
defect is avoided in the suggested method for predictive control
because it operates with a prediction horizon of one or 2 day.
The performance of the suggested method implemented in a real
building design would on the other hand rely much on the accu-
racy of weather forecasts. However, this uncertainty could be
acceptable when compared with the uncertainties of the above dis-
cussed alternative.

The suggested method currently ignores the effects of humidity.
Further work is needed to expand the method to also control night
ventilation with respect to humidity. One approach could be to ex-
pand the algorithm to make the predictions ensure that the rela-
tive humidity is kept within the comfort range according to EN
15251 [21], e.g. 25–60% for a building in category II. Another ap-
proach is to relate humidity to the operative temperature in the
current algorithm, e.g. by using PMV [27] or the Heat Index [28].

5. Conclusion

A method for simulating predictive control of building systems
operation in the early stages of building design was developed. The

method utilises a representation of the building in a building sim-
ulation tool and a weather forecast established by looking forward
in design weather data to determine whether there is a heating or
cooling requirement in a future period. This information is used to
determine an appropriate temperature set point and strategy for
the control of the building systems in the present time step to pre-
vent operative temperatures outside the comfort range in the fu-
ture period.

The method can be implemented in an existing building simu-
lation tool with an embedded lighting control which makes control
decisions based on an integrated evaluation of lighting and thermal
systems. The implementation demonstrates that the method needs
at least half as many user entries compared to more conventional
control systems, and that simulation time is not increased substan-
tially. A test case featuring an office located in Copenhagen, Den-
mark was used to analyse the annual performance of the
method. At present time there is not enough data to make any solid
conclusions regarding the performance of the method. The test
case, however, indicates that the method has a potential to reduce
the energy demand for heating and ventilation while improving
thermal comfort compared to more conventional rule-based con-
trol of building systems operation.

The main conclusion in relation to the aim of this paper is that
(1) the method facilitate the complex task of setting up appropriate
building systems control, (2) the method can automatically adapt
the configuration of building systems control when using building
simulation for parametric analysis in the early stages of building
design, and (3) building designers can predict the annual perfor-
mance of the suggested method in the early stages of building de-
sign without a critical increase in simulation time. There are,
however, a number of knowledge gaps which means that the jury
is still out on the actual potential and performance of the suggested
method. Further work and investigations are therefore needed be-
fore the method is implemented in a real building design. A major
issue in relation to predictive control in general is the effects of
deviations between modelled and actual conditions. The response
of the method to uncertainties in weather forecasts should be

Fig. 7. Summer period. From 30 July to 5 August, both days included.
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processwhichhastoberepeatedseveraltimeswhenmakingpara-
metricanalysisofenergyperformanceandindoorenvironmentby
varyinggeometryandenergycharacteristicsofbuildingelements
andsystems.Furthermore,theapproachisdifficulttorelatetoac-
tualbuildingoperationbecauseactualweatherismostlikelydif-
ferentfromdesignweatherdata.

Anotherapproachcouldbetomakeanoff-lineanalysisofthe
designweatherdata.Providedthatthissomehowispossibleand
thattheapproachcanbeappliedforparametricanalysiswithout
acriticalincreaseintimeconsumption,theapproachinrelation
toactualbuildingoperationcouldbetopredictappropriatetermi-
naldatesfromanoff-lineanalysisofmultipleyearsofhistorical
data.Therewould,however,beadistinctriskthatthesepredicted
terminaldateswoulddeviatefromtheactualoptimalterminal
datesoftheupcomingyear.Amoreseriousdefectinthisapproach
isthatenergydemandintransitionalperiodsmayfluctuatebe-
tweenheatingandcoolingonadailyandnotseasonalbasis.This
defectisavoidedinthesuggestedmethodforpredictivecontrol
becauseitoperateswithapredictionhorizonofoneor2day.
Theperformanceofthesuggestedmethodimplementedinareal
buildingdesignwouldontheotherhandrelymuchontheaccu-
racyofweatherforecasts.However,thisuncertaintycouldbe
acceptablewhencomparedwiththeuncertaintiesoftheabovedis-
cussedalternative.

Thesuggestedmethodcurrentlyignorestheeffectsofhumidity.
Furtherworkisneededtoexpandthemethodtoalsocontrolnight
ventilationwithrespecttohumidity.Oneapproachcouldbetoex-
pandthealgorithmtomakethepredictionsensurethattherela-
tivehumidityiskeptwithinthecomfortrangeaccordingtoEN
15251[21],e.g.25–60%forabuildingincategoryII.Anotherap-
proachistorelatehumiditytotheoperativetemperatureinthe
currentalgorithm,e.g.byusingPMV[27]ortheHeatIndex[28].

5.Conclusion

Amethodforsimulatingpredictivecontrolofbuildingsystems
operationintheearlystagesofbuildingdesignwasdeveloped.The

methodutilisesarepresentationofthebuildinginabuildingsim-
ulationtoolandaweatherforecastestablishedbylookingforward
indesignweatherdatatodeterminewhetherthereisaheatingor
coolingrequirementinafutureperiod.Thisinformationisusedto
determineanappropriatetemperaturesetpointandstrategyfor
thecontrolofthebuildingsystemsinthepresenttimesteptopre-
ventoperativetemperaturesoutsidethecomfortrangeinthefu-
tureperiod.

Themethodcanbeimplementedinanexistingbuildingsimu-
lationtoolwithanembeddedlightingcontrolwhichmakescontrol
decisionsbasedonanintegratedevaluationoflightingandthermal
systems.Theimplementationdemonstratesthatthemethodneeds
atleasthalfasmanyuserentriescomparedtomoreconventional
controlsystems,andthatsimulationtimeisnotincreasedsubstan-
tially.AtestcasefeaturinganofficelocatedinCopenhagen,Den-
markwasusedtoanalysetheannualperformanceofthe
method.Atpresenttimethereisnotenoughdatatomakeanysolid
conclusionsregardingtheperformanceofthemethod.Thetest
case,however,indicatesthatthemethodhasapotentialtoreduce
theenergydemandforheatingandventilationwhileimproving
thermalcomfortcomparedtomoreconventionalrule-basedcon-
trolofbuildingsystemsoperation.

Themainconclusioninrelationtotheaimofthispaperisthat
(1)themethodfacilitatethecomplextaskofsettingupappropriate
buildingsystemscontrol,(2)themethodcanautomaticallyadapt
theconfigurationofbuildingsystemscontrolwhenusingbuilding
simulationforparametricanalysisintheearlystagesofbuilding
design,and(3)buildingdesignerscanpredicttheannualperfor-
manceofthesuggestedmethodintheearlystagesofbuildingde-
signwithoutacriticalincreaseinsimulationtime.Thereare,
however,anumberofknowledgegapswhichmeansthatthejury
isstilloutontheactualpotentialandperformanceofthesuggested
method.Furtherworkandinvestigationsarethereforeneededbe-
forethemethodisimplementedinarealbuildingdesign.Amajor
issueinrelationtopredictivecontrolingeneralistheeffectsof
deviationsbetweenmodelledandactualconditions.Theresponse
ofthemethodtouncertaintiesinweatherforecastsshouldbe

Fig.7.Summerperiod.From30Julyto5August,bothdaysincluded.
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examinede.g.bysimulatingwithhistoricalforecastsandcorre-
spondingobservationsinsteadofdesignweatherdata.Deviations
betweentheuserpatternoftherealbuildingandtheuserpatterns
assumedinthesimulationmodelshouldalsobeexamined.Further
workisalsorequiredtotestthemethodonotherbuildingdesigns
andtheapplicabilityofthemethodfordifferentbuildingscenarios
andclimates.Finallythecurrentimplementationofthemethodin
asimplifiedsimulationtoolonlyappliesforpreliminaryanalysisof
theeffectofthemethode.g.intheearlystagesofbuildingdesign.
Themethodshouldthereforebeimplementedandtestedina
sophisticatedbuildingsimulationtoolbeforeapplyingitinareal
buildingdesign.
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examined e.g. by simulating with historical forecasts and corre-
sponding observations instead of design weather data. Deviations
between the user pattern of the real building and the user patterns
assumed in the simulation model should also be examined. Further
work is also required to test the method on other building designs
and the applicability of the method for different building scenarios
and climates. Finally the current implementation of the method in
a simplified simulation tool only applies for preliminary analysis of
the effect of the method e.g. in the early stages of building design.
The method should therefore be implemented and tested in a
sophisticated building simulation tool before applying it in a real
building design.
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abstract

Increasingrequirementsforenergyperformanceinnewbuildingsmeanthecostofincorporating
energy-savinginbuildingsisalsoincreasing.Buildingdesignersthusneedtobeawareofthelong-term
cost-effectivenessofpotentialenergy-conservingmeasures.Thispaperpresentsasimplifiedand
transparenteconomicoptimisationmethodtofindaninitialdesignproposalneartheeconomical
optimum.Theaimistoprovideanexpedientstartingpointforthebuildingdesignprocessandmore
detailedeconomicoptimisation.Themethodusestheenergyframeconcepttoexpresstheconstraintsof
theoptimisationproblem,whichisthensolvedbyminimisingthecostsofconservingenergyinallthe
individualenergy-savingmeasures.Acaseexampleillustrateshowthemethodenablesdesignersto
establishaqualifiedestimateofaneconomicallyoptimalsolution.Suchanestimategivesagoodstarting
pointfortheiterativedesignprocessandamoredetailedeconomicoptimisation.Furthermore,the
methodexplicitlyillustratestheeconomicefficiencyoftheindividualbuildingelementsandservices
enablingtheidentificationofpotentialsforfurtherproductdevelopment.

�2011ElsevierLtd.Allrightsreserved.

1.Introduction

Theincreasingstrainsonfossilenergyresourcesandincreasing
awarenessoftheneedtolookaftertheenvironmentismaking
energyperformanceanimportantissueinthedesignofnewbuild-
ings.Thelong-termsolutionistoeliminatetheproblemsrelatedto
theuseoffossilfuelsbyacombinationofenergyconservationandthe
useofrenewableenergy.Theeconomicallyoptimalsolutionisthusto
findthebalancebetweenthecostofenergyconservationandthecost
ofrenewableenergy.

Varioustypesofinvestmentevaluationtechniquescanbe
appliedforthisoptimisation.RemerandNieto[1,2]identified25
differenttechniquesforprojectinvestmentevaluation.Among
thesetechniques,netpresentvalue(NPV)isthemostcommonly
usedforbuildingenergyoptimisation.ThebasicruleofNPVisthat
theoptionthatgivesthelowestpositiveNPVofthetotalcostsisthe
bestoptionfromaneconomicpointofview.NPVhasbeenusedfor
theoptimisationofenergy-conservingmeasuresinretrofitprojects
[3,4],andinsophisticatedcombinedlifecyclecostandoptimisation
methodsforthedesignofnewbuildings[5e7].

Anothermethodforbuildingenergyoptimisationisamethod
derivedfromNPVcalledthecostofconservedenergy(CCE)method

[8].TheunitofCCEis‘costpersavedenergyunit’whichmakesit
directlycomparablewiththecostofsuppliedenergy.Ameasureis
consideredeconomicallyefficientiftheCCEislowerthanthe
weightedaveragecostofprimaryenergyintheusefultimeofthe
measure.CCEisatransparentandpracticableconceptforopti-
misingenergy-conservingmeasures.Currently,theconcepthas
beenusedtopost-assesstheeconomicefficiencyofenergy-
conservingmeasuresinbothnewandretrofittedbuildingsbased
onmeasuredenergysavings[9e11],andithasbeenusedtoassess
andoptimisetheeconomicefficiencyofpotentialdesigndecisions
intheretrofitofbuildings[12,13].

Designofnewbuildingsisaniterativeprocessofexploration,in
whichtheperformanceofasuggesteddesignproposalfulfilling
certainfunctionaltraitsarepredictedandevaluatedinagiven
context[14,15].Iftheevaluationshowsthattheproposeddesign
doesnotfulfilltheperformancerequirements,eitheritwillbe
rejectedorthedesignercantrytoadjustit.Thisleadstoa‘design
iteration’wherethedesignerrepeatstheprocessofsuggesting/
adjusting,predictionandevaluation.However,eachnewiteration
meansincreasedtimeconsumptionandthusincreasedbuilding
designcost.Thetaskoffulfillingtheincreasingrequirementsfor
energyperformancewhileminimisingthecostofincorporating
energy-savingmayrequirenumerousdesigniterationsespeciallyif
theinitialdesignproposalisfarfromoptimum.Aninitialdesign
proposalnearoptimumwouldontheotherhand1)minimisethe
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a b s t r a c t

Increasing requirements for energy performance in new buildings mean the cost of incorporating
energy-saving in buildings is also increasing. Building designers thus need to be aware of the long-term
cost-effectiveness of potential energy-conserving measures. This paper presents a simplified and
transparent economic optimisation method to find an initial design proposal near the economical
optimum. The aim is to provide an expedient starting point for the building design process and more
detailed economic optimisation. The method uses the energy frame concept to express the constraints of
the optimisation problem, which is then solved by minimising the costs of conserving energy in all the
individual energy-saving measures. A case example illustrates how the method enables designers to
establish a qualified estimate of an economically optimal solution. Such an estimate gives a good starting
point for the iterative design process and a more detailed economic optimisation. Furthermore, the
method explicitly illustrates the economic efficiency of the individual building elements and services
enabling the identification of potentials for further product development.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The increasing strains on fossil energy resources and increasing
awareness of the need to look after the environment is making
energy performance an important issue in the design of new build-
ings. The long-term solution is to eliminate the problems related to
theuseof fossil fuelsbya combinationof energyconservationandthe
use of renewable energy. The economicallyoptimal solution is thus to
find thebalance between the costof energyconservation and the cost
of renewable energy.

Various types of investment evaluation techniques can be
applied for this optimisation. Remer and Nieto [1,2] identified 25
different techniques for project investment evaluation. Among
these techniques, net present value (NPV) is the most commonly
used for building energy optimisation. The basic rule of NPV is that
the option that gives the lowest positive NPV of the total costs is the
best option from an economic point of view. NPV has been used for
the optimisation of energy-conserving measures in retrofit projects
[3,4], and in sophisticated combined life cycle cost and optimisation
methods for the design of new buildings [5e7].

Another method for building energy optimisation is a method
derived fromNPV called the cost of conserved energy (CCE)method

[8]. The unit of CCE is ‘cost per saved energy unit’ which makes it
directly comparable with the cost of supplied energy. A measure is
considered economically efficient if the CCE is lower than the
weighted average cost of primary energy in the useful time of the
measure. CCE is a transparent and practicable concept for opti-
mising energy-conserving measures. Currently, the concept has
been used to post-assess the economic efficiency of energy-
conserving measures in both new and retrofitted buildings based
on measured energy savings [9e11], and it has been used to assess
and optimise the economic efficiency of potential design decisions
in the retrofit of buildings [12,13].

Design of new buildings is an iterative process of exploration, in
which the performance of a suggested design proposal fulfilling
certain functional traits are predicted and evaluated in a given
context [14,15]. If the evaluation shows that the proposed design
does not fulfill the performance requirements, either it will be
rejected or the designer can try to adjust it. This leads to a ‘design
iteration’ where the designer repeats the process of suggesting/
adjusting, prediction and evaluation. However, each new iteration
means increased time consumption and thus increased building
design cost. The task of fulfilling the increasing requirements for
energy performance while minimising the cost of incorporating
energy-saving may require numerous design iterations especially if
the initial design proposal is far from optimum. An initial design
proposal near optimum would on the other hand 1) minimise the
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need for design iterations and 2) reduce simulation time of the
sophisticated life cycle cost optimisationmethodsmentioned earlier.

This paper presents a simplified and transparent economic
optimisation method to find an initial design proposal near the
economical optimum. The aim is to provide an expedient starting
point for the building design process and more detailed economic
optimisation. The optimisation problem is divided into two levels.
At the level of society, the economically optimal balance between
the cost of saving energy and the cost of supplying renewable
energy is used to set up the requirement for maximum energy use
in buildings. The requirement is stated as an energy frame, i.e. the
maximum allowed energy use of a building expressed as the sum of
energy use per heated m2

floor area per year for heating, cooling,
ventilation, hot water and lighting (kWh/m2 year). The energy
frame is a well-known concept for regulating energy efficiency on
a societal scale, e.g. in the EU, where national energy requirements
are based on the energy frame concept described in the Energy
Performance Building Directive (EPBD) [16]. At the level of the
building, the optimal solution is found by minimising the total cost
of energy-saving measures constrained by the compliance of the
energy frame. The method finds this minimum cost where the cost
of conserving energy in all the individual energy-saving measures
is identical and minimised while fulfilling the energy frame. The
output is a qualified estimate of an economically optimal solution,
which can be used as a starting point for more detailed economic
analysis and iterative design development.

The paper is structured as follows. First we describe the devel-
opment of a Cost of Conserved Energymodel suitable for the design
of new buildings and how it can be applied for the economic
optimisation of building designs. This is followed by a case example
that illustrates the feasibility of the method. Finally, we make
concluding remarks and outline suggestions for future research.

2. Method

2.1. Cost of conserved energy for design of new buildings

The basic definition of CCE is according to ref. [8]:

CCE ¼ aðn; dÞ,Imeasure

DEyear
(1)

where, Imeasure is the investment cost, or additional cost, of an
energy-conserving measure (in a monetary unit) and DEyear is the
annual energy conserved by the measure (in a physical unit, e.g.
kWh). The factor a(n,d) is the capital recovery rate defined as
follows:

aðn; dÞ ¼ d
1� ð1þ dÞ�n (2)

where, d is the real interest rate (in absolute terms) and n is useful
life time of the measure (in years). This basic definition of CCE
needs a number of supplementing factors if it is to be applicable for
the design of new buildings.

2.1.1. Reference period
The useful lifetime of energy-conserving measures may vary

from a few years to the entire lifetime of the building. A reference
period is therefore introduced to ensure a fair frame of reference for
comparison of energy-conserving measures with various useful
lifetimes. The useful life time n in equation (2) is replaced by the
reference period nr (in years) and a factor t is introduced:

t ¼ nr
nu

(3)

where, nr is the reference period (in years) and nu is the useful life
time (in years) so that:

CCE ¼ t,aðnr; dÞ,Imeasure

DEyear
(4)

This modificationmeans that only the fraction of the investment
cost equal to the ratio between the reference period and useful life
time is depreciated in the reference period. If the reference period
is lower than the useful lifetime, a residual value of the energy-
conserving measure arises ðð1� tÞ,ImeasureÞ. If the reference
period is greater than the useful life time, i.e. t> 1, a replacement of
the energy-conserving measure is needed within the reference
period, but only the fraction (t � 1) of the reinvestment cost is
depreciated.

The above introduction of a reference period is simplified for
t< 1, since it only accounts for the investment cost for the fraction r
of the investment, while the actual cost is based on the full
investment. This is accepted here for the sake of simplicity, but
leaves room for improvement. Alternatively, nu can be set equal to
nr if full depreciation of an investment with nr< nu is desiredwithin
the reference period.

2.1.2. Maintenance cost
Some energy-conserving measures require a certain rate of

maintenance with an associated cost. The increase in annual
maintenance cost, DMyear, is added to the annualised investment
cost Imeasure as expressed in equation (5).

CCE ¼ t,aðnr; dÞ,Imeasure þ DMyear

DEyear
(5)

If the maintenance cost is expected to occur in an interval
smaller or greater than one year, this maintenance cost should be
distributed as an annual maintenance cost.

2.1.3. Energy for operation
An energy-conserving measure might consume energy in

operation, e.g. a mechanical ventilation unit with heat recovery
which saves energy for heating, but uses electricity to do so. This
energy consumption ΔEoperation, year must be subtracted from the
energy conserved. If ΔEoperation, year and/or ΔEyear are in units of
electricity, they are multiplied by a primary energy conversion
factor. The purpose of the primary energy conversion factor is to
make heating and electricity delivered to the building compa-
rable. The primary energy conversion factor can be defined in
various ways and may take in to account the efficiency of
conversion from primary energy to energy delivered to the
building, the ratio of renewable energy in the primary energy, and
the specific CO2 emission from different primary energy sources.
It is recommend to use locally defined primary energy conversion
factors. For example, for a country in the EU the primary energy
conversion factor is established as defined in EN 15603 [17]. Some
of ΔEoperation, year might be converted into a heat gain for the
building. This gain could be reflected by reducing the primary
energy conversion factor. The complete definition of CCE for the
suggested method is:

CCE ¼ t,aðnr; dÞ,Imeasure þ DMyear

f1DEyear � f2DEoperation;year
(6)

where, f1 and f2 are the primary energy conversion factors related to
the conserved and consumed energy of the energy-conserving
measure, respectively.
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needfordesigniterationsand2)reducesimulationtimeofthe
sophisticatedlifecyclecostoptimisationmethodsmentionedearlier.

Thispaperpresentsasimplifiedandtransparenteconomic
optimisationmethodtofindaninitialdesignproposalnearthe
economicaloptimum.Theaimistoprovideanexpedientstarting
pointforthebuildingdesignprocessandmoredetailedeconomic
optimisation.Theoptimisationproblemisdividedintotwolevels.
Atthelevelofsociety,theeconomicallyoptimalbalancebetween
thecostofsavingenergyandthecostofsupplyingrenewable
energyisusedtosetuptherequirementformaximumenergyuse
inbuildings.Therequirementisstatedasanenergyframe,i.e.the
maximumallowedenergyuseofabuildingexpressedasthesumof
energyuseperheatedm2floorareaperyearforheating,cooling,
ventilation,hotwaterandlighting(kWh/m2year).Theenergy
frameisawell-knownconceptforregulatingenergyefficiencyon
asocietalscale,e.g.intheEU,wherenationalenergyrequirements
arebasedontheenergyframeconceptdescribedintheEnergy
PerformanceBuildingDirective(EPBD)[16].Atthelevelofthe
building,theoptimalsolutionisfoundbyminimisingthetotalcost
ofenergy-savingmeasuresconstrainedbythecomplianceofthe
energyframe.Themethodfindsthisminimumcostwherethecost
ofconservingenergyinalltheindividualenergy-savingmeasures
isidenticalandminimisedwhilefulfillingtheenergyframe.The
outputisaqualifiedestimateofaneconomicallyoptimalsolution,
whichcanbeusedasastartingpointformoredetailedeconomic
analysisanditerativedesigndevelopment.

Thepaperisstructuredasfollows.Firstwedescribethedevel-
opmentofaCostofConservedEnergymodelsuitableforthedesign
ofnewbuildingsandhowitcanbeappliedfortheeconomic
optimisationofbuildingdesigns.Thisisfollowedbyacaseexample
thatillustratesthefeasibilityofthemethod.Finally,wemake
concludingremarksandoutlinesuggestionsforfutureresearch.

2.Method

2.1.Costofconservedenergyfordesignofnewbuildings

ThebasicdefinitionofCCEisaccordingtoref.[8]:

CCE¼
aðn;dÞ,Imeasure

DEyear
(1)

where,Imeasureistheinvestmentcost,oradditionalcost,ofan
energy-conservingmeasure(inamonetaryunit)andDEyearisthe
annualenergyconservedbythemeasure(inaphysicalunit,e.g.
kWh).Thefactora(n,d)isthecapitalrecoveryratedefinedas
follows:

aðn;dÞ¼
d

1�ð1þdÞ�n(2)

where,distherealinterestrate(inabsoluteterms)andnisuseful
lifetimeofthemeasure(inyears).ThisbasicdefinitionofCCE
needsanumberofsupplementingfactorsifitistobeapplicablefor
thedesignofnewbuildings.

2.1.1.Referenceperiod
Theusefullifetimeofenergy-conservingmeasuresmayvary

fromafewyearstotheentirelifetimeofthebuilding.Areference
periodisthereforeintroducedtoensureafairframeofreferencefor
comparisonofenergy-conservingmeasureswithvarioususeful
lifetimes.Theusefullifetimeninequation(2)isreplacedbythe
referenceperiodnr(inyears)andafactortisintroduced:

t¼
nr
nu

(3)

where,nristhereferenceperiod(inyears)andnuistheusefullife
time(inyears)sothat:

CCE¼
t,aðnr;dÞ,Imeasure

DEyear
(4)

Thismodificationmeansthatonlythefractionoftheinvestment
costequaltotheratiobetweenthereferenceperiodandusefullife
timeisdepreciatedinthereferenceperiod.Ifthereferenceperiod
islowerthantheusefullifetime,aresidualvalueoftheenergy-
conservingmeasurearisesðð1�tÞ,ImeasureÞ.Ifthereference
periodisgreaterthantheusefullifetime,i.e.t>1,areplacementof
theenergy-conservingmeasureisneededwithinthereference
period,butonlythefraction(t�1)ofthereinvestmentcostis
depreciated.

Theaboveintroductionofareferenceperiodissimplifiedfor
t<1,sinceitonlyaccountsfortheinvestmentcostforthefractionr
oftheinvestment,whiletheactualcostisbasedonthefull
investment.Thisisacceptedhereforthesakeofsimplicity,but
leavesroomforimprovement.Alternatively,nucanbesetequalto
nriffulldepreciationofaninvestmentwithnr<nuisdesiredwithin
thereferenceperiod.

2.1.2.Maintenancecost
Someenergy-conservingmeasuresrequireacertainrateof

maintenancewithanassociatedcost.Theincreaseinannual
maintenancecost,DMyear,isaddedtotheannualisedinvestment
costImeasureasexpressedinequation(5).

CCE¼
t,aðnr;dÞ,ImeasureþDMyear

DEyear
(5)

Ifthemaintenancecostisexpectedtooccurinaninterval
smallerorgreaterthanoneyear,thismaintenancecostshouldbe
distributedasanannualmaintenancecost.

2.1.3.Energyforoperation
Anenergy-conservingmeasuremightconsumeenergyin

operation,e.g.amechanicalventilationunitwithheatrecovery
whichsavesenergyforheating,butuseselectricitytodoso.This
energyconsumptionΔEoperation,yearmustbesubtractedfromthe
energyconserved.IfΔEoperation,yearand/orΔEyearareinunitsof
electricity,theyaremultipliedbyaprimaryenergyconversion
factor.Thepurposeoftheprimaryenergyconversionfactoristo
makeheatingandelectricitydeliveredtothebuildingcompa-
rable.Theprimaryenergyconversionfactorcanbedefinedin
variouswaysandmaytakeintoaccounttheefficiencyof
conversionfromprimaryenergytoenergydeliveredtothe
building,theratioofrenewableenergyintheprimaryenergy,and
thespecificCO2emissionfromdifferentprimaryenergysources.
Itisrecommendtouselocallydefinedprimaryenergyconversion
factors.Forexample,foracountryintheEUtheprimaryenergy
conversionfactorisestablishedasdefinedinEN15603[17].Some
ofΔEoperation,yearmightbeconvertedintoaheatgainforthe
building.Thisgaincouldbereflectedbyreducingtheprimary
energyconversionfactor.ThecompletedefinitionofCCEforthe
suggestedmethodis:

CCE¼
t,aðnr;dÞ,ImeasureþDMyear

f1DEyear�f2DEoperation;year
(6)

where,f1andf2aretheprimaryenergyconversionfactorsrelatedto
theconservedandconsumedenergyoftheenergy-conserving
measure,respectively.
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2.2.Usingcostofconservedenergyfortheeconomicoptimisation
ofbuildingdesigns

2.2.1.Criteriaforaneconomicoptimumofenergysavingsversus
renewableenergysupply

TheoriginalformulationoftheCCEconceptstatesthat
ameasureisconsideredeconomicallyefficientiftheCCEislower
thanthepriceofprimaryenergyfromtheenergysupplysystem[8].
Inotherwords,thepriceofprimaryenergyistheconstraintinthe
economicaloptimisation.Establishingareasonablepriceof
primaryenergyforcomparisonisadifficulttaskbecauseitrelieson
assumptionsaboutenergypriceevolution.Energypriceevolution
isdeterminedusingsophisticatedforecastingmodels[18][19],
whichmayeventakepotentialphase-outorexhaustionofthe
conventionalenergysourcesintoaccount[20].Thisisanover-
whelmingtaskfortheordinarydecisionmaker.Predictingfuture
energypriceisacomplextaskrelyingonanumberofsocio-
economicassumptions,whichmakesitmoreofasocietalissue.
Instead,wesuggesttheuseoftheenergyframeconcepttostatethe
constraintforeconomicoptimisation.

Theenergyframeistheminimumrequirementfortheenergy
performanceofbuildingsexpressedastheenergyuseperheated
m2floorareaperyearforheating,cooling,ventilation,hotwater
andlighting(kWh/m2year).Thisannualenergyuseshouldinclude
auxiliaryenergyandlossesofallsystemsandisfurthermore
specifictotheparticularlocalclimaticconditions.Theenergyframe
isawell-knownconceptforregulatingenergyefficiencyonsocietal
scale,e.g.intheEU,wherenationalenergyrequirementsarebased
onenergyframesaccordingtotheEnergyPerformanceBuilding
Directive(EPBD)[16].AcurrentrevisionofEPBDstatesthatallnew
buildingsconstructedafter2020shouldconsume"nearzero
energy"[21].Therevisiondefinesnear-zero-energybuildingsas
constructionsthathave"averyhighenergyperformance"withany
energytheyusecoming"toaverylargeextent"fromrenewable
sourcesgenerated"eitheron-siteornearby".Itisthereforean
obviousmovetomakethe2020energyframeexpressthesocio-
economicallyefficienttrade-offbetweenenergyconservationand
theuseofrenewableenergy.

Inthispaper,theenergyframeconceptisconsideredtobean
expressionofthistrade-off.Theenergyframeisthussubstituting
priceofprimaryenergyastheconstraintintheCCEoptimisation.

2.2.2.Relativeoptimisationofenergy-conservingmeasures
Theoptimalsolutionisthecombinationofenergy-saving

measureswhichhavethelowestcostwhilefulfillingtheenergy
constraint(theenergyframe).Thiscanbeformulatedasacon-
strainedoptimisationproblem.Anexamplefeaturingtwoenergy-
conservingmeasuresgivesthefollowingobjectivefunction:

P¼P1ðx1ÞþP2ðx2Þ(7)

where,Pisthetotalcostoftwoenergy-conservingmeasures(in
amonetaryunit),P1(x1)isthecostofenergy-conservingmeasure1
asafunctionofx1(inamonetaryunit),P2(x2)isthecostofenergy-
conservingmeasure2asafunctionofx2(inamonetaryunit),x1is
theamountofmeasure1(inaquantitativeunit)andx2isthe
amountofmeasure2(inaquantitativeunit).

Itisassumedthatthetotalenergyuse,E,ofthetwomeasures
canbecalculatedasthesumoftheirindividualenergyuse.We
recognisethepresenceandimportanceofenergy-conserving
measureinteractions[23],butallowthesimplificationsincethe
scopeistogenerateanappropriatestartingpointformoredetailed
analysis.Theconstrainttotheobjectivefunctionisthereforethe
sumoftheenergyuseofthetwoelementsequaltoaspecific
requirement(theenergyframe):

E0¼E1ðx1ÞþE2ðx2Þ(8)

where,E0isthemaximumallowedenergyuse,E1(x1)istheenergy
useofmeasure1asafunctionofx1andE2(x2)istheenergyuseof
measure2asafunctionofx2.

Theoptimisationproblemisthustofindthex1andx2thatgive
minimumcostandfulfilltheconstraintoftheenergyuse.Asprices
increasewithx,theminimumtotalcostistobefoundontheline
definedbytheenergyconstraintasshowninFig.1.

Theindividualcostfunctionsinequation(7),P2(x2)andP1(x1),
canbeexpressedasafunctionoftheenergyuseofthespecific
energy-conservingmeasure,P1(E1)andP2(E2),usingtheenergy
constraintinequation(5).Theminimumtotalcostisfoundonthe
curvethatrepresentstheenergyconstraintasshowninFig.1.The
energyconstraintinequation(8)statesthatthesumoftheenergy
usehastobeconstant.Consequently,asmallpositivechangeinE1
willalwayshavetobeequaltoasimilarsmallnegativechangeinE2
whenatminimum.Furthermore,thecorrespondingchangesinthe
costoftheenergy-conservingmeasures,P1andP2,havetobeequal
andwithoppositesignsattheminimumpoint.Thiscanbe
expressedas:

dP1
dE1¼

dP2
dE2

(9)

ThedifferentialquotientdP/dEisinfactanalogoustothedefi-
nitionofCCE.Thesolutionwiththelowestcostthatfulfilsthe
energyconstraint(theoptimalsolution)canthusbefoundwhere
themarginalcostofconservedenergyofthetwomeasuresis
identical.Thecriterioninequation(9)musthold:ife.g.CCEof
measure1ishigherthanmeasure2thenitwouldbeamore
economicefficientsolutiontohavemoreofmeasure2andlessof
measure1.Itisnotedthatthecriterionappliesfortheoptimisation
ofanarbitrarynumberofenergy-conservingmeasures.Using
equation(9)tofindtheeconomicaloptimumisanaloguetothe
notionofeconomicaloptimuminfundamentaleconomicswhereit
iscommonlyrecognisedthatthemosteffectiveallocationof
resourcesistomaximisethecontributionmarginthroughmarginal
optimisation[22].

Fig.1.Illustrationoftheoptimisationproblem.AspricesPincreasewithx1andx2,the
minimumcostistobefoundontheborderlinedefinedbytheenergyconstraint,
E0¼E1þE2.
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2.2. Using cost of conserved energy for the economic optimisation
of building designs

2.2.1. Criteria for an economic optimum of energy savings versus
renewable energy supply

The original formulation of the CCE concept states that
a measure is considered economically efficient if the CCE is lower
than the price of primary energy from the energy supply system [8].
In other words, the price of primary energy is the constraint in the
economical optimisation. Establishing a reasonable price of
primary energy for comparison is a difficult task because it relies on
assumptions about energy price evolution. Energy price evolution
is determined using sophisticated forecasting models [18] [19],
which may even take potential phase-out or exhaustion of the
conventional energy sources into account [20]. This is an over-
whelming task for the ordinary decision maker. Predicting future
energy price is a complex task relying on a number of socio-
economic assumptions, which makes it more of a societal issue.
Instead, we suggest the use of the energy frame concept to state the
constraint for economic optimisation.

The energy frame is the minimum requirement for the energy
performance of buildings expressed as the energy use per heated
m2

floor area per year for heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water
and lighting (kWh/m2 year). This annual energy use should include
auxiliary energy and losses of all systems and is furthermore
specific to the particular local climatic conditions. The energy frame
is a well-known concept for regulating energy efficiency on societal
scale, e.g. in the EU, where national energy requirements are based
on energy frames according to the Energy Performance Building
Directive (EPBD) [16]. A current revision of EPBD states that all new
buildings constructed after 2020 should consume "near zero
energy" [21]. The revision defines near-zero-energy buildings as
constructions that have "a very high energy performance" with any
energy they use coming "to a very large extent" from renewable
sources generated "either on-site or nearby". It is therefore an
obvious move to make the 2020 energy frame express the socio-
economically efficient trade-off between energy conservation and
the use of renewable energy.

In this paper, the energy frame concept is considered to be an
expression of this trade-off. The energy frame is thus substituting
price of primary energy as the constraint in the CCE optimisation.

2.2.2. Relative optimisation of energy-conserving measures
The optimal solution is the combination of energy-saving

measures which have the lowest cost while fulfilling the energy
constraint (the energy frame). This can be formulated as a con-
strained optimisation problem. An example featuring two energy-
conserving measures gives the following objective function:

P ¼ P1ðx1Þ þ P2ðx2Þ (7)

where, P is the total cost of two energy-conserving measures (in
a monetary unit), P1(x1) is the cost of energy-conserving measure 1
as a function of x1 (in a monetary unit), P2(x2) is the cost of energy-
conserving measure 2 as a function of x2 (in a monetary unit), x1 is
the amount of measure 1 (in a quantitative unit) and x2 is the
amount of measure 2 (in a quantitative unit).

It is assumed that the total energy use, E, of the two measures
can be calculated as the sum of their individual energy use. We
recognise the presence and importance of energy-conserving
measure interactions [23], but allow the simplification since the
scope is to generate an appropriate starting point for more detailed
analysis. The constraint to the objective function is therefore the
sum of the energy use of the two elements equal to a specific
requirement (the energy frame):

E0 ¼ E1ðx1Þ þ E2ðx2Þ (8)

where, E0 is the maximum allowed energy use, E1(x1) is the energy
use of measure 1 as a function of x1 and E2(x2) is the energy use of
measure 2 as a function of x2.

The optimisation problem is thus to find the x1 and x2 that give
minimum cost and fulfill the constraint of the energy use. As prices
increase with x, the minimum total cost is to be found on the line
defined by the energy constraint as shown in Fig. 1.

The individual cost functions in equation (7), P2(x2) and P1(x1),
can be expressed as a function of the energy use of the specific
energy-conserving measure, P1(E1) and P2(E2), using the energy
constraint in equation (5). The minimum total cost is found on the
curve that represents the energy constraint as shown in Fig. 1. The
energy constraint in equation (8) states that the sum of the energy
use has to be constant. Consequently, a small positive change in E1
will always have to be equal to a similar small negative change in E2
when at minimum. Furthermore, the corresponding changes in the
cost of the energy-conserving measures, P1 and P2, have to be equal
and with opposite signs at the minimum point. This can be
expressed as:

dP1
dE1

¼ dP2
dE2

(9)

The differential quotient dP/dE is in fact analogous to the defi-
nition of CCE. The solution with the lowest cost that fulfils the
energy constraint (the optimal solution) can thus be found where
the marginal cost of conserved energy of the two measures is
identical. The criterion in equation (9) must hold: if e.g. CCE of
measure 1 is higher than measure 2 then it would be a more
economic efficient solution to have more of measure 2 and less of
measure 1. It is noted that the criterion applies for the optimisation
of an arbitrary number of energy-conserving measures. Using
equation (9) to find the economical optimum is analogue to the
notion of economical optimum in fundamental economics where it
is commonly recognised that the most effective allocation of
resources is tomaximise the contributionmargin throughmarginal
optimisation [22].

Fig. 1. Illustration of the optimisation problem. As prices P increase with x1 and x2, the
minimum cost is to be found on the borderline defined by the energy constraint,
E0 ¼ E1 þ E2.
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The calculation of marginal CCE for different types of energy-
conserving measures enables the direct comparison of their effi-
ciency in a transparent way. CCE can, for example, be used to
determine whether it is more efficient to insulate the roof or to

choose a better window component. This is very useful for the
building designer in the process of finding the optimal solution.

2.2.3. Optimisation of a building design
The optimisation of a building design using themethod suggested

is a process of finding the combination of energy-conserving
measures where the marginal CCE of the individual measures is
identical and at the same time fulfils the energy frame. Continuous
functions expressing the marginal CCE of an energy-conserving
measure as a function of its energy consumption are applied to
facilitate this process. The continuous functions enable the automa-
tion of the process of finding the optimal selection of energy-
conservingmeasures for thebuildingdesignusing anumerical solver.

Energy-conserving measures can be divided in two types:
measures with continuous energy properties (continuous
measures) and measures with discrete energy properties (discrete
measures). Optimisation of a continuous measure is a question of
optimising quantity, e.g. the amount of insulation material in
a construction or the size of a certain window component, whereas
optimisation of a discretemeasure is about evaluating the quality of
the measure, e.g. a window component or a ventilation unit.
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there are no components left.
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on the marginal CCE of the recorded components.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the procedure for establishing a continuous function based on discrete measures.
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ThecalculationofmarginalCCEfordifferenttypesofenergy-
conservingmeasuresenablesthedirectcomparisonoftheireffi-
ciencyinatransparentway.CCEcan,forexample,beusedto
determinewhetheritismoreefficienttoinsulatetherooforto

chooseabetterwindowcomponent.Thisisveryusefulforthe
buildingdesignerintheprocessoffindingtheoptimalsolution.

2.2.3.Optimisationofabuildingdesign
Theoptimisationofabuildingdesignusingthemethodsuggested

isaprocessoffindingthecombinationofenergy-conserving
measureswherethemarginalCCEoftheindividualmeasuresis
identicalandatthesametimefulfilstheenergyframe.Continuous
functionsexpressingthemarginalCCEofanenergy-conserving
measureasafunctionofitsenergyconsumptionareappliedto
facilitatethisprocess.Thecontinuousfunctionsenabletheautoma-
tionoftheprocessoffindingtheoptimalselectionofenergy-
conservingmeasuresforthebuildingdesignusinganumericalsolver.

Energy-conservingmeasurescanbedividedintwotypes:
measureswithcontinuousenergyproperties(continuous
measures)andmeasureswithdiscreteenergyproperties(discrete
measures).Optimisationofacontinuousmeasureisaquestionof
optimisingquantity,e.g.theamountofinsulationmaterialin
aconstructionorthesizeofacertainwindowcomponent,whereas
optimisationofadiscretemeasureisaboutevaluatingthequalityof
themeasure,e.g.awindowcomponentoraventilationunit.
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Fig.3.Illustrationoftheprocedureforestablishingacontinuousfunctionbasedondiscretemeasures.
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Establishingacontinuousfunctionforacontinuousmeasureis
atrivialtask:amarginalincreaseinquantity,e.g.insulation
thickness,resultsinamarginalincreaseintheCCEandadecrease
inenergyconsumptionasshowninFig.2.

Generatingacontinuousfunctionforadiscretemeasureismore
complex.Thedataofadiscretemeasureformadiscretefunction
whichcanbeapproximatedwithacontinuousfunction.However,
somediscretemeasuresareexcludedfromtheapproximation
becauseoftheirobviouseconomicinefficiency.Whichmeasuresto
includeintheapproximationcanbeidentifiedvisually,asillus-
tratedinFig.3(Step1),bythedashedlineconnectingthefeasible
measures.Automatingthegenerationofacontinuousfunctionfor
adiscretemeasure,however,requiresananalyticalapproach.A
procedureforthisisdescribedinthefollowing,usingthewindow
componentasanexample.

Step1Theannualenergyuseofanumberofwindowcomponents
iscalculatedandtheircostislisted.Thecomponentwiththe
lowestcostischosenasreference.

Step2TheCCEoftheremainingcomponentsiscalculatedwith
respecttothereference.NocomponentwithanegativeCCE
willeverbeeconomicallyefficient,becausetheyaremore
expensivethanthereferenceandusemoreenergy,andare
rejected.

Step3ThewindowcomponentwiththesmallestpositiveCCEis
recordedandsetasanewreference.Allcomponentswith
anenergyusehigherthanthenewreferencearenot
energy-conservingmeasuresandarethereforerejected.
Steps2and3arerepeateduntiltherearenocomponents
left.

Step4ThemarginalCCEoftherecordedcomponentsiscalculated
startingfromthereferencefoundinStep1.Thediscretedata
setsarethenapproximatedwithacontinuousfunction
whichcanbeusedfortreatingthediscretemeasureas
acontinuousmeasureintheoptimisationofthetotal
buildingdesign.

TheprocedureisillustratedinFig.3usingthedatainTable1.
Theenergyuseofthewindowsiscalculatedusingthemethodfor
energy-labellingofwindowsinDenmark[24]asgiveninequation
(10).ThemethodcurrentlyonlyappliesfortheDanishclimate
whichmeansthatthemethodshouldbeadjustedorreplacedfor
otherclimates.Themethodgivesaorientation-weightednet
energygainforwindowsbasedonthetypicaldistributionof
windowareainaDanishbuilding.Theintentionofthemethodisto
provideaneasywaytocomparewindowproducts.Theconstantsin
equation(10)aredependontheclimaticdataandthereference
buildingused.Thereforeotherconstantsmustbefoundforother
countriese.g.byusingthemethodologydescribedinRef.[24].

E¼196:4g�90:36U(10)

where,Eisthenetenergygainforthewindow(kWh/m2window
peryear),gisthetotalsolarenergytransmittanceofthewindow
andUisthetotalU-valueofthewindow(W/(m2K)).Theresultis
agraphshowingthatfouroutoftheinitialsevencomponentsare
potentialeconomicallyefficientsolutions(Step4inFig.3).

Tofindtheoptimalsolutionforthebuildingasawhole,contin-
uousfunctionsforallthemainbuildingelementsandservicesare
generatedasdescribedabove.Thequantityofeachbuildingelement
andserviceisthenstated,e.g.theareaoftheconstructionsand
windows,theventilationrate,etc.Thetaskisthentousethefunc-
tionstofindtheoptimaldistributionofenergy-conservingmeasures
forthebuildingdesignaccordingtothecriteriaofthesuggested
optimisationmethod.Thetaskcanbefacilitated,forexample,by
usingthenumericalsolverprovidedinMicrosoftExcel[25].Ifthe
optimisedbuildingdesigncontainsmeasureswhichdonotmatch
aknownsolution(adiscretevalue),thedesignercaneithersearch
forasolutionthatmatchestheoptimisationoutput,orchoosethe
discretevalueclosesttotheoptimisationoutput.

Theoutputisonlyaqualifiedestimateofaneconomically
optimalenergysolution,sincethedynamicbehaviourandinter-
actionsbetweenenergy-conservingmeasuresarenottakeninto
account.Thequalifiedestimateis,however,agoodstartingpoint
foraprocesswiththepurposeoffindingthecorrectoptimal
solution.OneusefultoolforthisprocessisiDbuild[15].iDbuildcan
beusedtoperformdifferentialsensitivityanalysesoftheenergy-
conservingmeasuresusingthequalifiedestimateasreference.If
pricefunctionsareaddedtotheseanalyses,thecorrectoptimal
energysolutioncanbefoundusingthemethoddescribed.The
correctoptimalenergysolutioncanthenbeusedasreferencewhen
theiterativedesignprocessdescribedinRef.[15]isusedtointe-
grateotherdesignissueswhilefulfillingtheenergyframeand
requirementsfortheindoorclimate.

3.Caseexample

Thefollowingcaseexampleillustrateshowthemethodcanbe
appliedtoestablishagoodstartingpointfortheiterativedesign

Table2
BasicassumptionsforCCEcalculation.

Parameter

Realinterestrate2.5%
Referenceperiod30years
Primaryenergyfactorforelectricity2.5
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Fig.4.CCEasafunctionofenergyuseforroof,floorandwall.

Table1
Dataassumptionsforwindows.U-valueandg-valuearecalculatedforawindowsize
of1.23�1.48m.

WindowsU-valueW/(m
2
K)g-valueCost

a
V/m

2
Lifetimeyears

W11.3790.45630920
W21.4650.54033620
W31.2720.54034920
W40.9970.42839020
W50.8570.33740320
W60.6550.33740320
W70.7400.42844420
W81.6440.45633620

a
PricesbasedonDanishmarketconditions.
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Establishing a continuous function for a continuous measure is
a trivial task: a marginal increase in quantity, e.g. insulation
thickness, results in a marginal increase in the CCE and a decrease
in energy consumption as shown in Fig. 2.

Generating a continuous function for a discrete measure is more
complex. The data of a discrete measure form a discrete function
which can be approximated with a continuous function. However,
some discrete measures are excluded from the approximation
because of their obvious economic inefficiency. Which measures to
include in the approximation can be identified visually, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3 (Step 1), by the dashed line connecting the feasible
measures. Automating the generation of a continuous function for
a discrete measure, however, requires an analytical approach. A
procedure for this is described in the following, using the window
component as an example.

Step 1 The annual energy use of a number of window components
is calculated and their cost is listed. The component with the
lowest cost is chosen as reference.

Step 2 The CCE of the remaining components is calculated with
respect to the reference. No component with a negative CCE
will ever be economically efficient, because they are more
expensive than the reference and use more energy, and are
rejected.

Step 3 The window component with the smallest positive CCE is
recorded and set as a new reference. All components with
an energy use higher than the new reference are not
energy-conserving measures and are therefore rejected.
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until there are no components
left.

Step 4 The marginal CCE of the recorded components is calculated
starting from the reference found in Step 1. The discrete data
sets are then approximated with a continuous function
which can be used for treating the discrete measure as
a continuous measure in the optimisation of the total
building design.

The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 using the data in Table 1.
The energy use of the windows is calculated using the method for
energy-labelling of windows in Denmark [24] as given in equation
(10). The method currently only applies for the Danish climate
which means that the method should be adjusted or replaced for
other climates. The method gives a orientation-weighted net
energy gain for windows based on the typical distribution of
windowarea in a Danish building. The intention of the method is to
provide an easy way to comparewindowproducts. The constants in
equation (10) are depend on the climatic data and the reference
building used. Therefore other constants must be found for other
countries e.g. by using the methodology described in Ref. [24].

E ¼ 196:4 g � 90:36 U (10)

where, E is the net energy gain for the window (kWh/m2 window
per year), g is the total solar energy transmittance of the window
and U is the total U-value of the window (W/(m2K)). The result is
a graph showing that four out of the initial seven components are
potential economically efficient solutions (Step 4 in Fig. 3).

To find the optimal solution for the building as a whole, contin-
uous functions for all the main building elements and services are
generated as described above. The quantity of each building element
and service is then stated, e.g. the area of the constructions and
windows, the ventilation rate, etc. The task is then to use the func-
tions to find the optimal distribution of energy-conservingmeasures
for the building design according to the criteria of the suggested
optimisation method. The task can be facilitated, for example, by
using the numerical solver provided in Microsoft Excel [25]. If the
optimised building design contains measures which do not match
a known solution (a discrete value), the designer can either search
for a solution that matches the optimisation output, or choose the
discrete value closest to the optimisation output.

The output is only a qualified estimate of an economically
optimal energy solution, since the dynamic behaviour and inter-
actions between energy-conserving measures are not taken into
account. The qualified estimate is, however, a good starting point
for a process with the purpose of finding the correct optimal
solution. One useful tool for this process is iDbuild [15]. iDbuild can
be used to perform differential sensitivity analyses of the energy-
conserving measures using the qualified estimate as reference. If
price functions are added to these analyses, the correct optimal
energy solution can be found using the method described. The
correct optimal energy solution can then be used as referencewhen
the iterative design process described in Ref. [15] is used to inte-
grate other design issues while fulfilling the energy frame and
requirements for the indoor climate.

3. Case example

The following case example illustrates how the method can be
applied to establish a good starting point for the iterative design

Table 2
Basic assumptions for CCE calculation.

Parameter

Real interest rate 2.5%
Reference period 30 years
Primary energy factor for electricity 2.5
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Fig. 4. CCE as a function of energy use for roof, floor and wall.

Table 1
Data assumptions for windows. U-value and g-value are calculated for awindow size
of 1.23 � 1.48 m.

Windows U-value W/(m2 K) g-value Costa V/m2 Life time years

W1 1.379 0.456 309 20
W2 1.465 0.540 336 20
W3 1.272 0.540 349 20
W4 0.997 0.428 390 20
W5 0.857 0.337 403 20
W6 0.655 0.337 403 20
W7 0.740 0.428 444 20
W8 1.644 0.456 336 20

a Prices based on Danish market conditions.
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process and a more detailed economic optimisation. The example
used is a two-storey office building. Each floor is 500 m2

(16 � 31.25 m) with a floor-to-floor height of 3.5 m. The window
area constitutes 43% of the façade. The average mechanical venti-
lation rate is 1.2 ls�1 m�2. Mechanical ventilation and lighting are
only active on weekdays from 8 am to 5 pm. The building has to be
optimised to fulfill an energy frame of 40 kWh/m2 year. For the sake
of simplicity, the optimisation is limited to the constructions (wall,
roof and floor), windows, mechanical ventilation, and lighting. All
geometrical parameters, such as window area, are fixed. Further-
more, all maintenance costs are neglected. Table 1 and Table 3e5
contain data for possible energy-conserving measures. All prices
are based on Danish market conditions. The individual energy-
conserving measures are subject to the analysis described in
Section 2.2.3. The basic data needed for calculating the CCE in
accordance with equation (6) is given in Table 2.

3.1. Constructions

The energy use per m2 wall, roof and floor, Ft (kWh/m2

construction per year), was calculated with the degree day method
[26] as shown in equation (11). Only the thermal resistance of
insulation is considered in the example. Thermal resistances of
other construction parts and surface resistances are small
compared to insulation and are thus ignored to simplify the
example.

Ft ¼ l

d
,Dh (11)

where, l is the thermal conductivity (W/(mK)), d is the thickness
(m) and Dh is the number of degree hours in the heating season
(kKh). The number of degree hours based on the Danish design
reference year [27] equals 90 kKh for wall and roof and 63 kKh for
the floor. The heating system is active 24 h a day during the heating
season.

Fig. 4 is a plot of the CCE as a function of energy use calculated
with equation (11) and the data in Table 3. The cost is for extra
insulation only. More sophisticated cost functions could be applied
to represent secondary costs related to increased insulation thick-
ness but these are currently ignored to keep the case example
simple. The energy calculations were performed in steps of 0.05 m
insulation. The discrete values were approximated with continuous
functions.

3.2. Ventilation

The energy use for ventilation, Q (kWh/(m3/s) per year), consists
of an electricity consumption and a ventilation heat loss as given by
equation (12).

Q ¼ SFP,fe,T þ r,c,ð1� hÞ,Dv (12)

where, SFP is specific fan power (W//(m3/s)), fe is the primary
energy conversion factor for electricity, T is ventilation time in use
ðkhÞ, r is the density of air (kg/m3), c is the specific heat capacity of
air (J/kgK), h is the heat recovery efficiency and Dv is the number of
degree hours in the heating season for the ventilation (daily use
from 8 am to 5 pm ¼ 32.6 kKh, based on the Danish design refer-
ence year [27]).

Fig. 5 is a plot of the CCE as a function of energy use calculated
with equation (12) and the data in Table 4.

3.3. Lighting

The energy use per m2
floor and cost for various lighting

systems was provided by the Danish Electricity Saving Trust [28].
The energy use is stated for a lighting level of 200 lux on the
working plane. Fig. 6 is a plot of the CCE as a function of energy use
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Fig. 6. CCE as a function of energy use for lighting systems.

Table 4
Data assumptions for mechanical ventilation systems.

Mechanical
ventilationa

Average
SFP J/m3

Heat recovery
(type, %)

Cost V per m3/s
installed

Life time
years

V1 1400 Cross, 0.65 62,671 30
V2 1400 Counter, 0.75 70,762 30
V3 1400 Rotary, 0.85 89,109 30

a The various heat recovery efficiencies affect the pressure loss of the system and
thus the average specific fan power (SFP). SFP is however kept constant by sizing
other ventilation components (duct system, filters, etc.) correspondingly. The sizing
has an effect on the price.
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Fig. 5. CCE as a function of energy use for mechanical ventilation.

Table 3
Data assumptions for insulation in wall, roof and floor.

Building
Element

Material Thermal
conductivity
W/(m K)

Cost V/(cm m2) Life time
years

Wall Mineral wool 0.037 1.02 100
Roof Mineral wool 0.037 0.94 100
Floor Mineral wool (rigid) 0.038 1.69 100
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processandamoredetailedeconomicoptimisation.Theexample
usedisatwo-storeyofficebuilding.Eachflooris500m2

(16�31.25m)withafloor-to-floorheightof3.5m.Thewindow
areaconstitutes43%ofthefaçade.Theaveragemechanicalventi-
lationrateis1.2ls�1m�2.Mechanicalventilationandlightingare
onlyactiveonweekdaysfrom8amto5pm.Thebuildinghastobe
optimisedtofulfillanenergyframeof40kWh/m2year.Forthesake
ofsimplicity,theoptimisationislimitedtotheconstructions(wall,
roofandfloor),windows,mechanicalventilation,andlighting.All
geometricalparameters,suchaswindowarea,arefixed.Further-
more,allmaintenancecostsareneglected.Table1andTable3e5
containdataforpossibleenergy-conservingmeasures.Allprices
arebasedonDanishmarketconditions.Theindividualenergy-
conservingmeasuresaresubjecttotheanalysisdescribedin
Section2.2.3.ThebasicdataneededforcalculatingtheCCEin
accordancewithequation(6)isgiveninTable2.

3.1.Constructions

Theenergyuseperm2wall,roofandfloor,Ft(kWh/m2

constructionperyear),wascalculatedwiththedegreedaymethod
[26]asshowninequation(11).Onlythethermalresistanceof
insulationisconsideredintheexample.Thermalresistancesof
otherconstructionpartsandsurfaceresistancesaresmall
comparedtoinsulationandarethusignoredtosimplifythe
example.

Ft¼
l

d
,Dh(11)

where,listhethermalconductivity(W/(mK)),disthethickness
(m)andDhisthenumberofdegreehoursintheheatingseason
(kKh).ThenumberofdegreehoursbasedontheDanishdesign
referenceyear[27]equals90kKhforwallandroofand63kKhfor
thefloor.Theheatingsystemisactive24hadayduringtheheating
season.

Fig.4isaplotoftheCCEasafunctionofenergyusecalculated
withequation(11)andthedatainTable3.Thecostisforextra
insulationonly.Moresophisticatedcostfunctionscouldbeapplied
torepresentsecondarycostsrelatedtoincreasedinsulationthick-
nessbutthesearecurrentlyignoredtokeepthecaseexample
simple.Theenergycalculationswereperformedinstepsof0.05m
insulation.Thediscretevalueswereapproximatedwithcontinuous
functions.

3.2.Ventilation

Theenergyuseforventilation,Q(kWh/(m3/s)peryear),consists
ofanelectricityconsumptionandaventilationheatlossasgivenby
equation(12).

Q¼SFP,fe,Tþr,c,ð1�hÞ,Dv(12)

where,SFPisspecificfanpower(W//(m3/s)),feistheprimary
energyconversionfactorforelectricity,Tisventilationtimeinuse
ðkhÞ,risthedensityofair(kg/m3),cisthespecificheatcapacityof
air(J/kgK),histheheatrecoveryefficiencyandDvisthenumberof
degreehoursintheheatingseasonfortheventilation(dailyuse
from8amto5pm¼32.6kKh,basedontheDanishdesignrefer-
enceyear[27]).

Fig.5isaplotoftheCCEasafunctionofenergyusecalculated
withequation(12)andthedatainTable4.

3.3.Lighting

Theenergyuseperm2floorandcostforvariouslighting
systemswasprovidedbytheDanishElectricitySavingTrust[28].
Theenergyuseisstatedforalightinglevelof200luxonthe
workingplane.Fig.6isaplotoftheCCEasafunctionofenergyuse
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Fig.6.CCEasafunctionofenergyuseforlightingsystems.

Table4
Dataassumptionsformechanicalventilationsystems.

Mechanical
ventilation

a
Average
SFPJ/m

3
Heatrecovery
(type,%)

CostVperm
3
/s

installed
Lifetime
years

V11400Cross,0.6562,67130
V21400Counter,0.7570,76230
V31400Rotary,0.8589,10930

a
Thevariousheatrecoveryefficienciesaffectthepressurelossofthesystemand

thustheaveragespecificfanpower(SFP).SFPishoweverkeptconstantbysizing
otherventilationcomponents(ductsystem,filters,etc.)correspondingly.Thesizing
hasaneffectontheprice.
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Table3
Dataassumptionsforinsulationinwall,roofandfloor.

Building
Element

MaterialThermal
conductivity
W/(mK)

CostV/(cmm
2
)Lifetime

years

WallMineralwool0.0371.02100
RoofMineralwool0.0370.94100
FloorMineralwool(rigid)0.0381.69100
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forthelightingdatainTable5.Theheatgainfromlightingmay
resultinareductioninheatingrequirementandanincreasein
coolingrequirement.Thiseffectmaybesignificant,especiallyin
officebuildings.Theeffectis,however,ignoredheretokeepthe
examplesimple.

3.4.Optimisingthetotalbuildingdesign

WeusedthestandardsolverinMicrosoftExcel[25]tofindthe
optimaldistributionoftheenergy-conservingmeasures.Thetarget
wastoreachtheenergyframeof40kWh/m2yearbyselecting
measuressubjecttotheconstraintthattheCCEisequalforall
measures.Furthermore,theoptimisationofinsulationlevelinwall,
roofandfloorwasconstrainedtoamaximumthicknessof0.3,0.5
and0.4m,respectively.Optimisingwithoutsuchconstraintscould
resultinexcessivelevelsofinsulationsincetheCCEforinsulationin
wall,roofandfloorissignificantlylowerthanforwindowsand
services.TheoptimisationresultisshowninFig.7.

ThesolutiondoesnotfulfilltheconstraintthattheCCEforall
measuresshouldbeequalbecauseoftheinsulationthickness
constraintsforwallandroof.Theoptimisedenergyuseforthefloor
is3.1kWh/m2yearwhichcorrespondsto0.39minsulation,i.e.
practicallythemaximumthicknessof0.4m.Theoptimisedenergy
useforventilationisbetweenventilationsystemV2andV3inFig.5
andawindowcomponentandlightingsystemthatfulfilsthe
optimisedenergyusecanalsobefoundbetweentwodiscrete
measuresinFig.3(Step4)andFig.6,respectively.Thefinalsolution
musthoweverconsistofavailableelementsandservices.Ventila-
tionsystemV2(21.7kWh/m2year),windowcomponentW3
(4.9kWh/m2year)andlightingsystemL3(7.0kWh/m2year)are
closesttotheiroptimisedenergyuse.Togetherwiththeenergyuse
oftheconstructionsshowninFig.7,thetotalforthesolutionis

44.2kWh/m2peryear.Thismeansthatmoreenergy-conserving
measureshavetobechosentofulfilltheenergyframeof40kWh/
m2year.TheventilationsystemV3hasaCCEof0.22V/kWhandis
thecheapestmeasurecomparedtothenextlightingsystemL2(CCE
of0.27V/kWh),andthenextwindowsystemW6(CCEof0.24V/
kWh).ThetotalforthesolutionwithV3insteadofV2is39.5kWh/
m2peryear.Thiscombinationbringsthebuildingdesigncloseto
theenergyframeandtheoptimisedenergyuseoftheindividual
buildingelements/services.Thecombinationisthereforeconsid-
eredagoodstartingpointfortheprocessoffindingthecorrect
optimalsolutionforthecaseexample.Furthermore,Fig.7shows
thatenergyuseforventilationconstitutes49%ofthetotalenergy
use.Thisindicatesapotentialforeconomicallyefficientenergy
savingsinthedevelopmentofmoreenergyefficientventilation
systems.

4.Conclusion

Wehavepresentedasimplifiedandtransparentmethodwhich
integrateeconomicoptimisationintothedesigndecisionsmadein
theearlystagesofdesign.Wehavegivenproofthataneconomic
optimumcanbefoundwherethemarginalcostofconserved
energyisidenticalforallenergy-conservingmeasuresandthe
buildingusingtheenergy-conservingmeasuresalsofulfils
acertainenergydemand.Theenergydemandissuggestedtobe
setasthesocio-economictrade-offbetweenenergysavingsand
useexpressedasanenergyframe.Themethodisthustousethe
marginalcostofconservedenergytoidentifytheeconomically
optimisedcombinationofvariousenergy-conservingmeasures
neededtofulfilltheenergyframe.Acaseexamplefeaturingthe
optimisationofatwo-storey1.000m2officebuildingisgivento
illustratethefeasibilityofthemethod.Theexampleillustrates
howthemethodisabletogenerateaqualifiedestimateofan
economicallyoptimalsolutionwhichcanbeusedasstartingpoint
fordetailedoptimisationanditerativedesign.Furtherworkis
requiredtoincludegeometricalparameters,suchaswindowarea,
andotherenergy-relatedissuessuchastheefficiencyofheating
andcoolingsystems,infiltration,andtheeffectofheatgainsfrom
people,equipmentandlightinginthegenerationofthequalified
estimate.

Inconclusion,thepotentialbenefitsfromusingthemethodis
thatit1)introduceseconomicoptimisationintheearlystagesof
thebuildingdesignprocesswhichisofincreasinginterestdueto
low-energyrequirements,and2)explicitlyillustratetheeconomic
efficiencyoftheindividualbuildingelementsandservicesenabling
theidentificationofpotentialsforfurtherproductdevelopment.
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Table5
Dataassumptionforlightingsystems.

LightingEnergyuse
a
kWh/m

2
yearCostV/m

2
floorLifetimeYears

L14.920.215
L25.518.415
L37.014.215
L47.216.315
L57.613.015
L68.015.815
L78.319.615
L810.820.015

a
Primaryenergy.
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for the lighting data in Table 5. The heat gain from lighting may
result in a reduction in heating requirement and an increase in
cooling requirement. This effect may be significant, especially in
office buildings. The effect is, however, ignored here to keep the
example simple.

3.4. Optimising the total building design

We used the standard solver in Microsoft Excel [25] to find the
optimal distribution of the energy-conserving measures. The target
was to reach the energy frame of 40 kWh/m2 year by selecting
measures subject to the constraint that the CCE is equal for all
measures. Furthermore, the optimisation of insulation level in wall,
roof and floor was constrained to a maximum thickness of 0.3, 0.5
and 0.4 m, respectively. Optimising without such constraints could
result in excessive levels of insulation since the CCE for insulation in
wall, roof and floor is significantly lower than for windows and
services. The optimisation result is shown in Fig. 7.

The solution does not fulfill the constraint that the CCE for all
measures should be equal because of the insulation thickness
constraints for wall and roof. The optimised energy use for the floor
is 3.1 kWh/m2 year which corresponds to 0.39 m insulation, i.e.
practically the maximum thickness of 0.4 m. The optimised energy
use for ventilation is between ventilation system V2 and V3 in Fig. 5
and a window component and lighting system that fulfils the
optimised energy use can also be found between two discrete
measures in Fig. 3 (Step 4) and Fig. 6, respectively. The final solution
must however consist of available elements and services. Ventila-
tion system V2 (21.7 kWh/m2 year), window component W3
(4.9 kWh/m2 year) and lighting system L3 (7.0 kWh/m2 year) are
closest to their optimised energy use. Together with the energy use
of the constructions shown in Fig. 7, the total for the solution is

44.2 kWh/m2 per year. This means that more energy-conserving
measures have to be chosen to fulfill the energy frame of 40 kWh/
m2 year. The ventilation system V3 has a CCE of 0.22 V/kWh and is
the cheapest measure compared to the next lighting system L2 (CCE
of 0.27 V/kWh), and the next window system W6 (CCE of 0.24 V/
kWh). The total for the solution with V3 instead of V2 is 39.5 kWh/
m2 per year. This combination brings the building design close to
the energy frame and the optimised energy use of the individual
building elements/services. The combination is therefore consid-
ered a good starting point for the process of finding the correct
optimal solution for the case example. Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows
that energy use for ventilation constitutes 49% of the total energy
use. This indicates a potential for economically efficient energy
savings in the development of more energy efficient ventilation
systems.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a simplified and transparent method which
integrate economic optimisation into the design decisions made in
the early stages of design. We have given proof that an economic
optimum can be found where the marginal cost of conserved
energy is identical for all energy-conserving measures and the
building using the energy-conserving measures also fulfils
a certain energy demand. The energy demand is suggested to be
set as the socio-economic trade-off between energy savings and
use expressed as an energy frame. The method is thus to use the
marginal cost of conserved energy to identify the economically
optimised combination of various energy-conserving measures
needed to fulfill the energy frame. A case example featuring the
optimisation of a two-storey 1.000 m2 office building is given to
illustrate the feasibility of the method. The example illustrates
how the method is able to generate a qualified estimate of an
economically optimal solution which can be used as starting point
for detailed optimisation and iterative design. Further work is
required to include geometrical parameters, such as window area,
and other energy-related issues such as the efficiency of heating
and cooling systems, infiltration, and the effect of heat gains from
people, equipment and lighting in the generation of the qualified
estimate.

In conclusion, the potential benefits from using the method is
that it 1) introduces economic optimisation in the early stages of
the building design process which is of increasing interest due to
low-energy requirements, and 2) explicitly illustrate the economic
efficiency of the individual building elements and services enabling
the identification of potentials for further product development.
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Adding complex fenestrations to 
the solution space 
 
A reoccurring issue in relation to building simulation is the desire to be able to evaluate the 

performance of complex fenestration systems (CFS). This report describes a method for predicting 

the daylight performance of CFS such as daylight redirecting devices, novel solar blinds and 

advanced glazing materials. 

 

1   Introduction 

In relation to the method and tool described in [1], the desire for CFS as a part of the solution 

space provides the ability to make fast integrated performance predictions in the conceptual 

design phase. The iDbuild simulation tool developed for this. The simplified calculation routines of 

the tool are representing the opaque part of the façade with a U-value, and the transparent part 

with uni-directional, profile angle dependent U-values, solar transmittances and light 

transmittances generated in the WIS program [2][3]. The investigations provided by Hviid et. al. 

in ref. [4] shows that the use of WIS data as input to the simple, rapid daylight algorithm of 

iDbuild is sufficiently accurate to represent the distribution of incoming daylight through simple 

fenestration materials like clear, tinted, or reflective glass. Representing the properties of optically 

more complex fenestration materials like venetian blinds with uni-directional data is however the 

reason for relative errors up to 35% compared to Radiance calculations for a glazing/blind 

system. This may be sufficiently accurate taking in to consideration the importance of simulation 

speed and ease of use in the conceptual design phase, but there is room for improvements. More 

important to the suggested design method and the conceptual design phase is that the number of 

solar shading solutions available in the WIS database is very limited. Furthermore, is not possible 

to model and represent innovative fenestrations, e.g. redirecting devices, novel solar blinds and 

advanced glazing materials. 

 

Instead of WIS data, the photometric properties of CFS could be characterised more accurate and 

objective by a bidirectional transmission distribution function (BTDF) [5] [6]. BTDF express the 

emerging light distribution for a given incident direction [7]. The unit for BTDF is the luminance of 

transmitted light flux (cd m-2) per illuminance of the fenestration material due to the incoming 

light flux (lux). BTDF of a CFS can be determined by measurement, using integrating spheres [8] 

or by calculations based on a numerical goniophotometer [9] [10]. 

The practical application of BTDF in building simulation is currently limited. Reinhart and Andersen 

[11] used gonio-photometer and integrated sphere measured BTDF in Radiance with the Perez 

sky model [19] and a daylight coefficient approach [12] to model the daylight performance of a 

translucent panel. De Boer has developed a methodology for including BTDF into daylight 

simulations which was implemented and tested in Radiance [13]. Currently, the only integrated 
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daylight and thermal performance prediction based on BTDF is in EnergyPlus [14] through Delight 

[15]. This implementation is mainly relevant for detailed design investigations than for 

investigations in the conceptual design phase. An implementation of BTDF in the integrated 

daylight and thermal performance predictions of a simple simulation tool like iDbuild would 

however enable designers to add more complex fenestrations to the solution space in the 

conceptual design phase. 

 
2   Calculating the daylight performance of complex fenestration 
systems  
 

This section describes a daylight calculation method for determination of room illumination by 

fenestrations with a luminous intensity distribution represented by bidirectional photometric data.  

The main idea is relatively simple:  

 

1. The BTDF data is transformed into bidirectional transmission coefficients (BTC).  

2. The current algorithm of LightCalc interpolates a transmittance for each sky and ground 

patch from uni-directional WIS data. Instead a value from BTC data is interpolated and 

the current algorithm of LightCalc is continued. 

 

Details on the method are given in the following sections. 

 

2.1   Transforming of BTDF data into bidirectional transmission coefficients 

The procedure to transform BTDF data into bidirectional transmission coefficients is given in the 

following. The procedure is derived from Kim et. al [16] and Kaempf and Scartezzini [17]. It is 

provided that the experimental monitoring procedure of BTDF follows the discretation of the 

Tregenza scheme, see appendix 1, meaning that a full BTDF data set of a CFS is a 145x145 

matrix (145 outgoing directions for each of the 145 incoming direction). Consequently, each 

component of the BTDF data can be associated to a well defined hemispherical sector. As each 

BTDF component is constant over these sectors, the transmission coefficient over the 

hemispherical sector can be determined by means of the following simple product: 

 

()()t i t t i i t t i id BTDFϖ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ τ⋅ ⋅ =cos , , , ) , , , (  (1) 

 

where 

$��i ��i���t ��t#�����	
���������������
�����
�������������������
��������i ��i) and outgoing direction 

��t ��t). 

��<���i ��i���t ��t#�����	
���<�������	
�������������
��������i ��i#����������������
��������t ��t). 

�i is the altitude of the incoming direction. 

�>t is the solid angle subtended by the exterior hemisphere (sky or ground) element. 
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Since there are 145 outgoing directions for each of the 145 incoming direction, a summation over 

the whole hemisphere, �>h, is necessary to get the directional-hemispherical transmission 

coefficient: 

 

( ) ( )∑
∈

⋅⋅=
ht dd

tittiiiih dBTDF
ϖϖ

ϖθϕθϕθϕθτ cos,,,),(   (2) 

A BTC thus consists of 145 transmission coefficients arranged according to the Tregenza scheme. 

 

2.1.1   Direct generation of bidirectional transmission coefficients 

Bidirectional transmission coefficients (BTC) arranged according to the discretisation scheme 

proposed by Tregenza [21], see appendix 1, can be generated directly using the Opticad-based 

BTDF/BTC generator developed by Moeller [18]. Two Tregenza coordinate schemes are merged 

around the fenestration, see figure 1, generating a set of BTC arranged in the Trengenza scheme 

for each of the 145 incident directions. This means that the incoming light flux is entering the 

fenestration on the backside of the outgoing Trengenza scheme.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. The BTDF/BTC sampling set up in OptiCad, to the left 3D and to the right 2D. 
 

The data is arranged in a 145x145 matrix with incoming directions in the ith direction and the 

appurtenant 145 outgoing BTDF/BTC in the jth direction. Both directions are following the 

numbering in the Tregenza scheme, e.g. position (45,87) contains the BTDF/BTC for the outgoing 

direction of patch 87 for the incident direction of patch 45.  
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145 outgoing directions 

Fenestration sample 
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2.2   Interpolating transmittances from BTC data 

 

2.2.1   Representing external daylight condition 

The model for external daylight conditions for LightCalc [4] uses an upper sky dome for 

atmospheric light and a lower (inverted) sky dome for ground reflections (one above and one 

below the horizontal plane) to model the external light conditions. The domes are divided into 145 

patches using a discretisation scheme proposed by Tregenza, see appendix 1. Since each patch 

subtends a similar solid angle @ (Sr), every patch can be treated as a point source with 

insignificant error. Each point has patch identification number and a certain set of spherical 

coordinates (r,�,�# representing an incident direction to the fenestration system.  

The luminance of each sky point can be calculated using a number of different sky models. E.g. 

the 10K CIE overcast sky can be applied for calculating daylight factors, and the Perez all-weather 

model can be used for modelling anisotropic sky radiation [19]. The ground is represented as a 

luminous up-side down sky with constant brightness. The ground luminance is the mean ground 

reflectance (albedo) multiplied with the total sky illuminance. 

 

2.2.2   Transforming sky coordinates to BTC coordinates 

A spherical coordinate of a the sky or ground vault (r��n,�n) intersects the BTDF/BTC tregenza 

scheme in the coordinate (r,�p,�p). However, the pole of the coordinate (r��n,�n) is the centre of 

the horizontal disc whereas the pole for (r,�p,�p) is the centre of the BTC. To find (r,�p,�p) the 

incoming coordinate (r��n,�n) therefore has to be converted to the coordinate system of the BTC 

coordinate before an interpolation of BTC can be performed.  

First, the spherical coordinates of a the sky or ground vault (r��n,�n) are converted to Cartesian 

(rectangular) coordinates. When a point in a three dimensional coordinate system is given in 

spherical coordinates, its corresponding Cartesian coordinates, (xn,yn,zn) can be found with the 

following mathematical rules (NOTE: Matlab has an imbedded function [x,y,z] = 

sph2cart(THETA,PHI,R) for this conversion.): 

 

[[[][[ π ϕ π θ

θ
ϕ θ
ϕ θ

2, 0 , 0 , , 0

sin
sin cos
cos cos
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The rectangular coordinates (xn,yn,zn) are then changing basis according to the notation in figure 

2. 
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Figure 2. Basis for the sky/ground vault coordinates (r,�n��n) and the BTC coordinates (r,�p��p). 

 

The coordinate (xn,yn,zn) for the sky/ground coordinate n is changing basis to (xp,yp,zp). The 

matrix to the left is thus a transformation matrix for (xn,yn,zn) to (xp,yp,zp): 
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The Cartesian coordinates (xp,yp,zp) is converted back to spherical coordinates (NOTE: Matlab has 

an imbedded function [THETA,PHI,R] = cart2sph(X,Y,Z) for this conversion): 
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2.2.3   Interpolating transmittances for each sky and ground coordinate 

The transformed spherical coordinate of the nth sky/ground patch (r,�p,�p) is not likely to be the 

same as for the centroid of a BTC Trengenza patch. Instead, (r,�p,�p) may have up to four 

appurtenant BTC Trengenza pathces. Figure 3 illustrates the three ways that (r,�p,�p) may 

intersect the BTC Tregenza scheme. 
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The Cartesian coordinates (xp,yp,zp) is converted back to spherical coordinates (NOTE: Matlab has 

an imbedded function [THETA,PHI,R] = cart2sph(X,Y,Z) for this conversion): 
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2.2.3   Interpolating transmittances for each sky and ground coordinate 

The transformed spherical coordinate of the nth sky/ground patch (r,�p,�p) is not likely to be the 

same as for the centroid of a BTC Trengenza patch. Instead, (r,�p,�p) may have up to four 

appurtenant BTC Trengenza pathces. Figure 3 illustrates the three ways that (r,�p,�p) may 

intersect the BTC Tregenza scheme. 
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Figure 3: The three ways (r,�n,�n) may intersect the Tregenza scheme of the BTC. 
 

In all three situations, we need to create a new BTC for (r,�p��p). In order to do so, an angular 

interpolation procedure suggested by Reinhart [20] is adopted. The procedure is developed for 

modification of BTDF data by means of weighting factors that depend on the angular distances in-

between a given incidence direction and the centroids of neighbouring sectors. Knowing the 

incident direction, in this case (r,�p,�p), the orthodromic distance (the length of the spherical 

segments between a pair of points located on a hemisphere) between the incident direction and 

the surrounding centroids can be calculated. Kaempf and Scartezzini [17] used the same 

procedure to improve the representation of the direct daylight component in their scene rendering 
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Let the coordinate ��p,�p) in formula (3) be the transformed spherical coordinate of an incident 

coordinate ��n,�n), and let it have four neighbouring centroid ��i,�i) (Figure 3, left). The BTC for 
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where �i is the weighing factor belonging to the BTC for Tregenza coordinate i, BTCi. �i is the 

orthodromic distance between the incident direction ��p,�p) and a neighbouring Tregenza 

coordinate (see formula (3)), where the index i refers to the patch id of the neighbouring 

Tregenza coordinate. Note that �i in the weighing factor �i is inverted because the shortest 

distance to the incident direction should have the highest weight. The BTC of the transformed 

sky/ground coordinate ��p,�p) is thus a distance-weighted fraction of the neighbouring BTC 

Tregenza patch centroids.  
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3   Integration into daylight simulation tool 
 
The described method is implemented in the lighting simulation program LightCalc [4]. The 

implementation is not fully validated due to the deadline of this thesis. However, a minor 

validation has been made to test whether the implementation provides similar results as the 

current uni-directional approach in LightCalc. A BTC data set for a 2-layer glazing is generated 

using the Opticad-based BTDF/BTC generator developed by Moeller [18]. A corresponding data 

set is generated with WIS. Both data sets are found in Table 1. The two data sets are used to 

represent the fenestration in a test room which dimensions are specified in Figure 4. Other data 

assumptions for the test case are found in Table 2. The results of the simulations are shown in 

figure 6. The results are quite similar as expected: the transmittance data is almost the same. 

The BTC result in the point (x,y,z) = (2,5.5,0.85) is, however, 7 lux higher compared to the WIS 

result corresponding to 2.7%. 

 

Table 1. Transmittance data from OptiCad and WIS. 
Tregenza  

band no. 

Incident angle 

[°] 

Transmittance 

WIS [-] 

Transmittance 

OptiCad [-] 

Difference  

[%] 

1 84 0.135 0.138 2.2 

2 72 0.451 0.460 2.1 

3 60 0.671 0.668 0.4 

4 48 0.760 0.761 0.2 

5 36 0.796 0.795 0.1 

6 24 0.807 0.806 0.1 

7 12 0.810 0.809 0.1 

8 0 0.811 0.809 0.2 
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Figure 4. Dimensions of the validated room. 
 
Table 2. Data assumptions for test case. 
Room dimensions  Height × width × depth 3 m × 4 m × 6 m 

Window Height × width 1.6 m × 2 m 

 Offset Symmetrical, 0.9 m from floor. 

 Glazing type 2-layers of clear glazing (Lt⊥= 0.81) 

Diffuse reflectance Wall 0.70 

 Floor 0.30 

 Ceiling 0.80 

 Glazing 0.215 

 Albedo 0.20 

Calculation settings Subsurface size 0.5 m x 0.5 m 

Sky model 10K CIE standard overcast sky  
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WIS-model BTC model 

  

Figure 6. Test results of implementation. 
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4   Conclusion 
 
This report is describing a method for predicting the daylight performance of CFS. The method is 

implemented in an existing daylight calculation tool (LightCalc), and is tested for accuracy. A full 

validation of the method has not been possible due to the deadline of the PhD thesis to which this 

report belongs. However, a minor validation of the algorithm shows plausible results. 

Future work is to make a complete validation by comparing the output from the implemented 

method with the output from the validation in LightCalc paper [4]. This means that 1) the BTC of 

the CFS described in ref. [4] should be generated using e.g. the Opticad-based model provided by 

Moeller [18], 2) the BTC is in a simulation using the suggested method, and 3) the result is 

compared with the Radiance calculations performed in ref. [4]. Expected result is a smaller 

relative error compared to the error of the current method in LightCalc (uni-directional 

transmittances). 
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Appendix 1 for report I 
 
This appendix contains the ordering and numbering scheme for the sky vault, complete with the 
altitude and azimuth for each patch centre as defined by Tregenza [21]. The 145 elements are 
numbered 1 to 145, and count ‘clockwise’ from North i.e. N -> E -> S -> W [22]. 
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Appendix B: Course description of 
master course 11115 Building energy 
and technical services - Integrated 
design 

Danish title:  Bygningsenergi og -installationer - Integreret design 

http://www.kurser.dtu.dk/11115.aspx?menulanguage=en-GB 

Language:  English 

Point (ECTS )  5 

Course type:    BSc/MSc- Advanced Course
 

 

Scope and form: Lectures and group work 

Duration of Course:  13 weeks 

Type of assessment:  Evaluation of exercises/reports 

Aid:  Written works of reference are permitted 

Evaluation: 7 step scale, internal examiner 

 

General course objectives:  

To enable the participants to perform an integrated design process with focus on building 

envelopes and windows as well as technical services, which taken together, best meet the 

requirements for the indoor environment, total energy consumption and total economy over the 

service life time of the building. The integated design process may be used for all types of 

buildings. The aim of the integrated design process is to combine calculations and evaluations in 

a rational decision process.  

 

Learning objectives: 

A student who has met the objectives of the course will be able to: 

• set up the basis (requirements and requests) for integrated design of a building with 

focus on indoor environment and energy consumption  

• calculate the indoor environment and the energy consumption for typical rooms and for 

the whole building by use of dynamic calculation models with relatively few input data 

for the geometry , the building envelope and the building services  

• perform preliminary analyses based on calculations of the influence of the design 

parameters on the indoor environment and the energy consumption  
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• set up different proposals for design of a building that fulfils the minimum requirements 

to the indoor environment and the energy consumption  

• perform detailed calculations of the indoor environment and the energy consumption of 

the different proposals for design of the building  

• evaluate the performance of the different design proposals with respect to the design 

requirements  

• write summarising reports to communicate the results of the activities listed above to 

the other participants in the design work  

• write reports that documents the calculations, analyses and evaluations for the internal 

files on the specific project 

Content:  

Integrated design and analysis of buildings based on commonly applied solutions in the fields: 

building envelope, windows and glass façades, heating and ventilation systems, ams other 

relevant building components and technical services. 

Methods and calculation programs for an overall treatment of building envelopes and technical 

services with regard to indoor environment and total energy consumption - expressed in the 

general term: building performances. Methods for integrated design includes: formulating 

performance requirements, setting up space of solutions based on analyses of the performances 

of the building with respect to the primary design parameters, setting up design proposals, 

performing analyses and evaluation of the design proposals based on detailed calculations of the 

performances of the building design.  

Examples of specific design parameters: form and orientation of the building, façade solutions, 

insulation standards, selection of heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems, routings for 

pipes and ducts. 

Department:  11 Department of Civil Engineering 
Keywords: Integrated design , building envelope and windows, technical 

building services, total energy consumption, total economy 
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Appendix C: Raw data from master 
course 

Raw data from master course in 2006. 

Group 
no 

Office Seminar 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 1 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 2 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr 3 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Foreigner M.Sc. in 
Environmental 
Engineering / N/A 

Gr. 4 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 5 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 6 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 8 0 0 One room suggested but it is not 
fulfilling requirements (energy or 
thermal IE) 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 10 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 11 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 14 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 
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Appendix C: Raw data from master 
course 

Raw data from master course in 2006. 

Group 
no 

Office Seminar 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 1 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 2 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr 3 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Foreigner M.Sc. in 
Environmental 
Engineering / N/A 

Gr. 4 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 5 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 6 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 8 0 0 One room suggested but it is not 
fulfilling requirements (energy or 
thermal IE) 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 10 3 3 No comment Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 11 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 14 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 
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Raw data from master course in 2007. 

Group 
no. 

Office Seminar 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 2 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 3 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 4 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 5 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 6 0 0 Misunderstanding. Parameter 
variations but not even one 
room designed. 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 3 3 Delivers 2x3 rooms using the 
tool as intended 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 2 2 Only did 2x2 rooms instead of 
2x3 rooms - misinterpretation of 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 10 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for office 
designs 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 11 2 2 Only did 2x2 rooms instead of 
2x3 rooms - misinterpretation of 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 12 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 3 3 Delivers 2x3 rooms using the 
tool as intended but also for 
some reason suggesting 
additional designs which is not 
fulfilling the performance 
requirements 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 14 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 15 3 3 Delivers 2x3 rooms using the 
tool as intended 

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 16 N/A N/A Special case. The group made a 
different task with relevance to 
their master thesis 

Foreigner M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 
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Raw data from master course in 2007. 

Group 
no. 

Office Seminar 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 2 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 3 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 4 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 5 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 6 0 0 Misunderstanding. Parameter 
variations but not even one 
room designed. 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 3 3 Delivers 2x3 rooms using the 
tool as intended 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 2 2 Only did 2x2 rooms instead of 
2x3 rooms - misinterpretation of 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 10 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for office 
designs 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 11 2 2 Only did 2x2 rooms instead of 
2x3 rooms - misinterpretation of 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 12 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 3 3 Delivers 2x3 rooms using the 
tool as intended but also for 
some reason suggesting 
additional designs which is not 
fulfilling the performance 
requirements 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 14 0 0 Misunderstanding of concept. A 
number of parameter variations 
but no attempts to design rooms 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 15 3 3 Delivers 2x3 rooms using the 
tool as intended 

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 16 N/A N/A Special case. The group made a 
different task with relevance to 
their master thesis 

Foreigner M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 
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Raw data from master course in 2008. 

Group 
no. 

Office Class 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 1 3 1 Had problems to design classroom 
with low energy consumption 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 2 1 0 Great effort but they end up with 
designs 3-10 kWh/m2 year above the 
energy requirement 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 3 3 2 Last suggestion for lecture room is not 
fulfilling energy performance 
requirement 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 4 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for office 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 5 1 1 Great effort but they end up with 
designs 3-10 kWh/m2 year above the 
energy requirement 

Mixed Architect / N/A 

Gr. 6 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for office 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 2 3 For some reason the group have only 
reported two suggestions for office 
dersigns even though their paramter 
variations seems to enable them to 
generate more. 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 8 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for the office and for the 
lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 3 0 Had problems to design classroom 
with low energy consumption. All 
suggestions were 3-10 kWh/m2 year 
above the energy requirement 

Danish B.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 10 3 3 Their parameter variations would have 
allowed them to suggest more than 
2x3 designs 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 12 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for the office and for the 
lecture room 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 3 1 Had problems to design classroom 
with low energy consumption. All 
suggestions were 3-10 kWh/m2 year 
above the energy requirement 

Danish N/A 

Gr. 14 3 0 More than 3 offices but had problems 
to design classroom with low energy 
consumption. All suggestions were 10-
20 kWh/m2 year above the energy 
requirement 

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 15 3 2 More than 3 offices but only suggest 2 
classroom designs.  

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 16 3 0 More than 3 offices but had problems 
to design classroom with low energy 
consumption. All suggestions were 4-7 
kWh/m2 year above the energy 
requirement 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 
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Raw data from master course in 2008. 

Group 
no. 

Office Class 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 1 3 1 Had problems to design classroom 
with low energy consumption 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 2 1 0 Great effort but they end up with 
designs 3-10 kWh/m2 year above the 
energy requirement 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 3 3 2 Last suggestion for lecture room is not 
fulfilling energy performance 
requirement 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 4 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for office 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 5 1 1 Great effort but they end up with 
designs 3-10 kWh/m2 year above the 
energy requirement 

Mixed Architect / N/A 

Gr. 6 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for office 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 2 3 For some reason the group have only 
reported two suggestions for office 
dersigns even though their paramter 
variations seems to enable them to 
generate more. 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 8 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for the office and for the 
lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 3 0 Had problems to design classroom 
with low energy consumption. All 
suggestions were 3-10 kWh/m2 year 
above the energy requirement 

Danish B.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 10 3 3 Their parameter variations would have 
allowed them to suggest more than 
2x3 designs 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 12 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for the office and for the 
lecture room 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 3 1 Had problems to design classroom 
with low energy consumption. All 
suggestions were 3-10 kWh/m2 year 
above the energy requirement 

Danish N/A 

Gr. 14 3 0 More than 3 offices but had problems 
to design classroom with low energy 
consumption. All suggestions were 10-
20 kWh/m2 year above the energy 
requirement 

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 15 3 2 More than 3 offices but only suggest 2 
classroom designs.  

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 16 3 0 More than 3 offices but had problems 
to design classroom with low energy 
consumption. All suggestions were 4-7 
kWh/m2 year above the energy 
requirement 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 
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Gr. 17 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for the office and for the 
lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 18 0 0 Nothing is right in this report so it is 
not assessed. 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

 

Raw data from master course in 2008. 

Group 
no. 

Office Seminar 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 1 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering / M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 2 2 3 Not able to design a north-facing 
office in low energy class 1 

Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 3 2 0 Office 3 did not fulfil requirment 
for thermal indoor environment. 
The lecture rooms fulfils the 
energy frame but none of the 
lecture rooms fulfils the demand 
regarding thermal indoor 
environment 

Mixed N/A 

Gr. 4 3 3 No comments Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 5 3 3 No comments Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 6 3 2 Last class room did not fulfil 
reguirement for thermal indoor 
environment 

Danish M.Sc. in Sustainable 
Energy / M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 8 2 3 Office 3 did not fulfil requirement 
for air quality.  

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 3 3 No comments Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 10 2 2 Have misunderstood that they 
were supposed to make three 
versions of each function. 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 11 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for the office 
and for the lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 12 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for the office 
and for the lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 3 3 No comments Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering / M.Sc. in 
Sustainable Energy 

Gr. 14 3 3 No comments Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 15 2 2 Office 3 and lecture room 3 did Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
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Gr. 17 3 3 Very good. They indicate even more 
possibilities for the office and for the 
lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 18 0 0 Nothing is right in this report so it is 
not assessed. 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

 

Raw data from master course in 2008. 

Group 
no. 

Office Seminar 
room 

Comment Country Background 

Gr. 1 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering / M.Sc. in 
Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 2 2 3 Not able to design a north-facing 
office in low energy class 1 

Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 3 2 0 Office 3 did not fulfil requirment 
for thermal indoor environment. 
The lecture rooms fulfils the 
energy frame but none of the 
lecture rooms fulfils the demand 
regarding thermal indoor 
environment 

Mixed N/A 

Gr. 4 3 3 No comments Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 5 3 3 No comments Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 6 3 2 Last class room did not fulfil 
reguirement for thermal indoor 
environment 

Danish M.Sc. in Sustainable 
Energy / M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 7 1 1 Have only made one 'optimal' 
solution - missed the point of the 
assignment 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 8 2 3 Office 3 did not fulfil requirement 
for air quality.  

Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 9 3 3 No comments Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 10 2 2 Have misunderstood that they 
were supposed to make three 
versions of each function. 

Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 11 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for the office 
and for the lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 12 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for the office 
and for the lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 13 3 3 No comments Mixed M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering / M.Sc. in 
Sustainable Energy 

Gr. 14 3 3 No comments Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 15 2 2 Office 3 and lecture room 3 did Danish M.Sc. in Civil 
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not fulfil requirement for thermal 
indoor environment.  

Engineering 

Gr. 16 1 1 have only made one solution - 
missed the point 

Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 18 3 3 No comments Danish N/A 

Gr. 19 3 3 No comments Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 20 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for the office 
and for the lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering / M.Sc. in 
Civil Engineering 

Gr. 21 1 1 have only made one solution - 
missed the point 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 22 3 3 No comments Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 23 3 3 No comments Danish N/A 
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not fulfil requirement for thermal 
indoor environment.  

Engineering 

Gr. 16 1 1 have only made one solution - 
missed the point 

Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 18 3 3 No comments Danish N/A 

Gr. 19 3 3 No comments Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering 

Gr. 20 3 3 Very good. They indicate even 
more possibilities for the office 
and for the lecture room 

Danish M.Sc. in Architectural 
Engineering / M.Sc. in 
Civil Engineering 

Gr. 21 1 1 have only made one solution - 
missed the point 

Foreigner N/A 

Gr. 22 3 3 No comments Foreigner M.Sc. in Civil 
Engineering 

Gr. 23 3 3 No comments Danish N/A 
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